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FOREWORD
The conventional view defines the concept of civilization by
s ubs11ming to it the whole range of experiments and technicalmaterial achievements through which mankind has throughout
the ages adapted to the planetary environment; this means the
implicit r(¥:ognition of the originality of the effort of each ethnic
group, directed towards shaping its own civili::ation according
to the prevailing concrete historical and geographical conditions.
If one takes this view it becomes evident that a museum whose thematic profile, its patrimony mid its exhibits are based entirely
upon the whole technical and constructive practice of a people, a
practice that is the result of a two thousand year old history and
finds its expression both in architectonical monuments and tools
and appliances - cannot be conceived and defined with a view
towards its finalization as anything but a National Museum of
the History of Folk Civilization.
The Museum of Folk Technology was organized in the year
1963 through the common effort of specialists from all over the
country and with the generous backini and help of the local
authorities and the constant methodological guidance of the Council of Socialist Culture and Education. Today it brings its contribution not only in terms of completing in a happy way the
range of the Sibiu Complex of Museums (whose core - the universal art gallery and the Brukenthal Library were given the
character of public Museum in 1817, being one of the earliest
museums in Europe), but also in terms of the national network
of museums from Roumania.
Conceived and established first of all with a view towards saveing from disappearance a distinct and highly valuable group of
the National Cultural Patrimony i. e. the monuments of folk
technology, the Museum of Folk Technology today proudly displays a collection and an archives of a paramount historical and
documentary significance. It offers historians ethnographers and
technicians the possibility of retracing and reproducing the thousand years old evolution of preindustrial folk technical creation
from Romania and by analogy, from all over Europe.
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Thus for contemporaneity the 1\Iusewn of Folk Technology
represents an open book for learnin,q and also of historical - materialist and patriotic education of the young yeneration of today
and of the future at the same time offering visitors from abroad
a clearer and more convincing way of understanding Romanian
history and culture.
Knowin,q this valuable patrimony facilitates for us the understanding of' the historical human and technical potential which
has sustained and conditioned the trPmendous program of' industrialization and modernization of the technical-economic structures of' Socialist Romania.
Director,
Vasile C r i ~an
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THE MUSEUM OF FOLK TECHNOLOGY THE NATIONAL MUSEUM
OF THE HISTORY OF FOLK
TECHNICAL CIVILIZATION IN ROMANIA

1. What we would like you to know about the
Museum of Folk Technology

From the very moment of entering the premises of a l\1 use um,
the public feels the evident need to be apprised of the history
and the specific nature of the collections and the exposition,
this being the indispensable condition for the understanding
of the entire exposition.
In the case of the Museum of Folk Technology this natural
curiosity is aroused first of all by the unique thematic profile
(nowhere in the world is there another Museum dedicated
to the presentation of the pre-industrial folk technology of
a people, in our case, the Romanian people); then by the originality of its organizational conception (based upon the idea
of ,technical progress - "the very fabric of History" according
to V. G. Childe - the monuments are grouped on phenomena
of folk culture within distinct thematic groups, these in their
turn making up four main thematic sectors, presented following the evolution of the technical procedures and of the instruments in typological series); again by the impl'l'ssiue character
of the Jfusewn, both as concerns its area(9G. ha of which 42ha.
exhibition space, the visiting alley being G km long) and its
patrimony (the General thematic project contains 14G monuments of which \)2 have alreadv been transferred, with a total
of over 250 buildings and an i'iiventory of approx. 15,000 objects; 8G of these monuments are exhibited); and finally by its
character of national representation (the monuments come
from all over Romania).
We consider it natural to try to show, first of all when and
how did the idea of a Museum of Romanian folk technology
appear, why at Sibiu and why was it possible to organize
9
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such a Museum in Romania, who were the sponsors of the idea
and the authors of the initiative that led to the achievement
of this cultural work, which were the stages in carrying out the
idea of a rigurously scientific thematic conception as well as
the stages of setting up the Museum by constituting its collections and or~anizing tlie exhibition; what kind of means and
method~ were used throughout the years to make it possible
within a very short time span (work on transferring and reconstructing the monuments only started in 1963) for such a large
enterprise to succeed, and finally, from the perspective of our
days, to what purpose was such a major cultural investment
realized in the seventies and eighties of the 20 Century, and
what is it that the Museum of folk technology represents for
the cultural history of the Romanian people and through its
integration in the international network of Museums also for
world cultural history, from a documentary-historical as well
as instructive-educational perspective.

2. The history of an idea: the cultural characterization of a people through its work and
tools.

In the history of culture it is often difficult to pinpoint the
exact date of birth of an idea.
There is a similar difficulty in establishing the link between
events, apparently unrelated and separated by centuries,
which reveal their profound relationship only in their final
product. Thus, in spite of the fact that officially the Museum
of Folk Technology got its organisational start in the early
sixties (1961-1963), it could hardly have come into being
without the benefit of long traditions and previous initiatives.
In the same way that folk technical creation is the final
result of a long collective effort handed down from generation
to generation in its most valuable forms "Tradition - says
Constantin Noica - is the spiritual preservation of what is
good in the past") the Museum of Folk Technology could only
appear as the fruit of the collective efforts of generations of
1,;.::'."lcers, scientists and men of culture from all over the
country.
2.1. The beginning - even if only conventionally - can be
detected in the initiative ,:-,! the ASTRA ("Association for
Romanian Literature and the Cultu::-e of the Romanian people"
founded in 1861 in Sibiu) in the seve1,.+.ies and eighties of the
19 Century to organize in the towns of Transylvania the first
public expositions with the products of peasant handicrafts.
The purpose of these shows was to promote Romanian indus10
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try: "Industry is today the measure of the value of a people"
said Partenie Cosma at the opening of such an exhibition in
Sibiu in 1881.
Further exhibitions were held in the years following in
Ha!eg, Ilunedoara, Cugir and Brad and they contributed to
the creation of a cultural climate favourable to the idea of
"setting up, by and by, a museum of the objects of the national
industry". (wrote Dani! Borcianu in "Foaia Pedagogica" of
1897).
At the 1897 Annual meeting of the Astra, held in Media~,
Corne! Diaconovici (who ,vas later to be called, in recognition
of his great merits in organizing the Opening exhibitions of
the Astra Museum in 1905, "the intellectual maker and main
doer of the exhibition") for the first time set forth the idea
that it ",vas necessary to establish in Sibiu a shelter to serve
for the past. .. , for the monuments of our culture and for all the
valuable products of our national work".
In the "Appeal for the establishment of a Romanian historical-ethnographic Museum in Sibiu" which appeared in 1904
it was said concerning the future museum: "a place should be
found here for everything concerning the original, patriarchal
way of life of our people and especially for the instruments and
tools and objects that ha11e begun to disappear, making way for
the novelties brought about by the civilization that penetrates the remotest corners of the life of the people".
The thematic project ("Programme") of the inaugural exhibition can serve even today for a mode\ of wide conception,
of systems vision (the sectors of the exhibition present the
entire world of Romanian folk culture, starting with the natural habitat, the localities, the farmstead and the dwellingplace, the main occupations as well as the auxiliary ones, the
popular crafts and industries presented through mock-ups of
installations that are preserved today in the collections of our
Museum) and a clearly materialistic view. The similarities
with the future General thematic project of the Museum of
Folk Technology are striking.
The presentation within the Museum of the Astra, inaugurated in 1905 in a building exclusively its own situated in the
Public Park of Sibiu, and built through public subscription,
for the first time in our country, of the most variegated working implements from all domains: agro-pastoral tools, tools of
various crafts, installations of folk industry as well as various
means of transportation, marks the significant moment of the
penetration in the Romanian museography of the workshop of
technical creation, with all its tools and implements. We
believe that this is the historical moment in the development
of Romanian museography that revealed in the history of Romanian spirituality the necessity of defining our own culture
11
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from the most generous and eloquent perspective of the development of technical progress, which Marx called "the objectivated force of knowledge". The decade that followed contributed significantly towards the completion of this work of
national culture, without in the least diminishing by this the
accomplishments of those who took upon themselves to carry
out this important project of the Romanian culture, or of those
who continued with new means and under new circumstances
the initiative of the Astra and of its devoted scholars and
patriots.
The simultaneous exhibition in front of the Museum of
an original sheepfold from Poiana Sibiului, with all its implements, together with a workshop of master-gold-diggers
from the Western Carpathians, foreshadows the method of
exhibiting monuments in the open air; this was a national
first at that time.
2.2. Although without a direct connection with the ethnographical museography, the materialistic orientation in the
Romanian scientific thinking of the time, especially as reflected in the works of the Romanian Geographical School of
the first decade of the 20 Century (Simion Mehedinti, Vintila Mihailescu, George Vilsan) was to bring about an increase
in the interest for an ever more thorough knowledge of traditional economic manifestations and at the same time it
gave the Romanian ethnographical museography the impetus necessary for the formation of collections of tools from
all domains of activity; these collections were meant to trace
the evolution of mankind from nature to culture, its historic
progress from the stage of gatherer to the superior stage of
producer and grower.
"He who wants to get a scientific idea concerning the elements of the civilization of a people and wants to characterize
it as a variant of mankind, must collect, taking the greatest
care, all the tools of its work, and these in authentic specimens
bearing the imprint of labour on them" wrote Simion l\Iehedinti in his work "The ethnographic characterization of a
people through its work and tools". This idea, first stated
in Hl20, was to become fourty years later, the motto of the
Museum of Folk Technology.
The orientation of Romanian ethnographic research towards the revelation of the thematic and typological diversity
of the traditional technical instrumentation offered the first
dimension of the knowledge of the instrumental patrimony;
this concerns to domain of facts which alone are able to illustrate the impressive output of intelligence and creativity
of the Romanians, throughout their history, in the process
12
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of creating a civilization of their own, distinct from the
other peoples of the Continent.
This level of knowledge ,vas that of the observed facts,
the analysing of their morphological and stylistic and technical-constructiYC and functional characteristics; also of the
recording of the areas of circulation, frequency and maximum density; the comparing with similar facts from other
cultures at the same temporal level or from our own culture
but at different temporal levels. Although it representrd a
necessary stage this level of knowledge soon had to be surpassed through the diacronical study of the cultural-historical reality, in order to offer new and peremptory arguments
for demonstrating the ancient quality of the autochthonous
civilization on this territory, the continuity of the life and
creation of Romanians throughout over two thousand years
in the Carpatho-Ponto-Danubian perimeter, the endurance
of ethnic being in spite of all the vicissitudes of history,
of the agrarian character of their traditional civilization.
It was the Sociological school of Bucure~ti (Dimitrie Gusti,
Henri M. Stahl, Traian Herseni) that introduced the diachronical investigation of the phenomena of Romanian folk
culture and civilization by the methods of interdisciplinary
research and social archeology: "From the perspective of time
- wrote Traian Herseni in 1939 - the phenomena of folk
culture arc only seldom the creation of the present; they are
most often traditional phenomena. This means that we cannot explain them without reference to the past. In these domains, to explain is not so much to establish functions and
meanings, but rather, to trace the origins and the development of the phenomenon, its genesis and evolution".
Once this second dimension of the programme of research
of the national cultural patrimony, that is to say, the historical character of the elements of civilization is revealed, we
can consider fully formed the idea of the knowledge of the
folk creation of all times as the best way of characterizing
our people culturally. Its realization in our museums of
ethnography and history meant the same evolution in time
and the repeated attempts to organize various thematic expositions contributing to the improvement of the methodology and the overall view of this cultural domain, all these
finding their complete realization in the thematic project
of what we conventionally call the Museum of Folk Technology but which in fact will be, once the whole programme
is carried out, the open air exhibition being completed with
a pavillion exhibition of an interdisciplinary nature, the
National Museum of the History of Folk Technical Civilization in Romania.
13
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2.3. Beyond their scientific and methodological contributions, it is the merit of the represenlalives of the above mentioned two schools to haYe founded the mosl important ethnographic museums in Homania. both open t1ir and paviliontype. The exhibits of folk technology, instruments and monuments are well represented both in quantity and quality
in both these types of exhibilions.
In the year Hl27 Romul Vuia organized in Cluj the Ethnographic Museum of Transy!Yania, paYilion section, to which
in 1932 was added the open air section in Hoia Park. In
1936 Dimitrie Gusti founded the Village Museum in Bucure~ti.
The disciples of these two founders of the Romanian ethnographic and socialogical school carried on this cultural task,
and contributed to the creation of a national network of ethnographic museums in Romania. Some of them completed
the work started by forerunners, as was the case of Gheorghe
Foc~a in Bucharest and Valer Butura in Cluj, while others
founded new institutions. as was the case of Jon Chelcea in
Ia~i, 1940, Corne! Irimie in Sibiu, 1956, the Folk Art Section
of Brukenthal Museum, respectively in 1963 the Museum
of Folk Technology, or Francisc Nistor in Sighet, who between 1960 and 1980 organized the Ethnographic Museum
of Maramure~. Through the work of these dedicated men the
safeguarding of the national ethnographic patrimony was
made possible by organizing large museal collections and
putting them to good use by setting up exhibitions of scientific character.

3. Preliminaries to the organization of the Museum of Folk Technology
3 .1. In the mind of the contemporaries, the creation of the
Museum of the Astra had a major cultural significance. It
was considered "a momentous act in the development of our
national culture" (losif Vulcan), "an historical milestone in
Romanian cultural history" (Alexandru Mocioni).
In the years that followed, through the dedicated work
of an exceptional group of young Romanian scholars Octavian Goga, Octavian Taslaoanu, Ion Lupa~ - who
were turn by turn custodians of the collections of the Museum
of the Astra, the new institution from Sibiu became by the
time of the Union of Transylvania with the Mother-country,
Romania, "the largest of the collections from Transylvania".
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Inauguration of the Museum of Folk Technlology -

October 17, 1967

In order to insure a better organization of its collections
and to complete on a new, scientific basis the exhibition,
in the years 1929-1931, Romul Vuia was invited to Sibiu
as a scientific consultant.
Impressed by the richness and value of the patrimony of
this Museum as well as by the natural beauty of the surroundings of Sibiu, the director of the Ethnographic Museum of
Transylvania chose Sibiu as a place of refuge in the years
1940-42, following the hateful Vienna Diktat through which
Northern Transylvania was ceded to Horthy Hungary.
The outcome of Romul Vuia's stay in Sibiu was the idea
of organizing in the lovely Dumbrava Sibiului wooded area
an ethnographic museum in the open air. To this effect,
Vuia approached the Mayor of the town for the grant of a
plot of land, near the zoological garden from Dumbrava
Sibiului, petitioning, at the same time, the Ministry of Arts
and Public instruction for the approval of this project. Only
the vicissitudes of war and his return to Cluj, after the war
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prevented the persevering scientist that was Romul Vuia
from carrying out this project.
The idea, however was planted, like a miraculous seed in
the fertile soil of Homanian culture. It was to bear fruit under
the conditions of a great offensive in the domain of ethnographical museography, within the vast work of national
reconstruction on new, socialist bases in the G0s and 70s,
when the national sys/em of clhnographical museums of Romania was complclcd. In particular, the open air museums
marked a great progress both as regards the organizational
conception, through thematical specialization (Sibiu with
its Museum of Folk Technology, Gole~ti with the Museum
of Fruit and Vine farming and also as regards a balanced
repartition in Lhe whole country, in order to cover all major
ethnographical areas and historical provinces (Gorj with the
Museum of Curti!joara, Vilcea with Bujoreni, Maramure!j
with Sighet, Oa~, Lapu~, Codru, Chioaru and l\faramure~ at
Baia Marc, Banat at Timi~oara, Vrancea at Foc!jani) or of
the smaller areas with a distinctive ethnographical and cultural profile (the Bran area at Bran, the Upper Mure!j Valley
at Reghin, of Harghita at Cernat).
3.2. The discontinuation of the Museum of Astra from
Sibiu in the year 1950 by integrating its collections in the
richer and more numerous patrimony of the Brukenthal Museum marked the end of an epoch in the history of the cultural life of Sibiu but also the beginning of a new one.
Within this new historical stage, the first important initiative was that of Lhe establishment of the Folk Art section
of the Brukenthal Museum in the year Hl65. This was done
under the scientific guidance of Camel Irimie.
After organizing the paYilionary exposition on the first
floor of the Brukenthal Palace, the young but enthusiastic
collectiYc took on the task, which to many seemed utopic,
of organizing lhc largest open air ethnographic museum of
Romania, in the Ycry place where Romul Vuia had envisaged it, twenty years earlier, in the Dumbraya Sibiului.
The plot of land was transferred to the Museum by the
Town Council in Hl60. In HIGI a scientific conference of the
most important researchers and specialists from the institutes of the Academy .and of the large museums of the country was organized in Sibiu. The goal of this conference was
lo debate the creation of this new museum and to establish
its thematic profile and the character of its territorial representation.
After many debates it was decided that the Sibiu Museum
was to be "·a museum of the folk handicrafts and trades"
from the whole territory of Romania. This profile was ap-
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Reunion of the scienlific /10ard of the Jfoscum of Folk Tec/11wlogy -

March

1971

proved in 1962 by the l\Iinistry of Education and Culture
and it was finally approved the following year under the
name of "Museum of folk-technology from Roumania" by
the State Committee for Culture and Art - Bucure~ti, Cabinet of Vice-president Ion Moraru.
In the years 1961-63 the "Thematic and organizational
plan of the open air Ethnographic Section from Dumbrava
Sibiului" was elaborated under the scientific advisorship of
Corne] Irimie. This document was an important step in the
thematic and territorial organization of the Museum of folk
technology.
In the summer of 1963 the dismantling, transfer and reconstruction of the first monuments of folk technology was started; the first monument was the ,•.rater-mill from Dabica,
Hunedoara County, dated from 1848.

3.3. The most important problem that was to determine
the successful completion of the organizational phase was
that of detect~ng and identif!1i11g, over the whole territory
of the country, the most valuable and representative monuments of folk architecture and technology. The methods and
techniques used by the specialists of the Museum of folk
technology have been of the most varied kind: archival research, questionaires and signal files, but also research trips
of teams at which many specialists from various museums
from the country took part between 1961-63.
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A first source of information was the archival material
represented by the Report of the State Commission for Waters
from 1957. According to this report, in 1957, on the running
waters of Romania, there were 5518 traditional water installations of folk industry, representing 4479 grindiuJ installations, 446 whirlpools, mills, fulling-mills, 427 saw-mills,
30 oil-presses and 115 other installations. The total number,
even if inferior to the reality revealed by further research,
as well as the extraordinary typological diversity were powerful arguments for the oportunity, possibility and necessity
of the organization of a National museum specialized in the
folk technological creation so that these original witnesses
of the creative spirit, skill and perseverance of our people
should be saved from complete disappearance.
Such a live archive of the preindustrial technical endowment of a people to which hundreds, even thousands of tools
from workshops from all over the country were also added
(whereas in other European countries such patrimony had
disappeared quite some time ago) the whole preserved in an
unaltered state, lent the Sibiu museum the quality and value
of a cultural act of universal significance.
Another technical means of evaluating the virlual patrimony of a technical nature, without regard to the quality
of the phenomenon under study (occupational, handicrafts,
industrial or pertaining to popular transportation) was re.:.
presented by the circulation throughout the whole country
of the general questionnaire forms as well as of thematical questionnaires and the signal files of monument. The answers that
poured in from the whole country through the dilligence of the
teachers who were involved in gathering the information necessary for the filling out of these primary documentary sources
were of great help in drawing up the priorities of a program of
field-trips, that the teams of researchers from our Museum
undertook between 1961-63, aided also by specialists from
other museums. Based upon the final results of all these
means of investigation a list of monuments was completed
which was attached to the thematic project and to the project of spatial arrangement of the monuments. The monuments were grouped according to their typology within four
great thematical sectors, each of these being organized in
groups, according to the technology and tools that are specific to them.
The monographic studies of each separate phenomenon as
well as each monument about to be transferred, resulted in
a great amount of scientific and technical documentation,
made up of films, photographs, technical drawings, slides,
statistical data, most of this information ending up as part
of the "file of the monument".
18
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As far as the , 1eilwrlology of thr n111sro-lec/111ical works is
concerned, throughout the organization of the Museum of
folk technology special care was taken to use the national
experience in this domain as well as the experience of other
European countries with outstanding results in the field. To
this effect, the specialists of our Museum made many documentary trips abroad and after the constitution of the European Association of Open Air Museums, afiliated to ICOM,
participated regularly at the bicnnal symposia organized in
various European countries.
One of the most efficient means to evaluate and generalize
the positive results of the work of all the open air museums
in the country has been the organization by the Museum of
folk technology of periodic Scientific sessions of the Scientific
council for analysis and debate.
To these sessions we should add the National colloquy on
the history of folk civilization from Romania (inaugurated in
1979 ullCler the guidance of the Academy of S. R. Romania,
of the Academy of Social and Political Sciences and of the
Council for Socialist Culture and Education) and also the
1-Vational Convention on the problem of the typology of the traditional labour devices of the Romanian people, started in 1982.
Promoting the most advanced methods of research and also
of evaluation of the results that were obtained within the
open air exposition, concerning the entire folk technical
civilization from Romania, the Museum of folk technology
became soon after its inception a national institution specializing in the scientific research, formation, conservation and
exhibition of the national patrimony concerning the traditional folk technical creation from Romania.
The scientific publications edited by the Museum are the
bilingual "Cibinium", now at its fifth issue, as well as special
volumes and folders destined to the open air ethnographic
museums in Romania and the folders for .the presentation of
the monuments that were transferred to the Museum of folk
technology and also volumes on the history of folk civilization from Romania investigated from a modern, interdisciplinary perspective. All these are an important contribution
to the better knowledge of the national cultural patrimony
and of the efforts of the Romanian state for the conservation
of these monuments in the open air ethnographic museums
in general and in the Museum of folk technology in special.
4. The thematic structure of the Museum. Conception and realisation of the exhibiton.

In a pluridisciplinary vision, the concept of civilisation is
fundamentally connected to the totality of technical achie19
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.Adminislralion

vements of mankind, which are used in its efforts of turning
the natural categories into cultural values, into goods, thus
becoming in A. Malraux's words: "something else than a
mere accident of the Universe".
The making of ci11ilisation started in the midst of Nature
through the activity of the Demiurgic Homo Faber on the
plane of knowledge by the patient exploration of Nature's
secrets resulting in the discovery of the laws governing the
life of animals and plants. On the plane of creation, the first
labour devices were produced, creating the first instrumental
values with a very important function in the anthropogenesis;
these were followed by a host of inventions which contributed
to the enriching and improvement of the technical procedures
and tools used, in fact marking the qualitative jumps in the
general social progress.
Through such uninterrupted, if slow accumulation of kno1n·ledge, skills and tools, through the continual improvement,
typological diversification and widening of the functional
area of the labour devices, through the growth of the power
resources as well as the beneficial exploitation of the forces
of Nature (fire, water, wind) mankind has created, throughout
the times, its cultural Universe, embodied on the plane of
civilization in a collective patrimony, handed down and
enriched from generation to generation in structures and forms
that are distinctive of each ethnical community, for: "There
is no general human civilization, accessible to all people, in
the same way and to the same degree; each people has its own
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Aspect from the exhibition with the project of the Museum of Folk
Technology

civilization, even if many of its elements are common to other
people, too" - Mihai Eminescu.
The dividing of the considerable area that was affected to
the organization of the permanent open air exhibition of the
Museum of folk technology into the four basic thematic sectors and of these into numerous groups, each treating a particular aspect of traditional folk civilization was done with a
view towards the exact delimitation of the phases of the
work process and also of the historical evolution of mankind
from the stage of gatherer to that of producer. \Ve also follow
the continual improvement of the occupational structure
through the improvement of the process itself as well as of
the technical equipment. The first were the occupations of
acquisition from nature which from being the most important, gradually became auxiliary occupations; the next phase
is that of the occupations of producing in nature of certain
agro-alimentary stuffs; these became main occupations.
From the phase of household occupations, these passed to
the specialized phase of handicrafts, producing goods for
barter and exchange and finally the superior stage of the mechanisation of the work process by using natural forms of
power. An important domain is also that of the circulation
and transportation of goods and raw materials and consequently the sector of a traditional folk means of transportation
was :idded.
Another criterion of organization of the thematic groups
was that of the species grown or of the raw material processed
or even of the end product in the case of the handicrafts. And
21
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finally, in the case of transportation the criterion was the
functional system of each group of means: floating, carried,
rolling, sliding.
Concerning the sequence of the monuments within the same
group, the criterion was that of the evolution of planimetry
and building techniques in the case of monuments of architecture or typologica 1 progress in the case of folk technology.
Concerning the sequence of the thematic sectors, there was
a single anomaly, determined by the terrain: the sector of
folk transportation was placed in the second position, after
the food sector and before wood working, although ideally
it should have come at the end .
. While sticking closely to the thematical plan of the Museum
of Folk technology, we made every effort to insure a very
faithful reproduction of the original site. This we tried to
do by landscape arrangement and systematisation, in order
to obtain a natural and harmonious presentation of the monuments.
In the case of the hydraulic installations, we went as for as
to make sure that, with two exceptions, all the exhibits were
in working condition. Many of these exhibits are periodically
activated in front of audiences on the occasion oI international scientific meetings, TV recordings, etc.
Concerning the categories of monuments exhibited in our
Museum it should be pointed out that the criteria of selection
applied to the monuments were more comprehensive and generous than is usually the case in our museums. The aim was
to represent not only workshops and folk industrial installations but the totality of monuments of folk technology including buildings of a general or special character of productive
activity, from the domain of raw-material extraction, ol
manual or industrial processing, of storage and transportation and, of course, the tools specific for each phase.
As a result of this generous orientation the patrimony of
our Museum currently contains the following categories of
buildings and installations: 15 specialized constructions from
the main domains of folk civilization (fishery, shepherds'
huts, sheep-pens and sheep-folds, fruit-cellars and wine-cellars, gold-mine gallery) 32 homesteads, of which 3 of pastoral character, 2 agrer-pastoral and 28 of handicraft type, 2
workshops without a homestead, 61 installations of folk industry (also counting a number of installations that are exhibited within the homesteads, such as the wind-mill in the
fisherman's cottage) and finally 2 monuments in the sector
of folk transportation.
Of all these, the most representative collection and at the
same time the most complete in the whole country is that of
the installations of folk industry. It has 34 installations oI
22
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Restoration workshops

food industry, G installations of wood-working, 1 mmmg.
installation, 1 metallurgical, 17 textile installations, two
of which are what we may rightly call complexes of folk
industry.
These monuments are the witnesses of what has been called "the first technical revolution, of Medieval origin", in
the domain of power. By their transfer to the Museum and
their display in evolutional-typological series, we aimed at
highlighting the European level of development. of the folk
technology on the territory of Romania.
As regards the origin of water-installations and the direction of their diffusion from town to country, through the
11- lG centuries, we can state that the false theory of the
rural origin of these installations, based upon the survival
in the country side of these installations (which were interpreted as proof of the energetic and technological conservatism of the village) has been lately refuted by the results
of research done by the specialists of our Museum which prayed concludently that in the case of all water-mills, their
appearance and diffusion at the level of the economy of the
entire Medieval Romanian society was a matter of the technical priority of the town.
The tapping of new power sources has always been the result
of a fundamental need based on the increase of demand brought
about by the population increase, which was much larger
in the towns that in the countryside; thus the transfer of
technology was directed by the evolution of technological
progress at the level of the whole society, from the town to
the village. Because of its socio-economic structures that
were fundamentally conservative, the village always retained
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for a long time technical equipment that in the town was
considered anachronic and outdated.
The circulation of the same instrumental values in both
cultural domains: urban and rural - justifies the use of the
concept of folk culture and civilization to describe an historical
synthesis that is representative for the creation of the entire
population and not only for the countryside, as it was claimed by past historians.
Moreover, in the case of Romanian folk civilization, we
can justifiably draw the conclusion that it appeared, developed and gave rise to specifically Romanian forms, through
a permanent interplay between urban and rural values,
through the continual circulation of raw-materials and finished products as well as of the creators and their ideas between the two domains which, in fact, make up the same Romanian cultural universe.
The hasty abandon of the traditional technical systems by the
towns after the discovery and application of new sources of
power (steam-power, followed by the internal combustion
engine and electricity) suddenly created a gap between the
values of urban and rural civilization. Today, efforts are
directed towards the diminishing and abolishment of this
gap, through the emancipation and modernization of village
life.
Viewed from this perspective of the history of culture and
civilization, the collection of monuments of· folk technology
from the Museum of Folk Technology from Dumbrava Sibiului offers an extremely valuable documentary material,
concerning an important historical period of almost one
thousand years in the life of our people, illustrating the efforts and feats of intelligence and technical genius directed
towards social and historical and eventually also cultural
progress.
Knowing this patrimony, unique in the whole of Europe,
offers the broadest and most objective scientific basis for the
ethnographic (and thus also cultural-historical) characterization of the Romanian people, for the highlighting of the·
originality and universality of its traditional civilization.
Reaching the end of our visit, it is natural to ask ourselves:
What feelings do we experience, on leaving the Museum?
What thoughts were roused in our mind, that will make us
look for its equal in every museum, in and outside of this
country?
Without doubt, we shall leave the Museum imbued with
the feeling that it is a sacred duty for all of us to collect
and safeguard the material pro~fs of the history of the civilization of our people, considering it the first book of know-
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Reconstruction of
the windmill from
Freca/ei

ledge of the nation, a way to honour our forefathers and to
maintain a sense of our cultural identity.
Then, our thought shall go to the people, the great craftsmen who created everything that exists in this land, and
it will be filled with homage and gratitude. We shall
try, each of us to the extent of our power and capacity, to
carry the flame of the love for work, of desire for progress, of
the endeavour to raise our country to the highest summits of
culture and civilization.
Wishing to tompare our opinion with that of the guests
and specialists who visited the Museum, we leafed through
the Book of impressions of the Museum and chose at random a
few opinions~
"Visiting the Museum of Folk Technology, we are amazed
at what has been accomplished for ethnography as a science"
(Bilka Stankova, the Institute for folklore and etnography,
Czechoslovakian Academy of Science).
- "Wonderful, perfect this Museum of Folk Technology
whose organizers were able to be both scientists and artists,
2-

Museum of Folk Technology
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at the same time allowing adroitly, a discrete but warm
current of patriotic pride to show through" (prof. dr. doc.
Richard Wolfram, University of Vienna).
- "Heartfelt thanks to the organizers of the Museum, for
the gigantic work of collecting and retrieving the folk creations, in which the age-old wisdom of the Romanian people
was so fully embodied" (Academician P. Dunaev, "Timiriazov" Academy, Moscow, U.S.S.R.).
- "I have just seen the Museum of Folk Technology. It
is extraordinary! I have never seen the like of it. You made
the Museum so thoroughly scientific and so representative
that it is truly unique" (prof. Walter M. Bacon, University
of Nebraska, U.S.A.).
- We are amazed by the conception and the realization.
It is one of the most interesting open-air museums in Europe,
and at the same time it fulfills an educational purpose (dr.
Helga Gerndt, University of Munich, West Germany).
- It is an extraordinary museum that is matchless in
Europe. By the richness of its patrimony, it has a fundamental
importance for the history of European culture (dr. Bruno
Contardi, University of Rome).
- Congratulations to the Romanian people, on having
this great combination of museum, recreational area and technical educational project (dr. Gunar Ekegard, director of the
Technical Museum, Stockholm, Sweden).
- I am deeply impressed by your unique and extremely
valuable Institution which shows the concern of Socialist

Winter in the Museum of Folk 1'cchno/ogy;
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Romania for the safeguarding of the rich cultural traditions
of the Romanian people (dr. Harry Guner, Zurich, Switzerland).
In the beginning it was only an idea, now we are faced with
a truly national cultural institution.
Corneliu Bucur, Ph. D.
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THE SECTOR OF FOLK FOOD PRODUCTION

The sector of folk food production contaiHs the most representative monuments illustrating the main processes, technical procedures, instruments and materiel for obtaining diverse agro-alimentary stuffs; these include hunting, fishing,
bee-keeping and as a connected trade, bee-wax making ("bo~tinarit" in Romanian) animal-farming, fruit-growing, winegrowing, agriculture, oil-pressing and flour-milling.
The sequence of the exhibition is the one customarily used
in ethnography, following the historical evolution of phenomena, determined by the progress of technology, of methodology and of instruments.
1. The first thematic group i.e. of traditional hunting shall
present, in the near future "the first machines in the.history
of mankind" as Julius Lips called traps for catching wild
animals.
Traps arc installations of great diversity, determined by
the kind of animal in question and the technique of capture
(suspending, shutting in, wounding or killing). Their construction shows great technical ingenuity and a fine knowledge
of animal behaviour.
For the inhabitants of this land, fishing has always been
one of the main occupations, given the many rivers and the
rich fishing areas of Romania. In the Danube Delta and the
riverside villages, fishing has been the predominant form of
economic activity, intensified with the improvement of
techniques for catching and transportation.
In the traditional civilization, fishing brought about the
appearance of specialized buildings, from the humble fishermen's huts of the Delta, to the.big fisheries, with specialized
storage areas for the catch and the fishing implements.
https://biblioteca-digitala.ro
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2. Fishin.lJ implements diversified their range according
to the water-course and to the species of fish, and the collection in the Museum represents a very interesting chapter in
the history of folk civilization in Romania.
3. Bee-keeping has always been a constant occupation of
Romanians and their Daco-Getean ancestors, the main produce, honey and wax being mentioned as their main exports,
in Antiquity and the Middle Ages. Among the specialized
constructions, we should mention apearies, archaic hives
made of hollowed out tree-trunks and other implements that
arc going to be exhibited in the near future.
4. Bee's-wax making or "bo~tinarit" has both an occupational profile and one of handicraft. The first is represented
by the collecting of the raw-material, from large areas, in
conred waggons, while the second aspect has to do with
the processing of bee's-wax, done in special buildings and on
special equipment, by heating up and pressing the wax on
installations of great capacity.
'
Candle-making from bee's-wax is a handicraft that
thrived in a number of centres, near the great towns. ·within
the traditional household, there was a room used for storing
the traditional implements that were used in melting the
wax and making candle~, either by pouring moulds or by
repeated passings through a bath of molten wax.
In both cases, we have activities that were adopted as a
complement to the main occupation of farming, when the
increase of population made it ever more difficult for the productive land of the villages to meet the increasing demand
for food.
5. Throughout the entire existence of the Romanians,
animal farming has been, together with tilling the land, the
main occupation. Both these occupations were pursued within the village boundaries, in spite of what certain theories
tried to insinuate concerning this problem and it was only in
the 14th century that transhumancy was adopted, as a result
of the huge increase of demand for wool, brought about by the
dramatic development of urban textile industry, caused by
the introduction of water-driven fulling mills, which had a
much larger capacity.
\Vith the Romanians, transhumancy has_.,?tways been a seasonal commuting between the mountain 'grass-lands in summer and the low-lands of the South in winter. The animal
herds were followed by a small number of men and not by
whole populations, as was the case of the tribe of Fari;;eroti,
(Frasheri =Albanians) in the Balkans.
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5. The most concludent proof of the pastoral sedentarism
of Romanians as a model for the organizing of the shepherds'
life from the earliest times (Vergil wrote in his Odes about
the Dacians wintering their animals in folds) is the· monumental size of the shepherds' buildings in the Alpine zones and
mountain grass-lands, the solid, enduring, multifunctional
character of the shepherds' buildings, both in the mountain
grass-lands, where they made up localities of the scattered
type (hence the tradition of the cottage with reinforced enclosure) and within the village boundaries. An outstanding
characteristic is the high level of systematization and development of the villages, with a predominantly pastoral character, even in the presence of transhumancy (the villages of
Marginimea Sibiului and those of the Brai?OV area).
\Ve think that a decisive argument in favour of the continuity of the pastoral pattern in the very areas that practiced
transhumancy from the earliest date and with great intensity
is the preservation in the grass-lands to this day of the sheepfold, a partially covered poligonal structure that has served
from Antiquity (stabulum from Latin) for the sheltering of
animals in winter (in our collection it is exemplified by the
exhibit from Ra1?inari-Sibiu).
A similar significance have the archaic shepherds' implements used for making dairy products (pail and strainer,
stirring rod for cheese, churn) or for keeping accounts of the
partners ~coring stick, which in Romania has a tradition
that goes back to the Neolithic). In the same sense, we mention the retention in the language of the oldest terms from the
Traco-Geto-Dacian stratum, words such as: strunga, brinza,
urda, zer, cirlan, fluier and apparently even stina; or words
from Latin: staul or words like fin (hay) and nutret, (fodder)
which are directly connected to the custom of raising animals in stable centres, with wintering taking place within
the village boundaries (by comparison, in Hungarian the
words designating fodder and fold were borrowed from
Slavic).
6. Fruit-growing and wine-growing were attested as early
as the Neolithic, they developed in the Daciau civilization
and today, they offer a large architectonic material (fruit-cellars
and wine-cellars) and an even larger range of tools and implements, which demonstrate the continuity and antiquity
of our culture, the ancient origin of many of the tools (the billhook and the pruning knife closely resemble their Dacian
counterparts) and the two-thousand year old continuity of
the main implements used for processing fruit (the fruit crusher
with stone roll resembles the Latin tribulum) or grapes (the
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vat used for crushing the grapes with the feet, the presses
with fixed or mobile screw).
The presentation of a plum-brandy distillery, with waterwheel for cooling the vapoul's in the coils of the still, proves
that this domain also benefitted from the technical progress
represented by the use of water power for the processing of
various agro-alimentary raw materials.
7. What is remarkable about the groups representing oilpressing from seeds (and this situation is repeated only· with
the group of flour-mills) is the perfect series of the types of
installations used for the two operations: crushing the seeds
and pressing the oil-seed-cake. Thus, in the domain of seedcrushers or mortars we have the whole gamut of installations
known from Antiquity to Modern times: the mortar "·ith
manually operated pestle (going back to the Neolithic) with
beetle operated by a rope and pulley, the tread-mortar, the
animal-powered circular mortar with a stone crusher going
round in a circular trough and finally the type based upon
the principle of the camshaft, connected to a water-wheel,
this type being of Medieval origin.
The oil-presses, also form a complete series of types: with
wedge pounded by a hammer or by the so called "berbeci"
or mallets that can be either horizontal or vertical (both
being known in the Antiquity, the type with mallets appears
in the work of Heron in 200 B.C.); the type with a wooden
screw, the oldest of this kind, placed vertically at1.d finally
the industrial type presses made of metal and usually .placed
in a horizontal position.
By collecting in a mixed pavilion, situated ot the intersection of the three thematic groups, all types of presses a
unique synthesis is made, proving the skill of the folk craftsmen and their enterprising spirit, preoccupied with the continual improvement of the machinery they used.
At the risk of becoming repetitive, we would like to point
out again that only an agrarian civilization, which had long
settled down in the same historical environment, could allow
the systematic accumulation and especially, the preservation of such a diversified range of installations, whose earliest
types are faithful conterparts of prehistoric or ancient types
of instruments.
8. In the Lower Danube basin corn-farming has been, from
the Neolithic, one of the most important activities; the introduction of the ~x and of the plough with iron share turned
it into the basic occupation of the population to the North
of the Danube (Xenophon called the Thracians "millet-eaters"
and Horace wrote about the Getes that "they grow crops on
boundless lands").
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The Romans further reinforced the local traditions of farming, bringing to the Romanian language Latin terms for the
overwhelming majority of names of crops, species, tools etc.:
griu, in, orz, secara, a ara, a treiera, a sapa, a grapa, a
macina, sapa, secere, aratru, moara etc.
In contradiction with what certain erroneous theories stated
about the period of migrations, the 4-13 centuries did not
see the disappearance of the native, farming populations from
the regions of Europe that were subjected to the tide of the
warrior-horsemen; on the contrary, an objective view necessarily presuposes the presence of these populations to account
for the interest of these tribes in the exploitation of these
regions.
The whole range of tools discovered in the sites dating from
this period and especially the querns or hand mills that present a variant improved by the introduction of a device allowing for the setting of the distance between the millstones
(called in Romanian "pirparita") prove the continuity of the
agricultural practices of the Romanians, in spite of the undoubtedly troubled times.
The practice of farming on all forms of relief, from the Valley
of the Danube and of the major rivers up to the mountaingrasslands, including the terraces, situated at an altitude
of 1200-1300 ms represents, in David Prodan's words "the
most convincing example of persistance pushed to the limit
in the practice of farming, pursued against all natural hazards, even at the risk of harvesting less than you sowed"
offered by the Romanians throughout the entire second millenium, being an irrefutable proof of their sedentarism and
endurance.
The presentation of the different farming systems is done
through the presentation of the specific implements that characterize each form of relief: the plough with movable breastboard, threshing with the flail in barns with threshing-yards,
in hilly or submountainous regions, respectively the plough
with fixed breast-board and the ridge-plough, threshing with
a sledge outfitted with silex, and an arhitecture based on the
use of adobe and straw-roofs, in the plains and in the Dobrudja.
A very important problem for many regions of the country,
considering the relatively barren land, has been that of fertilizing the soil. One of the oldest practices of fertilizing the
land, that is still applied in a few isolated areas in the Western Carpathians, was the so-called "tirlire" which meant
the daily moving around of the sheep-pen in which the animals spent the night. The shepherd's hut, called "cramba"
was also moved around.
The above system demonstrates the symbiosis between
farming and animal-farming, which are reciprocally compa-
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tible; the preponderence of one or the other form is a function of the specific of the relief and of the level of technology.
9. Vegetable gardening has been practiced in this country
for over two thousand years, as proved by the names of the
various plants: mazare, from the Thracian, varza, ceapa, lintea, napul from Latin.
The specialization of the Southern and Eastern regions in
large-scale vegetable growing meant the introduction of certain improved technologies in order to insure higher yields.
Among these, the most important is the irrigating wheel.
Originating in the ancient irrigating installations of the
Middle-East and North Africa, the irrigating wheels represent a certain technological progress, the Roumanians using
both animal-powered wheels, and wheels installed on watercourses and in certain areas of the South, even wind-powered
irrigating wheels.
10. Flour-milling was, throughout the history of human
civilization, the domain that proved most receptive to new
inventions in the area of motion, of transmitting it through
specific systems as well as in the area of power-sources.
Furthermore, the durability of mill-stones makes it possible to follow the way in which this "monumentum princeps"
of all peoples with a sedentary, agrarian civilization developed through the ages, from the Neolithic to our days.
The archeological discoveries that were made on the territory of Romania are faithful witnesses of this historical evolution, revealing the importance of cultural contact with the
great civilizations of the Greek and Roman antiquity, which
influenced the entire huge area around the Mediterranean,
both in the classical Greek period, the Hellenistic period and
especially the Roman period when most of the fundamental
types of mills are generalized: the quern or hand-mill, the
animal-powered mill, in its simplest variant, with direct
transmission, the water-mill, which has two main types:
with direct transmission - the Oriental type, with horizontal wheels and - the Western type, with vertical waterwheel
and multiple gearing, which is sometimes called the Vitruvian-type (from the Roman architect Vitruvius, who first
gave a detailed description of this type of mill).
Water-mills were known in Dacia, at least in the towns
and administrative centres and the highly developed technology of these mills is proved by the mill-stones discovered
at Apulum, Napoca and Micia, which are similar to discoveries made in the rest of the Roman Empire.
The Latin terminology of the entire technical structure of
hand-mills and water-mills proves that these installations
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were continually used by a native population throughout
the first millenium, some of these even showing progress in
technology and productivity. This means that when the
Slavs settled on the North of the Danube, became sedentary
and took up farming, the process of evolution of the handmill had been completed. The Slavs took the improved installation from the natives and gave it Slavic names, the same
way as they did with the water-wheels. Later, these Slavic
names are assimilated by the native (e.g. ri~nita, pirparita,
cring etc.).
Once water-mills become wide-spread, between the 10-12
centuries, flour-milling turns into an important feudal industry, at first, as a monopoly of the great lay and ecclesiastical
landowners and of the ruling princes; later, however, the
peasant communes slowly manage to acquire water-mills
and other hydraulic installations of their own, too.
The introduction of the huge horse-driven mills in the 14th
century, (after the new system of harness became widespread,
i.e. the breast-strap instead of the neck-strap of the Antiquity) and of the wind-mills, completes the series of the
power-types, specific for the traditional folk civilization.
Within each of these types, we find a truly impressive diversification, which shows in the construction of the waterwheels, of wind-sails, of gearings as well as in the mill building proper. So much so, that the study of this fascinating
phenomenon of folk technical civilization generated a new
branch of science: mulinology.
Through the considerable number of exhibits in this thematic group, (so far 22 installations of various types have
been transferred) we hope to have demonstrated the Romanians' capacity of adaptation and of original creation in the
domain of technology, since we can find here most of the
European type mills, both Eastern and ·western as well
as Northern. or Southern Mediterranean; this lends our collection the value of an original synthesis of European scope.
In our country flour-milling had certain features that were
specific for Romania. Among these, mention should be made
of the following: 1. The exceptional density of water-mills
with horizontal-wheel; in the past there were villages that
had up to 30-40 such water-mills, strung out along one or
two watercourses, like pearls on a string. 2. The great ingenuity in using the local peculiarities of water-courses and of
other natural agents, which led to the extraordinary variety
of types and variants of mills. 3. The specialization of whole
villages in water-mills, wind-mills or horse-driven mills,
meating the demands of large neighbouring areas; certain
centres even specialized in the building and shipping of such
milling installations (certain villages in Wallachia, such as
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Cascioarele were mentioned, for many years in the Customs
Registers for the late 18 Century, as exporters of floating mills
to the Turkish Empire). All these features illustrate the exceptional importance of this sector of folk food production
in the history of Romanian civilization and its determining
role in establishing the sedentary-agrarian character of the
civilization of a people.
What should our final conclusion be, now that we have
reached the end of our presentation of how the Romanians
used the alimentary resources offered by their land?
Undoubtedly, the fundamental idra is the continuity and
the antiquity of the residing of the Romanian, and of
their ancestors, in this land, for only the sedentary way of
life and a thousand year old practice can produce a civilization so proficient in skills and abilities, in procedures ancl
traditional tools and implements, in the acquisition from
nature of all its respurces and in their diversified processing
in order to meet the fundamental necessities of life.
The extraordinary diversity of the tools and implements
in this sector also highlights another quality of the Romanians:
their propensity towards cultural dialogue with other peoples,
and this without altering the originality of their own culture.
As Constantin Noica wrote: "When our civilization reached
the stage of culture, it did not create everything anew; rather,
it was, as when facing Nature, among given historical cultures. The vain temptation of total novelty did not arise
among us. We knew how to bring novelty to what was historically our own".
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FISHERY
Mahmudia, Tulcea county (8)
This exhibit comes from Mahmudia, a fishing-village in
Tulcea county, on the St. George branch of the Danube.
It was brought to the Museum in December 1972 and rebuilt
on the shore of the artificial pond on the grounds.
The fishery or 'cherhana' has been a specialized structure
since the early 18 th century; in fishing-areas it is used for the
storage of the daily catch in view of its partial processing
and eventual transportation to the market, for industrial
processing and sale. Its main parts are: the chcrhana proper, the ice-cellar, the summer-kitchen, the shade-shield for
the boats' and the fishermen's temporary shelter. The building rests on oak piles and it is made of fir-boards with a reedthatched two sloped roof. The ground-plan shows two functionally distinct rooms: the office, where the books are kept
and the"Cherhana proper where the catch is brought and partially proce'Ssed (gutted, salted, roe extracted). The vats,
the ice and salt-crushing machine, the balance and some of
the fishing-equipment are also kept in this room.
The front of the building has a porch or michile running
along its entire length; it serves for pier and in good weather some of the operations mentioned in connection with the
big room of the fishery are also performed here, such as:
receiving the fish brought in, weighing, sorting, washing,
gutting and salting.
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The pontoon is six metres long and it is built at a right
angle to the porch. It is built on piles and also serves for
pier.
Among the annex buildings of the fishery that are to be
rebuilt the most important is the ice-cellar (well isolated
thermally and built deep in the ground, with a reed- thatched
four-sloped roof) used for the storing of the ice necessary
during the processing and transportation of the fish.

"clone", tool for catching catfish
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FISHERMAN'S COTTAGE Mahmudia, Tulcea county (10)
This exhibit comes from the fishing-village of l\Iahmudia,
Tulcea county and it was rebuilt in the Museum between
1975- Hl79. It is a monument characteristic of the predominantly fishing-economy of the Danube Delta.
Together with the fishery or cherhana (8), which comes
from the same village and it is placed close-by, this exhibit
forms a complex that presents the most characteristic aspects
of the fishing way of life in the Delta. The rich collection
of tools and implements that is on view in the fishery and
in some rooms of this exhibit gives the visitor an excellent
opportunity to acquaint himself with the various procedures
and methods of fishing employed by the fishermen of this
village.
The homestead is made up of the following elements:
the cottage, the stable called "dam", the chicken-coop called
"curnic", the bread-oven, the bath-house, the small windmill and the outhouse. The buildings arc characteristic of the
architecture of the villages in Northern Dobrudja, in the late
19 th century and early 20 Century. The buildings are made
of adobe, they are white-washed and arc covered with reedthatching.
The buildings form three functional groups:
1. In the front-yard: the cottage, the bath-house and the
bread-oven. 2. In the back-yard: the stable and the chicken-
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coop, 3. In the garden: the wind-mill and the outhouse. The
two yards have separate access and also two communicating
little gates.
The cottage has its aria} plan at a right angle to the street
and it has a porch lined wilh poles on two sides. The wooden
parts of the cottage are richly ornamented with fret-work.
The front gable is decorated with two stylized sea-horses.
The girders of the eaves are also decorated. The cottage has
two rooms, a vestibule and a store-room for tools and implements. The interior decoration is a surprising mixture of
old and new, of traditional elements mingled with modern

"ig/i/u", tool for
weaving and mending fishing ~•els

"/injanca", heated earthenware bed and cook-lop

pieces. The heating elements are traditional, there is a "blind"
stove (a stoYe without a hearth, heated from the other room)
and a traditional earthenware bed that is also heated. There
a re a !so some va Iuable 17 and 18 Century ikons of wood and
metal, Romanian textiles, as well as pieces of furniture. bought
in town.
An item that is never absent from a Lipovan house is the
bath-house, a small, square building with two rooms: the
smaller is a bathing-box and the other is the bath proper,
with a hearth made of rocks, on which the boiler is placed.
Also in the front-yard, there is a bread-oven with a cooking-plate that was used during the summer. •
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A fence made of braided reed separates the front-yard from
the back-yard. In the back-yard, we find the stable ("dam")
with a store-room and a space for the waggons as well as the
chicken-coop ("curnic") that resembles a miniature house.
In the garden, we find the small wind-mill for household
use and the outhouse. The garden is also. surrounded with a
reed-fence.

"capa.u~cd", ear-pick

"/caga11", ~,ad/:

I

"su/ ni/u", sa/1- !10:r
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CAKE OF WAX-PRESS SebeJul de Jos, Sibiu county (13)

The press comes from the village of Sebe~ul de .Jos (Turnu
Ro~u district, Sibiu county) and dates from the mid 19 century. It was rebuilt in 1964. The village of Sebe~ul de Jos is
situated at the foot of the Fagara~ mountains, in an area poorly
suited for agriculture. As a result, the population has Jong
specialized in the trade of ''bo~tinarit" i.e. collecting residual
honeycomb and manufacturing cakes of wax by using massi,·e
installations. The raw material was provided by beekeepers
from all over the country and the villagers used to tra,·d
all over the country in their waggons, nen crossing the border before W.W.I.
The press is housrd in a rectangular building made of riwrstone masonry; the upper part of the walls is completed with
two rows of horizontal fir-boards.
The high roof in two slopes is covered with fir-shingles.
The two gables are also covered with rows of shinglC' joisted
to the battening. Besides the main-entrance, the building has
another door in a side-wall, leading to an adjoining sweeppole well.
The interior houses the masive press and an oven with two
vats for boiling the wax before pressing. The pressing installation i;, a press of the type called "cracana" used in other
trades, too (winemaking, oil-pressing etc.). It is made up of a
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Cross-section of the 'flJax-press
1. screwl!!. pin J. "grapa" 4. guiding frame 5. bar or "cracana" 6. post
7. block of wood 8. 9. piston 10. bucket for wax

pressing pot with 1id and piston, carved out of a block of oak,
and .the "cracana", a massive long bar, attached at one hinged
end to a post, deeply embedded in the earth near the pressing
pot. A pear-wood-screw, called "virtej" is used for raising or
lowering the "cracana"; the screw goes through the free end
of t he bar and is fixed at the lower end in a massive wooden
frame, "grapa" which is usually weighted down with rocks.
During the pressing operation the bar is lowered and through
the piston it presses the contents of the pot. To the weight of
the bea m is a dded the weight of the woodenframe "grapa"
with its rocks, which is lifted from the ground by the motion
\

Bucket for collecting
wa x

Vats for boiling the wax (cazane)
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Hand-press (presii de mlnii)

of the screw; all this weight is amplified by the length of the
bar which acts as a lever. The resulting wax is collected in a
wooden bucket placed under the pressing pot. The wax was
sold to beekeepers or it was used for raw-material in candlemaking.

Wax presser
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WAX-PRESSER AND CANDLE-MAKER'S COTTAGE SebeJul de Jos, Sibiu County (14)
This exhibit comes from Sebe~ul de Jos, Turnu Ro~u district, Sibiu County, a village specialized in wax-pressing.
At the beginning of the 20 century, there also appeared here
small candle-making shops.
The buildings are typical of the 19 th century architecture
of the area and were reconstructed in 1966 (the cottage)
and 1968 (the barn and the candle maker's workshop).

Installation (or making candles by bathing: a. cylinder b. wax-bath
c. wick
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The complex has the following parts: cottage, barn and
stable, candle maker's workshop and pig-sty and it is surrounded with a fence made of stone-masonry and firboards.
The cottage is built on a slope, on a stone foundation which
also forms the walls of the cellar; the entrance is in the sidefront. The walls are built in the traditional technique of
intersecting horizontal beech-beams. Tlv-y arc plastered with
earth, both inside and outside, and arc painted a Yery strong
blue, specific of houses in TransylYania. The roof is high, in
two slopes and it is covered with tiles, wliich by the second
half of the 19 th century had replaced the traditional roofing of
shingles or dry maize-stalks; the ground-plan of the cottage
is traditional, with three rooms: the front-room, vestibule
and pantry.
The vestibule, placed in the middle, serves for storeroom
and work-place. It also houses the bread-oven, Yarious household utensils, as well as the entrance to the loft.
The pantry is placed to the left of the vestibule and is mainly used for living-quarters and cooking-room and is in fact
the centre of the family's daily activities.
The front room, facing the street, also serves for living
quarters but its main function is representative, it being a
showcase for the decoratiYe elements of the household-inventory: textiles, painted furniture, pottery, stained-glass ikons.
The candle maker's workshop is opposite the cottage; it is a
rectangular building, which resulted from the transformation
of an old shed and preserved its fir-piles and the high roof,

View of the front-room( ... )
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in two slopes, covered with tiles. The brick-walls have two
big windows with three casements. Inside are the various
utensils used in the candle-making process. This process was
of several kinds: moulding in forms, dripping and bathing.
In the bathing technique, two winding-,cylinders were used,
to wind the cotton yarn that served for wick. This was alternately wound up on one and then the other winding-cylinder,
passing through a waxbath. The resulting candles were of
various sizes, according to the duration of the process. The
inventory of the shop also comprises a long work-bench, the
moulding-installation, a tool-rack and a stove.
The wooden barn is of the old type, with a single table;
the walls are made of square beech-beams plastered with earth.
There is a roomy barn-yard, closed - in front and back by
a high gate and boarded up at the sides with planking.
·

"Circle" for making candles by
dripping

Device for moulding candles( ... )

Wooden saddle

The barn-yard used to be a threshing-floor and is now a
storage-area for implements, and waggons (especially the
wax-presser's covered waggon). Fodder is stored above the
stable, in the large area delimited by the high sloping roof,
which is covered with tiles.
There is also a sma11 pig-sty, made of beech beams with
a roof in two slopes, covered with shingles.

3-
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SHEEP-FOLD RaJinari, Sibiu County (15)
This exhibit comes from the Rai;iinari area of grasslands
(the Dirjani peak of 1206 ms altitude), Sibiu County and it
was transferred to the Museum in 1980. This pastoral building is of the polygonal-sheep-fold type, consisting of the
shelter for people (hut) and the sheep-pen ("staor", a word
that comes from the Latin stabulum). It was used for wintering the sheep within the confines of the village, the fodder
having been prepared in the grass-lands, during the summer.
This exhibit has an ethno-linguistic and historical and cultural significance by documenting the bimillenial existence
of the ~ost archaic sheep-farming procedure (wintering the
sheep in closed sheep-folds, within the confines of the village)
thus proving the mixed, agricultural-pastoral economy of the
Romanian people and proving their sedentarism and the continuity of their life-style in the ancestral village.
The exhibit was built fifty years ago. It has a pentagonal
ground-plan, four sides formed by the fir-beam walls of the
sheep-pen, the fifth being the wall of the hut. The entire
building rests on a stone-foundation.
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The hut is a rectangular building: (7 metres by 2.90) with
walls made of intersecting {irbeams carved on two sides. The
roof is in two slopes, the gables are boarded up with long
shingles. The roof is made of rafters fastened with wooden
nails and having a shingle-roofing 1.6 metres long. The hut
has two rooms: the shepherd's living-quarters and the stable
for live-stock. The entrance to the living-quarters is through
a narrow (0.7 metre) door, made in the short side of the hut. The
hut is sparsely furnished with beds with legs embedded in
the floor and brackets nailed to the wall; in the right corner,
behind the door there is a hearth. The access to the stable
which shelters the large animals is from inside the sheep-pen,
through a door made in the long side of the hut.
The sheep-pen has a square ground-pan (7,3 metres by 7,3).
It is a building open on the inside, made of intersecting horizontal fir-beams carved on two sides. The roof in two slopes,
with 1.6 metres long fir-shingle covering, protects the builtin space from the weather. The middle of the sheep-pen has
no roof. The access of the animals to the "staor" is through a
relatively large door (1.7 metres).
This type of building is also frequent in other grasslands
areas (Sebe~-Valley, Jiu Valley). It constitutes, together with
the cottage with "colna" from Cimpul Iui Neag, a stage of
development towards the cottage with reinforced enclosure
(illustrated by the exhibit from Magura-Bran (nr. 21).

Vessel for pressing the green cheese

Sheep-fold plan,

Milking /Jucl.-cl
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SHEEP-FOLD WITH "COLNA"-TVPE SHEEP-PEN Cimpul lui Neag, Hunedoara County (16)

This exhibit comes from Cimpul lui Neag, Hunedoara
County and it illustrates the type of pastoral constructions
used temporarily in the Jiu Valley grass-lands that are known
in the area under the name of "conacc".
It was transferred to the Museum in Hl80. The polygonal
sheep-fold is made up of the following units: shelter for people
(casoanii), animal-shelter (the "colna" proper), shack built
over a clamp, the gate and the side-gate in the fence of the
sheepfold.
The "casoanii" (shelter for people), is a rectangular building,
made of massive fir-beams carved on two sides, resting on a
stone foundation. The roof is in four slopes, covered with
firshingles and it is very steep, foHowing the local custom.
The building has two rooms, of which one serves for the shepherd's living-quarters; the other is a store-room for tools,
clothes etc. Each room has a separate door on the front.
The interior is very simply furnished: a bed made of planks,
with legs embedded in the earth, a low table, benches secured
to the walls; the open hearth in the left corner of the room
has above it the so-called "caloniu" - a pyramidal chimneyflue, - made of wicker-work plastered with clay, on a frame
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of b~ach-timber, fastened to the walls of the building and
servmg for the outlet of the smoke from the open hearth.
The "colna" proper is the sheep-pen and it is an angular
building, which closes the sheep-fold by linking on two sides
the cottage situated in front with the shack situated in the
back part of the sheep-fold. Its walls are built of round firtimber. The roof in two slopes is covered with fir-shingles.
The roof has girders on the inside of the fold and the building
is open.
The shack built owr a clamp is an element typical of the
Jiu Valley and it has multiple functions. The building houses
a pit lined with stone, in which potatoes arc stored. The access
to this underground store-room is from the shack and it is
also used for storing victuals and pickle-pots. The shack is
rectangular, built of carved fir-beams resting Oil a stone-foun-

Lillle trough for milking

Sheep-fold plan: 1. Shelter for people,
2. Pantry, 3. Shack built over a clamp,
4. l1.nimal-sheller

Barrel {or preserving the butter

elation. It has a roof in four slopes, covered with fir-shingles.
Access is possible from inside the sheep-fold, through a door
in its longer side.
The monument of pastoral architecture from Cimpul lui
Neag is of great ethnographical and documentary importance,
as it ilustrates the organization of the sheep-farming life in
the area, based Oil the wintering of the sheep on the grasslands; this brought about the building of a separate structure,
organically integrating the sheep-pen into the ground-pan
of the building.
The sheep-fold with "colna" type sheep-pen from the Jiu
Valley represents a superior stage in the development of pastoral architecture that starting from the polygonal sheep-fold
with hut, develops towards the sheep-fold with closed and
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SloPc with open fireplace

=

"alonin"

reinforced court-yard, illustrated in our Museum by the exhibit from Poiana Sibiului (128) and reaching its highest stage
in the cottage with reinforced enclosure from l\Iagura, Bra~ov
County (21) which is a master-piece of folk-architecture.
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SHEEPFOLD WITH TWO ROOMS
The Puru peak, Alba county (17)

This exhibit comes from the Puru peak (over 2000 meters
high) in the Sebe~ Mountains, and it represents Romanian
sheep-farming at its most typical. It is over 70 years old.
The ground-plan is common to most buildings in the area:
it has a square plan, 14 meters by 6 meters, with two rooms
functionally adapted: "the boiling room" used for making
produce and a pantry, used for storing the produce. The roof
is in four slopes, it is covered with shingles and it has smokeholes. The building is made of round timber. Near by are
the annex buildings: a sheep-pen with milking-shed, a cattlegrid and a pig-sty.
The sheepfold was run by five women, called "ha.cite",
hired by the associated owners who paid for expences and
shared in the profits, in accordance with the number of sheep
they had. The number of "ha.cite" was shown by the number

Pail and cup used
for sheep-milking

Churn

Cheese stirring
slick
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Sheepbel/

of hooks above the fire-place. Each woman processed the
milk and was responsible for the sheep of the owners who hired
her; she was also responsible for the produce and the inventory in her care. The fold was the shepherds' responsibility.
This type of sheepfold, fairly common over a vast area in
the Western part of the Southern Carpathians, differs from
sheepfolds of other regions through its organization, and the
procedures and the inventory used for milk-processing.
Sheep-shears

Spoon

:1j:\
Hooks

'--------
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SHEEPFOLD WITH THREE ROOMS Coltii Giuvalei Peak, Arge, County (18)
This exhibit comes from the Rucar area, in Arge:;, County,
from the mountain-peak called "Coltii" Giuvalei (Giuvala
used to be a border customs station between Transylvania
and Valachia in the years 1836-1918) and it was transferred
and rebuilt in 1973.
The sheepfold was built around the year 1938, by the villagers of Rhcar and was used for over a quarter of century in a
traditional system of double transhumancy, i.e. wintering at
home and spending the summer on the alpine grazing grounds
with the spring and autumn season spent on the grass-lands.
The building is typical of the architecture of the area: it
has a square plan and it is divided into three, functionally
distinct rooms: a milking shed, called "comarnic", the boiling
room used for processing the milk and a pantry, called "stina
foilor", used for storing the produce.
The building is archaic and it is made of round timber
with butt-joints at the ends, the interstices being filled in
with lathing joisted onto the beams.
The roof is in four slopes. The sheep-pen is behind the
sheepfold.
Specific of this building is the placing of the milking room
within the structure, as a first room which gives access to
58
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the sheepfold, with one side completely open and the other with
side-doors for the sheep to pass from the sheep-pen into the
milking room.
The milk was processed by the so-called "baci", a shepherd
hired by the owners. The "baci" was responsible for the produce and the inventory and he also helped the shepherds
with the milking. The fold was the shepherds' responsibility.
This type of sheepfold was common over a large area on the
South-Eastern slopes of the Southern Carpathians.

The ground-plan of the
C
sheepfold: ,1. milking-room
or comarnic. 11. Boiling
pen D. sheep- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.
room. C. pantry.
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usURLA"-TVPE HUT FROM THE MOUNTAINGRASSLANDS ,....
Satic, DimboviJa County (19)

The custom of wintering the animals at the foot of the
mountains, in the area of grass-lands, typical of transhumant
sheep-farming, brought about the development of buildirtgs
for the protection of people and live-stock.
Such a sheep-farm is the one brought from the upper course
of the Dimbovita river, the village of Satic, district of Rucar,
Arge~ County and reconstructed in the summer of 1973.
The complex 'is made up of a "surla" (primitive shelter for
people) a "hodaie" (more advanced type of shelter for people),
"crosnii" (stables adjoining the "hodaie") and a sheep-pen.
Up to the beginning of this century, the "surla"-type hut was
the most common shelter outside the village boundaries, in
the Rucar area. It is conical in shape and has a circular
ground-plan; it is built of split timber joisted on a frame
of thin beams, called "martaci".
The "hodaia" is a more developed shelter, and it has a
square ground-plan, with a single-room.
The walls are built of square fir-beams, joined at the ends
in dove-tails; the foundation is of river-stone. The roof is
in four slopes, it is built of fir rafters and battening covered
with fir shingles.
Adjoining the "hodaia" on both sides, are the stables or
"crosnii", built in the same way, their roof being the exten-
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sion of the roof of the "hodaia". Inside, there are three stalls
with mangers.
The "obor", or sheep-fold, has a common side with the
"hodaia", two other sides built of aldPr billets leaning inside,
to protect the live-stock from the weather, the fourth side
being an ordinary board-fence, with a small gate to the sheepfold.
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COTTAGE WITH REINFORCED ENCLOSURE Magura, BraJov-County (21)

This exhibit comes from the ancient Romanian territory
of Bran, inhabited by a hard-working population of shepherds
and cattle-raisers.
It was transferred to the Museum in 1972.
The cottage dates from 1844, as is shown by an inscription
on a beam in the house, and it is a prime example of the most
interesting and deYeloped phase of Romanian pastoral architecture.

pol hanger

sall-bcx
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This type of building has its ongm in the Dacian period
and it was the most common type of architectural design
in the Bran area, until the end of the 19 th century. As a
rule, cottages with reinforced enclosure have four sides (twothree taken up by the cottage and the annex buildings and
one side taken up by a reinforced enclosure with roof) but
there are also units with six, nine or even twelve sides.
Our exhibit is representative, both from the point of view
of its ground-plan and that of its constitutive elements.
Its main parts are: the cottage proper (porch, small room,
large room, pantry) two stables for the live-stock and a boiling-room with cellar under it; all these are placed within
the enclosure and there is a sheep-pen outside the enclosure.
The building has a stone foundation and it is made of thick
fir-beams ending in butt-joints. The roof is in four slopescovered with shingles, attached with wooden nails to the battening. The courtyard is paved with stones and it has a board,
walk running around it. The haylofts of the stables communicate with the lofts above the enclosure and the boilingroom, but not with the loft above the living-quarters, to prevent the hay from catching fire.
Its dimensions, as well as the marked slope of the roof give
the building an air of monumentality.
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Ground-plan of the collage: 1. large room ~- small room 3. porch 4. pantry
5. boiling-room and cellar 6- 7. stables 8 ..~hcd for waggon and tools 7. courtyard 10. Lean-lo 11. sheep-pen
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bread-oven with hearth

Well-suited functionally to the needs of sheep-farming,
this type of building played an important part in the life of
the shepherds. The building of such cottages has been discontinued and their number is decreasing. Hence the documentary
value and historical and ethnographical importance of the present exhibit.

(p/oscu): flask
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hemp-comb
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Fruit-crusher

FRUIT-CRUSHER AND FRUIT-PRESS Ra~inari, Sibiu County {22)
This traditional fruit processing installalion comes from
the Yillage of Trainei, Ra~inari district, Sibiu County, an
important centre of fruit-growing, especially apple and cherry-growing.
The installation for crushing apples consists o[ a bent
trough carved out of tree-trunk and a stone crushing-wheel,
driven by main force by means of a wooden shaft.
With the apple-press, pressure is applied directly through
a central screw (made of pear-wood) that passes through a
cross-bar, supported by the two poles of the press. The pressbowl at the base of the press is carved out of a massi,·e oakblock. The cross-bar bears the inscription:
·
B Anno 1761
Both the crusher and the press are of small capacity, as
a rule meeting the necessities of a single family.

Fruit-press
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Fruit-crusher

Fruit-press

FRUIT-CRUSHER AND FRUIT-PRESS RoJia, Sibiu County (22 a)
Favoured by a propitious soil, from ancient times fruit
growing knows, in the Sibiu area, a great development, both
in Romanian and German settlements.
In the village of Ro~ia, Sibiu County, different types of
installations for crushing and pressing fruits were used for
making vinegar or cider. Beside those installations used for
the needs of one house hold, of little dimensions, in the
course of time installations of great capacity had appeared
which served the needs of several families. Two such installations, from the second part of the 19 century were transferred
to the 1\1 useum, in 1980.
The fruit-crusher made from big oak beams, fastened to
a big spherical body (of two metres in diameter), has a channel
carved on its circumference. In this channel are introduced
the fruits which are crushed by a big stone, that rolls by means
of two levers, moved by men. The levers, disposed in normal angle, are fastened to a moving central axle.
The fruit-press typologically belongs to the central screw
category. Made of metal, it is operated by means of a lever,
fixed in the lower part.
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DRYING-ROOM FOR PRUNES Barbulet, Dimbovita County (23)
This exhibit comes from the Dimbovi[a Valley, the village
of Biirbule!, where the main occupation of the villagers is
fruit-gro,ving. It was brought to the l\Iusrum and rebuilt
in 1~166.
The building housing the stove is made of wood, with four
piles sustaining a roof in two slopes, coYered with shingles.
The wall facing the stove and the one to the ldt of it are
boarded up with heavy planks. forming an open arra necessary for the various operations of prune-drying.
The stove proper is half-buried in the sloping ground.
The hearth is built of brick and it has ans shape flue at the
base of the ston. It maintains a high temperature by burning wood. The fruit is placed on wicker grids, placed in several tiers above the fire-place and is dried solely by the
heat, without contact with the smoke that is let out through
a chimney.
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PLUM-BRANDY DISTILLERY WITH WATER-WHEEL SirbeJti, Gorj County (25)
This exhibit comes from the village of Sirbe!;,ti, Gorj County, it was built in 1\)35 and it was transferred and rebuilt
in Hl6G.
It is an installation typical of the Subcarpatic fruit-growing areas, where plum-brandy making has long been a favourite occupation. Plum-brandy making was done under va. rious forms, from improvised primitive installations to those
with year-round use, driven by water wheels.
The still-house of Sirbe~ti is a rectangular building with
oak-beam framework and a porch in front. The high walls
arc lined with two rows of adler-boards, the second row covering the joints of the first row. The high roof is in four slopes,
cowred with shingles, with a chimney above the ridge.
The entrance is over two meters wide, allowing the passage
of large casks and v:1ts.
The interior houses the distilling installation: two stills
of diffrrent capacities (a smaller one of the old type, with
wooden-lid, and a larger one with copper lid and a capacity
of 500 litres a cooling-vat and brandy-kegs.

G9
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Plum-brandy-still. 1. still with copper lid 2. cooling-vat ,1. recipient 4.
sluice

The cooling vat, in which the alcohol-Yapours are condensed is continually supplied with cool water from the
neighbouring river. Water is drawn from the river by the
scoops of the large water-wheel and then emptied into a
trough supported by forks, thus reaching the cooling-Yat.
Also worth mentioning from the inventory of the stillhouse are the following: vats with wooden or iron hoops with
capacities of up to 2000 kg, used for fermentation, brandyvats, a wooden bowl used for carrying the draff to the still,
✓the "cauc" - a large laddie used for emptying the still,
wooden funnels etc.

cask

wooden-funnel

laddie
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TWO-STOREYED PLUM-BRANDY PRESS-HOUSE Polovragi, Gorj County (27)
The press-house was built in 1883, in the village of Polovragi, Gorj County and was transferred to the Museum in
1967. The making of plum-brandy is an age-old occupation in
the fruit growing areas of this country. Together with the
specialized equipment for making plum-brandy, there also
appeared press-houses, buildings solely devoted to the housing of vats used for fermenting plums and especially to the
storing of the brandy-casks.
Although they are buildings of a strictly utilitarian character, the press-houses bear the hall-marks of the architecture of the area. The two-storeyed plum-brandy press-house
from Polovragi, locally called "pimnita" is characteristic of
this type of building. Built on a slope, it is made up of a
cellar (built of stone-masonry and quick-lime mortar) and
the press-house proper, which forms the first-floor of the
building. The press-house is built of square horizontal firbeams, joined in end-to-end joints. The roof is in four slopes
and is covered with shingles. There is a small room facing
the first floor of the press-house, decorated with sculptured
poles and closed in with a railing made of boards joined together by grooves. The entrance is a wide double door, allow71
https://biblioteca-digitala.ro

ing the passage of large casks. The access is by a massive
lac;Ider, carved out of a tree-trunk.
The stone-cellar is used for housing the fermenting-vats
and for storing victuals. The first floor is used for keeping

keg

plum-brandy cask with large funnel
called "neleiu"

"tiugii": gourd with
handle

the casks of plum-brandy, placed in a row opposite to the
door, various other recipients used for plum-picking (wickerbasket, bushel, bucket) as well as kegs of 2-10 kg made
by the village cooper. An instrument called "tilv", a kind
of gourd with a long stalk, was used until recently for sampling the brandy in the casks. Another traditional implement
was the so-called "neleiu", a large funnel carved out of softwood.

"lilv": gour<l with long stalk

table carved out of a single block of wood
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VINE-YARD PRESS-HOUSE Balane,ti, Gorj County (29)
This exhibit was purchased in the village of Voite~tii de
Vale, Baliine~ti district, Gorj County and it was reconstructed
in 1966.
Locally known as a "pimni!a", the pres~-house appeared
as the result of the wine-producing specific of the area. It
is used for storing and keeping the wine, at the same time
housing the implements necessa1y for wine-making.
The press-house is of the so-called vine yard-type, meaning that it was built out among the vine-yards, outside the
village boundaries. It probably dates from 1820, as there
is a beam to the right of the door bearing this date. It is an
almost square, single-room building. It has a small porch in
front, an architectonical element, that is almo~t always present with Gorj press-houses. The porch houses the fermentating tank used for treading out wine. Plr.ccd on a massive
frame-work of round timber, the walls arc made of carved
oak-beams, those under the roof having profiled ends. The
roof is in four slopes and it is covered, following a local custom, with vine-brundles left over from pruning the vineyard. To provide the thermal isolation necessary for keeping
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the wine, and also for reasons of security, the ceiling is built
of massive oak-beams.
The building is windowless. The single door is made of
two massive oak leaves, carved out of a single piece, closing
over a vertical post called "u~or". By dismantling the "u~or",
this system allows the easy passage of large vats and casks.
An ingenious locking mechanism, called "latch with catches",
based on the principle later used in Wertheim locks secures
the press-house againsCintruders. The system works by slipping a gliding bar with- "catches" behind the door; the bar is
removed by hand, after the locking mechanism is released
by the "key with catches". The hand is introduced from the
outside, through a hole in the wall, covered by a solid beamsecured by another key, also manipulated from the outside.
Although it serves strictly utilitarian purposes, the presshouse has decorative elements. The porch has two artistically
ornamented carved poles; this is specific of the Gorj area,
which is famous for its wood-carving craftsmen.

(cosor:) bill-hook
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(slilp): carved pole
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"latch wilh catches"
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VINE-YARD PRESS-HOUSE WITH CELLAR Corni, Hu~i, Vaslui County (31)
This exhibit dates from the middle of the Hl th century and
it was recomtructed in Hli0-71.
It comes from the v illagc of Corni, tO\vn of H u~i, Vaslui
County, an ancient vine-growing area.
To meet the specific needs of this occupation, special
buildings, called press-houses were built for making and
keeping wine. According to their location there are courtyard
press-houses and vine-yard press-houses.
The press-house of Corni is typical of the vineyard type.
It is a square building with walls made of earth mixed with
straw, using oak-forks driven into the ground at the four
corners as well as along the walls. To reinforce the framework of the wall, vertical stakes arc placed close togE'ther
among the forks and they arc joisted on the upper part to a

/addle

I rcm/ing- val
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woorlrn carafe

Cross-.w·clion: .'\. hara fl. /Hess-room C. cd/ar

11orizontal girder, called costoroaba, half-embedded in the
wall and sustained by the forks. The low roof in four slopes
is thickly reed-thatched in the old tl•chnique called "dat ·
la pra~tina". This means securing the recd externally with
horizontal poles secured with wooden nails to the battening; the ridge is braided. The walls are plastered inside and
out with earth mixed with chaff and they are whitewashed.
The interior has two rooms: the so called "hora", which
serves for working space, for pressing the grapes and for
storing the Yats and tools used for wine making, and the
press-room proper, much larger, where the wine-casks are
kept.

Thr press-lwuse 1111d('I' J"{'COIIS! ruclioll
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Unlike the former room, the press-room proper has a ceiling, resting on a system of transversal girders and made of
wickerwork plastered on both sides with a thick layer of
clay. The door painted in red is a double door, allowing the
passage of large wooden vats and barrels.
Both rooms are windowless, having round vent-holes in
the walls.
In the first room, there is a door leading to the cellar which
is dug under the press-house and lined with· a layer of bricks.
From the inventory of the press-house, mention should be
made of the following: trough-shaped treading vat, carved,
out of a tree-trunk, wooden press with one or two screws,
wooden funnel and Yarious recipients for the grape-juice.
Functionally, the Hu~i press-house, with its thick walls,
reed thatching and cellar dug under the press-house, represents the best solution to the problem of maintaining the
"proper micro-climate" necessary for the keeping of wine,
especially if we consider the building materials available
in the region.

Wooden press r~ilh two screws

lmckcl
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pail

EXHIBITION OF PRESSES
Used for pressing fruits and grapes, or residual honeycomb,
or oil seed-cake, the presses are installations used from ancient times in the folk-civilization of Romania. They are
operated by using gravity, to which human energy is added.
Their typological diversity is presented in this special exhibition, situated between the groups of wine-growing, fruitgrowing, and oil presses.
In the introduction of the typology of presses an installation of ancient tradition - "lin" - is presented, in which
the crushing of the grapes is done by foot, in a container
made from wood or wattling, such as those brought from
the village of Balane~ti, Gorj County.
Of the presses working through the agency of a screw, the
more simple are the presses with two fixed screws and big moving nuts, turning which the horizontal beam is lowered which
presses the grapes in the basket. Of this kind are the presses
from Ardeanca, Cihne~ti, Corni-Hu~i, Vaslui County.
From the category of presses with moving screw centrally
disposed and direct action as an element of transmission of
pressure to the raw material, are the presses from Saschiz,
Mure~ County, and ...
A different kind of this type is the press with two moving
screws from the village of ~eica Mare, Sibiu County.
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These are followed by the big presses with moving screw in
an eccentric position, called "cu criicana" (with fork). Made
· of pear wood and fixed in the lower part in a wooden support
on which big stones are placed as counter-weight, the screw
is opernted by two or three men spinning it. In this way it
is moved to press the big vertical beam (on which inscriptions with the date and the name of the master arc often
carved). Of this kind are the wine presses from Bargaciu, date
1735, those of Seleu~, Mure~ County, date 1796, oil press
from Ciipilna~, Arad County, date 1854, and the wine and
oil press from ~eica :Mare, Sihiu County, elate 187V.
A different type is the oil press from Paucine~ti, IIuncdoara
County. in which thr 111n11iny srrl'w is lwri:nntally disposed
and il is op rated through a large f1ontal "heel, to :1el uroa
the pre~sure hea m.
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OIL-PRESS WITH MORTAR WITH PULLEY Arbore, Suceava County (35)

This traditional installation for extracting vegetable oil
from seeds comes from the village of Arbore, Suceava County.
It was transferred and reconstructed in Hl66.
The rectangular building housing the pressing installation
is typical of the wooden architecture of the area at the beginning 9f the 20 Century. The foundation is built of stone,
the walls are made of fir-beams joined at the corner to vertical beams (amnar). The roof is in two slopes, covered with
firshingles, the two gables are boarded up with planks.

mortar

hand-mill

mortar with pestles and pulley-block
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The small interior (seven by four metrrs) houses the in- •
sta llation necessary for the three stages of oil-pressing: hulling the seeds, roasting the oil-seed-cake and pressing the oil.
The mortar used for hulling has a characteristic shape;
it is carved out of a tree-trunk and it has three cavities for
the seeds. The massive pestles that serve for hulling the seeds
are raised by ropes and a pulley.
The resulting oil-seed-cake is roasted on a roasting-plate,
an ordinary brick-hearth with a metal plate above it.
A massive wooden pres!', of the type called wedge-prefs
is used for pressing the oil. The wedges are driven in by horizontally moving massive wooden rams, fastened to the backwall. An older type hand mortar is used for hulling smaller
quantities of seeds.
The hulling is done by pounding with a cylindric miller.
A common hand-mill is to be found to the left of the door,
which is also used occasionally.

oll-J:ress with rams
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OIL-PRESS WITH RAMS Racovita, Vilcea County (36)
This exhibit was bought in the village of Racovita, Vilcea
County and it was reconstructed in 1966.
It is a traditional oil-press, where pressure is applied by
driving wooden wedges above a horizontal bar, which tra11smits the movement to the piston.
The pressing-bowl at the base of the installation is caned
out of a massive tree-trunk.
The wedges are driven in by the rams, two massive woode11
stumps, hanging down from a beam which completes Ute
upper part of the framework of the press.
As opposed to driving the wedges by mallets, the use of
rams is a clear technical progress. By being suspended, they
allow of increasing the weight of the rams, thus greatly illilproving tli.e efficiency.
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OIL-PRESSER'S COTTAGE Livada, Hunedoara County (37)

This exhibit was transferred from the village of Livada,
Hunedoara County in 1981. It is characteristic of the rural
architecture of Tara Zarandului, at the end of the H) th century,
and it presents evolutively the oil-making trade and the
technology and implements used for it.
The exhibit has a unitary structure and it consists of the
cottage, storeroom or "camari" for the oil-press, polygonal
barn, the "colna" and a pen for pigs and poultry.
The buildings are made of oak-beams ending in end-to-end
joints, with roofs in four slopes, covered with straw. Their
functions are complementary: living-quarters, oil-pressing,

1. Oil-pre5s 111ith •a1J1Jons•, drillen
manuall11

2. Press
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sheltering the live stock, stQring the farm implements and
produce.
The cottage is placed in the middle of the plot and it has
a rectangular ground-plan, divided in two. The building is
made of intersecting oak-beams resting on a massive framework; the right-hand wall has a low porch, made of wattle
and daub.
The front facing the court-yard has an open porch (tirnat),
formed by four posts ornamented in the upper part by carving.
The "camiiri" are in fact two store-rooms, the first used for
produce, the second for the oil-pressing instailations.
These installations, illustrate the various stages of development of the oil-pressing technology in the village, during

3. Fulling-mill and press

the second half of the 19 Century. For "hulling and crushing"
there is a tread-mortar and a mortar with "arrows", driven
manually by a wheel and a cam-shaft. For "pressing", there
is a centuries old-type wedge-press with rams, and a press
with two fixed-screws with mobile wing-nuts.
There is also a stove for roasting the oil-seed-cake resulting from the hulling and crushing of pumpkin-seeds.
The annex buildings are typical of the local sheep-farming economy. They are: the "colna cu grajdut" or hut with
little stable, for sheltering the live-stock and storing hay
(which was the most archaic function of such buildings),
the polygonal barn (with six sides) divided into two parts,
one for the livestock and one for hay, and the "cocina" or
pig-sty and chicken coop.
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This complex illustrates, through its buildings, the objects
exhibited and the tools specific of the oil-pressing trade,
the ethnographic particularities of one of the most typical
rural centres, specialized in obtaining vegetable oil, following traditional procedures and techniques.
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OIL-PRESS WITH TREAD-MORTAR ~ada~tia, Hunedoara County (38)
This exhibit was brought from the village of Nadii~tia.
Hunedoara County and it consists of the cottage (living quarters, also used for workshop) and the shed housing the pressing installation.
The mortar is a tree-trunk with eleven holes in which the
seeds are crushed by eleven wooden beetles, driven by treading. This type of mortar was very common in Cri~ana, Banat,
Subcarpatic \Vallachia and South-\Vestern Transylvania.
The press works through the action of a double-threacl
screw pulling together two massive bars. The screw is turned
by a central wheel. This press is an improvement over the

1) Tread-mortar driven by treading
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press. with a single-thread screw, because it requires less
effort and it increases efficiency.
In the same room, there is a bread-oven and a stove with
the roasting-plate for roasting the oil-seed-cake.

A

,I
u----__ ,'
C

I'

I

~
2) Ground-plan of the building: ,1. oil-press room; fl. living quarters; C.
porch - 1. tread-mortar, :!. oil-press, J. stove wilhroas/ing_-p/ulc, 4. breadovc11
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OIL-PRESS WITH MORTAR DRIVEN BY ANIMAL-POWER -

Grid, Hunedoara County (39)
This exhibit was bought in 1963, in the village of Grid,
Streisingeorgiu district, H unedoara County.
The oil-press has all the installations necessary for the
extraction of vegetable oil from seeds.
The hulling and crushing of the seeds is done in the so
called "valau", a circular wooden through, placed on stone
and wooden supports approximately 0,4 meter above the
ground. In the middle of the circle, there is a post around
which the shaft of the mill-stone crushing the seeds is turning by means of a metallic pin. The mill-stone was originally
driven by a horse harnessed to the outer end of the shaft.

press wilh vcrt ical screw
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The roasting of the seeds is done on a stove that is in the
same room.
In the Ora!;itie area, two types of press were used for pressing the seeds: a single thread screw-press, where pressure is
directly applied to the piston by the screw and a double-threadscrew press, pulling together two massive horizontal bars.
Both presses are driven manually.

I

press with horizontal screw
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OIL-PRESS WITH FRONTAL TREAD-WHEEL
Baie~ti, Hunedoara County (40)

This exJ1ibit comes from the \'illage,of Baie~ti, Pui district,
Hunecloara County. It was reconstructed in 1\172.
It is an oil-pressing installation common in thl' lla\rg
area, in which pressure is applied by a central iron se.rew,
placed horizontally and dri\'ell by a frontal wheel. Both the
screw and the pressing-bowl are mounted on a massiH· framework of oak-beams, fastened with double steel-strips aml
placed on a socle of thick beams.
To start the pressing operation, the big frontal wheel is
turned by hand and then, as the central screw tightens, it
is trodden upon, until e\'entually a pole is used as a lrwr.
hooked in the spokes of the wheel and trodden upon by 4-5
men. The castiron pressing bowl has holes all round and tlw
oil is collected in a wooden trough placed under it.

https://biblioteca-digitala.ro

The oil-press of Biiie!;iti is housed in a building made of
carved alder beams, built upon a river-stone foundation;
the building has a roof in two slopes, covered with tiles.
The pressing-installation also comprises a stove with a
so-called "tig:inie", i.e. a roasting-plate upon which the oilseed-cake, resulting from the first operation is roasted. The
hulling and crushing of the seeds are done in a special installation, usually a hydraulically driven "mortar with arrows",
as represented by the oil-press of Ohaba (42) in the Museum.

1. frontal wheel 2. central screw 3. pressing-bow/
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OIL-PRESS AND FULLING-MILL Talmacel, Sibiu County (41)

This exhibit was bought in the village of Talmacel, Talmaciu district, Sibiu County and it was reconstructed in

1965.

.

Frequently, two or more hidromechanical installations are
combined in the same unit. Our exhibit is the combination
of an oil-press and a fulling-mill. The oil-press consists of
the mortar with five pestles, the roasting-plate and the press
with "cracana" (see exhibit 13).
The fulling-mill consists of two pairs of beetles, the table
for stretching out the broad-cloth and the stove with the
boiler.
Both the oil-press and the fulling-mill are driven by the
same water-wheel, through a single shaft and can work simultaneously or alternately.

ladle
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A. l\Jortar for the seeds, B. fulling-mill, C. shaft, D. oil-press, E. waterwheel, F. sluice

The cam-shufl of lhe mortar and lhc fulling-mi//
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mortar for the seeds

oil-press
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OIL-PRESS WITH HYDRAULIC
. "MORTAR WITH ARl?OWS" Ohaba, Hunedoara County (42)
This installation dates from 1933. It was bought in the
village of Ohaba, Hunedoara County and it was reconstructed
in the Museum in 1968.
The oilpress has the following parts: mortar with "arrows",
for hulling and crushing the seeds, stone-stove with roastingplate, for roasting the oil-seed-cake and the press with an
horizontal central screw. The mortar driven by an overshot
water-wheel, through a cam-shaft, consists of a treetrunk,
with 12 holes for the 12 pairs of arrows to pound in.
The press was rebuilt in 1946 to make it hydraulically
driven. The old press was manually driven by a frontal
wheel.
The building is rectangular, the walls are made of riverstone masonry, the plank-roof is in two slopes.

Stove with roasting-plate '{or roasting the
oil-seed-cake
5-
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Plan of the building: 1. mortar with "arrows, 2. oil-press, 3. sio1Je 111ilh
roasting-plate, 4. overshot water-wheel, 5. sluices

111Drtar

11Jith "arrows": 1. tree-trunk 2. hole 3. arrow
5. water-wheel 6. sluice
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,. cam-shaft
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PEASANT HOMESTEAD AND SHEPHERD-HUT FeneJ, Alba County (44)

This exhibit is about 150 years old and it comes from the
village of Fene~, Alba County, in the Ampoi Valley. It was
brought to the Museum in 1971. It has the following parts:
cottage, polygonal barn, maize-shed made of wicker-work.
At a certain distance from the cottage, on a plateau above
the terraces, we find the sheep-fold, the so called "cramba"
(mobile hut) and the winter hut.
The cottage has the traditional ground-plan: living-room,
vestibule and pantry. It is covered with straw, the high roof
ending in stakes securing the straw at the ridge. The walls
are built of beech and oak beams covered with studding and
plaster. The cottage is heated by a so called "ca.mnita", (large

sickle

stone-hammer
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drinking-c11p

earthenware stove shaped like a rick) and there is a breadoven in the vestibule.
The barn is polygonal and it is also built of beech and oak
beams ending in butt joints; it comprises two stables for the
livestock and the barn proper, where the wheat is threshed
and certain farm implements are kept: waggon, plough, flail
etc. The fodder is kept in the hay-loft.
The farm implements present here, such as the wooden
plough with movable breast-board and symmetrical furrow
splitter, the hillside plough etc. are typical of the terraced
farming predominant in the area. Behind the cottage are
the terraces, typical of the farming methods of the Western
Carpathians.

plough willz movable breast-board
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fl•il (frilitiu)

LARDER Cerbia, Hunedoara County {47)
A frequent construction in the "illages of the Metallic
Mountains is a wooden building covered with shingles or
straw, serving for la rdrr.
Tkis larder from Cerhia, Hunedoara County was brought
to the Museum and reconstructed in 1967.
The building is made of square, carved oak-beams ending
in dove-tail joints. It is suspended on four conical piles fixed
in a square oak-frame resting on four rocks. The roof is in
four slopes and it is covered with shingles. The front and the
left side haYe a suspended porch and round the corner to the
left side there is a door. The two suspended sides are lined
with beautifully can·ed arcades. On the front there is an inscription: "This building was brought from Visca in the year
1886 hy Petru Ste[, priest, son of Ursu; made in. 1806 by
Ursu Stefu, father to Nicolae Std of Visca".

corn bin
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MILL DRIVEN BY MAIN FORCE Bumbuie~ti, Vilcea County (50)

This exhibit comes from the village of Bumbuie~ti, Boii;;oara district, Vileea County, from an ethnographical area
with old traditions, called ''Tara Lovi~tei". It dates from the
first part of the 20 Century and it was reconstructed in 1966.
Besides water-mills and wind-mills, and those driven by
animals, in certain regions without rivers there is also to
be found a type of mill driven by main force, based upon
the same principle as the large water-mills. The rotatory
movement is transmitted to the mill-stone through a gearing
of toothed wheel and pinwheel. Because of their low efficiency these mills are also called "grinders". The mill of Bumbuie~ti is driven by a massive flywheel with crank, whose
rotation is transmitted through a driving belt to the grindingmechanism near-by, mounted on a framework of beams.
The grinding-mechanism is almost identical with the mechanism of water-mills, the only difference being its much
smaller size.

https://biblioteca-digitala.ro
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WATER-MILL WITH HORIZONTAL WHEEL TopleJ, Cara~-Severin County (52)

The mill dates from the mid 1!J Century. It was transferred
from the village of Toplet, Cara!'i-Severin County in l!J6G.
Among the known grain-grinding installations, the watermill with horizontal wheel is the simplest; the revolution
of the wheel is transmitted directly to the running grindstone.
Because of their poor efficiency these mills are popularly
known as "grinders".
This type of water-mill was quite frequent in the Southern
Subcarpatic area of the country. Each village had several
mills, to compensate by their number for their low efficiency.
In the district of Toplet, on the Bigar ri\·cr, 14 mills were
working until 1950 (in other places there were over 30).
From the point of view of construction, the water-mill
from Toplet has all the characteristics of its type: the installations are on separate levels, the grinding mechanism on a
level with the building of the mill and the hydraulic iristalla105
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tion on a lower level under it. The two levels resulted from
raising the structure on piles, to make room for the vertical
placement of the wheel-shaft and of the "raiser". The raiser
is a lever, placed parralcl to the wheel shaft at the end of a
fork, on which the tip of the shaft rests and which, when
raised or lowered, carries the wheel shaft with it, th us increasing or decreasing the gap between the mill-stones and contributing to the qualitatively different grinding of the grains.
The square building is made of carved beech-beams ending
in butt-joints; it has a small porch in front of the entrance
and a ladder with a handrail. The original building rested
on "forks" of thick lumber; the roof was in four slopes, covered with oak-shingles and the raiser ended in a cross-bar protruding into the upper part of the building and secured with
chocks. The intervening changes (pilots and retaining wall
made of stone, roof in two slopes covered with tiles, raiser
with crank) were partially removed, e.g. the original roof
was rebuilt.

l,

- ,.

goatskin for carrying flour and
grain

Cross-section through the mill-mechanism with the
system for raising the millstones: a. raiser b. crank
c. horizontal water-wheel d. wooden-shaft e. iron
shaft f. nether mill-stone g. running mill-stone
h. feeder i. loading funnel j. mill-stone socle
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The admission of water is through a so called "valau" (a
trough carved out of a single tree-trusk, whose race can be
shut off at its lower end by a plank ("stopper"), worked from
inside of the building; the installation is shut off by suspending the admission.

the water admission system of the horizontal wheel
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WATER-MILL WITH HORIZONTAL WHEEL AND
"BUTTONS"
Svinija, Mehedinji County (53)
This "grinder with buttons" comes from the village of Svinita, l\fehedinti County, on the river Eli~ova, in the Strait
of the Danube. It dates from the late 18 Century as proved
by the Austrian land-register where this mill appears under
the name "Novana" given by the villagers because it was the
first mill built of stone-masonry instead of beams. The low
and impredictable delivery of the creeks in the Strait brought
about the necessity of artificial land-arrangements and the
introduction of a very ingenious system for improving the
admission of water by speeding up the current and thus increasing the water-pressure.
The water drawn from the creek is conducted by an artificial admission canal above the mill from where it is directed into a hollowed - out treetrunk called button inclined
at 60 degrees. The trunk has a removable wooden plug at
its lower end; the plug is conically hollowed out inside and
it has a central spout through which the water is ejected,.
There are several plugs with spouts of variable dimensions,
108
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which arc interchanged to compensa tc for the low ,rnter delivery by increasing the speed.
In the past the "buttons" were made of large tree-trunks
(lime-tree) by burning out the middle; today they are made
of reinforced concrete.
The mills of Svinita haYe many running-stones of different
sizes and they arc replaced at the same time with the plug,
depending on the water delivery.

0

--

2.
0.

1. Admission through "buttons": a. "buttons" b. plug c. hori::ontal waterwheel 2. Cross-section through: a. "button" and b. plug
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Both the mill-stones and the water wheel are smaller in
size than other, similar installations with simple admission.
The building is made of sandstone and river-stone and it
has a roof in two slopes covered with shingles; the hydraulic
installation is housed in the wheel-house-covered by the millbridge upon which the grinding installation is mounted.
The building has a rectangular ground-plan. diTided in
two: the front part has a fire-pla.ce and it is a rest room for
the "rinda!;,i" i.e. share-holders or co-owners of the mill.
The back part, placed above the wheel-house, is oaeapied by
the grinding installations.

https://biblioteca-digitala.ro

WATER MILL WITH TWO DIP BUCKETS AND BELT DRIVE Riu de Mori, Hunedoara County (53 a)

The hydraulic plant with two dip buckets and belt drive
was discovered in 1982, in the village of Riu de Mori, Hunedoara County.
The water mill was built in 1920, having many innovations in
comparison with the traditional types, very frequent in this
area, and in which the transmission is direct through the
vertical spindle.
At this installation transferred to our museum, what impresses the visitor is the big wheel (1.60 m, in diameter)
used because of the constant water flow of the big river. The
mill stones are very big, too, unusually so in a dip bucket
mill (but they are correlated with the power of the water
wheels), and what is new is the bringing in of the gearing,
formed by a cogged wheel fixed on a spindle, for the multiplication of the rotary motion, the result being that of an
accelerated velocity at a propotion of 1/8. Another innovation is the replacement of the raiser (a lever), which

111
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regulated the distance between the mill stones, with a modern
device with screws by crank.
By the ingenious changes brought to the classical type
a highly efficient installation was obtained which turned
to power the hydraulic potential, meeting the needs in continuous progress of the village civilization.

Waler mill with Low iwri:onlal wheels, in situ
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WATER-MILL WITH THREE HORIZONTAL WHEELS Arcani, Gorj County (54)
The mill was initially built in the village of Stroie~'ti and
at the middle of the 1gu, century it was moved to the village
of Arcani on the river Materia~, where, in the year 1900,
there were six mills with two or three wheels.
The mill was donated to the :Museum by the Village Council of Arcani and it was reconstructed in 1965.
The mill is one of the hundreds of mills working until recently in Northern Oltenia. Unlike the mills of Banat, the
mills of Oltenia are larger, the delivery of water making it
possible to build large mills with three-four or even six wheels.
The mill of Arcani has three grinding installations, each
with a horizontal wheel with wooden scoops shaped like
spoons - the ancestor of the Pelton turbine.
The vertical shaft of the wheel drives the running stone
through direct transmission, without a gearing. The admission of the water is through three steeply inclined sluices.
The rectangular mill-building is placed high above the water,
resting on nine piles. A steep ladder connects the building
with the shore.
113
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The three hori~ontal waler-wheels

The walls arc built of massiw, carwd oak-beams ending
in butt-joints; the beams under the roof have profiled ends.
The small porch in front of the building has sculptured poles
and a profiled ridge. It is a beautiful example of Gorj architecture, well known for its beauty and monumentality.
Inside there arc two rooms: the "mill" with the grinding
installation and the pantry, a small room to the left, used
for storing the grist.

feeder
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Inside view of the mi 11

Section tlrroug/r tire mill a. water-wheel b. wooden shaft c. iron shaft
d . soclc of the mill-stones c. feeder f. loading funnel
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WATER-MILL WITH SIX HORIZONTAL WHEELS Galeioaia, Gorj County (54 a)
rbis mill comes from the village of Gale~oaia, Cilnic district, Gorj County, on the Tismana river. It was built in the
second part of the 1!) Century. It was transferred to the Museum in 1!)72. Through its technical and architectural particularities but especially through the number of its grinding
- installations, this mill completes the series of mills with
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horizontal water-wheels exhibited in the Museum, thus testifying to the creative spirit of the craftmen of Gorj.
Because of the peculiarly great delivery of the Tismana
river it was possible to build large water-mills, with four to
six grinding-installations, each driven by a horizontal-wheel.
On the other hand, the deep river bed and the danger of floods,
especially frequent in spring, made in necessary to raise the
mills on high, massive piles, sometimes four or five metres
above water level. This fact lends these buildings a particularly monumental air, that is not to be found with other
water-mills.
The mill from Miile~oaia, the last of its kind on the Tismana river, is raised on twelve piles, at about five metres above
water-level. The building is rectangular, the walls are built
of oak beams carved on four sides and ending in butt-joints.
The roof in two slopes is covered with fir-shingles, the two
gables are boarded up. Inside there is a single room housing
the six grinding installations.
An architectonical element typical of the Tismana mills
is the so-called "conac", a building on piles placed near the
main building, to the left of the entrance. It is a rectangular
building made of beams with a roof in two slopes, furnished
sparsely with a bed, a table and a stove and serving for the
miller's workroom during grinding.
A twentyfive metres long foot-bridge made of oakbeams
links the mill and the shore.
To secure the fall and delivery necessary for the symultaneous working of six water wheels, the waters of the Tis-

Cross-section through the mill:
1. mill 2. "conac" or miller's house 3. shaft 4. horizontal waler-wheel i.
trough 6. "raiser" (or the trough 7. cross-beam supporting the waterwheels or
"pasada" 8. ladder 9. loading-funnel 10. (ceder 11. wooden-framework protecting the stones 12. (lour-bin
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mana river were collected in a pond called "zaton", by building a weir close to the mill. From the pond, the water was
conducted above the "mill-bridge" - a kind of steeply inclined planking mounted on piles towards the water-wheels,
the admission of the water to the wheels being operated
through conical, inclined troughs made of planks, a trough
for each water-wheel.
For stopping the mechanism, each trough had a so-called
"raiser", operated from inside the mill. The "raiser" lifted
the trough, so that the water-jet passed over the wheel. The
operating gear and the grinding installation are similar to
the mill with three wheels from Arcani (54), which comes
from the same area.
Concerning the system of ownership and exploitation of
the mill, it is to be mentioned that there was a system of
joint ownership, also frequent in Banat. The mill from Gale~oaia had over forty share-holders, assigned to the six installations. The milling-rights were nckoned by the clays and
weeks of the month, for each owner apart.
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WATER-MILL WITH UNDERSHOT WHEEL Dobirca, Hunedoara County (55)

This exhibit comes from the village of Dobirca, Toplita
district, Hunedoara County and it dates from the year 1848,
as shown by the inscription on the front girder of the mill

wooden spoon

chest

salt-box
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Inside view

frame. This is the very first exhibit that was brought to the
Museum in 1963 and rebuilt in Hl64.
The building has a stone-foundation and walls made of
oak-beams. The roof in four slopes, covered with shingles is
the exact replica of the original roof. On the outside the
building is apparent wood, inside, the walls are partially
plastered. There are two rooms: the mill-proper and the
Iiv ing-qua rte rs.
The grinding installation consists of two stones with a
diameter of 1,02 metres, driven bv an undershot water-wheel
with wings. The revolution is tra"nsmitted by two cogwheels
that turn the horizontal rotation of the shaft into the vertical rotation of the millstone shaft. The installation is mounted on a massive oak-framework with four "talponi", four
"usciori" and a "fruntariu" (the upper front port of the framework). On the two front "usciori" and the "fruntariu" there
is a carved decoration, dated 1848 and an inscription in Cyrillic letters: "1848 Piitru, son of Baru... (indecipherable)
Dumitru, son of Barbu built the mill with Konstandin."
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WATER-MILL WITH UNDERSHOT WHEEL Poenii de Jos, Bihor County (55 a)
This exhibit was originally the village mill of Poenii de
Jos, Bunte~ti district, Bihor County, on the Cri~ul Pietros
river and it has the hall-marks of the old type mill with vertical wheel, which was quite common in the area at the end
of the 18 Century and the first part of the 19 Century. It was
purchased in 1974 and rebuilt in the Museum in 1975-6.

Unenamelled tileds stoue
6 -

Museum of Folk Technology
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Chair
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Cross-section lhro11gh the mill

The building of the mill is placed on a river-stone foundation, the walls arc built of massive oak-beams carved on four
sides and joined in butt-joints. The steep roof in four slopes
is covered with fir-shingles, joined by groove and tongue.
The rectangular ground-plan is divided into two parts:
A room, housing the grinding installation and the living quar!
ters of the miller, hired by the village community.
From the technical point of view, the mill completes the
series of mills with vertical wheel that are exhibited in our
Museum.
The grinding mechanism is driven by a large undershot
wheel (03,30 m), which has two collars in which the paddles are fixed. The revolution of the water-wheel is transmitted through a gear made up of a toothed wheel and a pinwheel, made entirely of wood, to the vertical mill-stone shaft
which drives the running-stone through a transversal ironshaft (pirpiirita).
The grinding-mechanism has a "raiser" used for setting
the gap between the mill-stones, depending on the desired
quality of the flour; it consists of a system of levers that
are worked by driving in edges (icuri). This is the most archaic
type of such mechanism.
The miller's room has plastered walls and a ceiling of boards
and apparent girders. The room is furnished in the style
of the area; this area is called Tara Bihoriei and it is situated in the Beiu~-Va~ciiu depression, on both sides of the river
Cri~u Negru. In the corner made by the medial wall and the
longitudinal wall, to the left of the door, there is a "cameni-
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tat', a large open hearth with a chimney-flue of unglazed tiles
called "cahali" made in the well-known pottery centre of
Bihor, Icle~ti. The two high beds are placed parallel with
the longitudinal walls; facing them are two sercalled "scande",
or settles, decorated with fret-work. Between them, under
the window, there is a high table, covered with a richly embroidered table-cloth or "felega de masa".
Also worth mentioning are the following pieces of furniture, made by the cabinet -makers of Padureasa: the "ladoiu"
or hope chest, placed near the bed, a cradle, and the "podi~or" or dresser, placed behind the door.
The room is richly decorated with textiles, pottery and
stained glass icons, which together make up a highly valuable
internal decoration.

Cradle .

.
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WATER-MILL WITH OVERSHOT WHEEL Or10va, Mure, County (56)
This exhibit comes from the village of Or!jova, Gurghiu
district, Mure!;i County and according to an inscription, it
dates from 1833. It was rebuilt in the Museum in 1!.l65.
The building is made of beech-beams, it is plastered inside
and out and it has a roof in four slopes, covered with shingles.
There are two rooms: the miller's quarters and the mill
proper, under which the water-wheel is mounted in the so
called "wheel-house", to protect it from the weather and espe-

Cllfl

milk-pilclicr

Inside view
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"The {runlar" of /he mi /I

cially to make it possible to grind during winter. There is
a porch running along the mill proper.
The grinding installation consists of a couple of mill-stones,
driven by an overshot ,vater-whcel with scoops. The entire
gearing is made of wood. On the "fruntar" i.e. upper front
girder of the mill-frame of the mill, there is an inscription
reading "Anno 1833. Die 18 April". There are also carved and
incised decorations with motifs such as: the whorl, the sun,
the rope, the snake, the cross and the fish. The decoration is
typical of the Gurghiu Valley. There is a second "fruntar"
from the same region, exhibited on the porch of the mill.

:)LJ1
chair

,pit

wooden balance
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WATER MILL WITH OVERSHOT WHEEL
AND DRIVE IN TWO STEPS
Rogojelu, Cluj County (57)

This water mill with a big vertical overshot wheel, and
drive in two steps is from the village of Rogojelu, Cluj County.
The mill dates from 1853 (after the inscription carved on
the head piece of the bridle); it
was recovered in 1981, during
its demolition in situ. It is
composed of: a pair of grinding
stones (1.10 m in diameter), a
hydraulic sistem with a big
wheel (4.30 m in diameter) the
biggest water-mill wheel that
exists in our museum collection), a wheel axle, an admission
mill race, and between these two
the transmission system - an
original technical ensemble.
The originality consists in the
erection of two couples of gear
wheels with pinions, for accelerating the initial velocity which
was very slow, as a result
of the big diameter of the
Inside view
wheel. By this original technical
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realization - very frequent formerly on the floating mill
installations in this area - a final reduction ratio of 1/4
had been acquired at a complete rotation of the "generator"
(the water wheel); the mill stone made 14 turns during this
time.
The water mill from Rogojelu is a proof of the popular inge- _
nuousity which found various technical solutions for solving
the problems arising from the specifics of the water supply.

The transmission sys/em in two steps.
Cross section through the mill
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WATER-MILL WITH OVERSHOT WHEEL Alma, SaliJte, Hunedoara County (58)

This exhibit comes from the village of Alma~-Sii.li~te, in
the ,vestern Carpathians. It dates from the middle of the 19 1h
century and it was brought to the l\Iuseum and reconstructed
in 1967. This type of mill with overshot vertical wheel is to
be found all over the country.
The building is made of oak-beams ending in butt-joints.
The walls are bare, the roof is in four slopes, and it is covered
with fern and straw.
The grinding installation consists of two massive millstones
with a wooden frame around them. The running-stone is
driven by a vertical shaft, geared to a horizontal shaft driven
by the water-wheel. The water is conducted to the wheel
through a wooden trough, made of planks and suspended on
piles.
Beside the mill there is a pig-sty with "colna" (free space
under the roof), housing the sledge that is much used in this
hilly region, with steep slopes.
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FLOATING MILL Lucace,ti, Maramure, County (61)
This exhibit was bought in the village of Lucace~ti, Pribile~ti district, Maramure~ County where it was used on the

Plan of the mill:
a. larger F,oat or "bontd11" b. smaller boat or "stra~nic" c.
d. slop e. wooden shaft f. gang- way

waler-wheel
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Section through the mecanism
1. •T,onldu" 2. wooden shaft 3. large toothed wheel 4. pinion 5. smaller
wooden shaft 6. small cogwheel 7. pinwheel 8, axle 9. mill-stones 10. wooden frame around the stones 11. loading-funnel 12. feeder 13 flour-bin
14. stop

river Some~ until 1963. It was reconstructed in the Museum
in 1966.
On the whole, the grinding mechanism and the functioning
of the mill from Luclice~ti are similar to the floating mill from
Munteni described below. Mention should be made, however
of certain pecularities in the housing structure, the grinding
mechanism and the construction of the boats.
The two boats: the "stra~nic" and the "bontliu" are built
of carved oak beams cramped together. Unlike the boats
of the mill from Munteni, here the boats have pointed bows.
The grinding mechanism, mounted on the larger boat is housed in a polygonal wooden structure that covers the entire
boat. The walls have a frame-work of oak-girders covered
with horizontal fir-boards and the roof is covered with beech
shingles with grooves. The undershot water-wheel has the
shape of an elongated cylinder with a diameter of over four
130
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metres. A simple stop is used for stopping the grinding installation. It has the form of a board covering the length of
the wheel, worked from inside the mill by a wooden trolley.

The mi// under reconstruction
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FLOATING MILL Munteni, Vilcea County (62)
This exhibit comes from the village of Munteni, Mihaile~ti district, Vilcea County. It was reconstructed in the Museum in 1964. There were many such floating-mills on the
lower course of the rivers, Danube, Olt, Mure~, Siret, Some!;
etc. where the great delivery and low fall of the water made
necessary the development of installations able to exploit
the advanteges of this power source. The floating mill of
Munteni is typical of this kind of mill. It is mounted on two
boats ("dube") of different sizes wi Lh a specifically local,
shovel-shaped bow. The larger boat or "ovolnita" houses the
mill proper and the smaller boat or "stra~nic" sustains the
end of the driving shaft opposite the mill.

Imide view
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The building housing the grinding-installation does not
completely cover the larger boat. It is rectangular in shape,
built of boards, with a roof in two slopes, covered with firshingles. It is secured to the shore by a few simple anchors
and it can easily be moved on to the most suitable place on
the river. A gang-way made of two beams with a handrail on
one side connects it with the shore. The very large undershot
water-wheel is fixed between the two boats. Unlike most
vertical-wheel mills of our country, with a simple cogwheel
gearing, floating mills use two successive gearings, making
for a two-stepped transmission.
The slow rotation of the water-wheel is thus multiplied
considerably, making possible the use of very large millstones and achieving an increased efficiency.

Plan of the mill:
a. larger boat or "ovolni/c'i" b. smaller boat or "stra.:mic" c. water-wheel d.
wooden shaft e. gang- way
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SMALL WIND-MILL WITH STONE-SOCLE Enisala, Tulcea County (63)
This exhibit comes from the village of En isala, Sarichioi
district, Tulcea Country, where it worked until 1964. It dates
from the 19 Century and it was rebuilt in the Museum in
1966.
It is of the port-mill type, where the entire house of the
mill is turned windward.
The mill from Enisala is a small, square, wooden structure
with an oak-beam frame; it is boarded up with fir-planks
and it has a roof in two slopes, also covered with planks.
Unlike larger mills with two levels, it has a single room
which houses a single grinding installation.
The necessity of raising the sail as high as possible, brought
about the building of a circular stone-socle, narrower than the
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building of the mill. It has a polygonal oak-frame, on which
the mill-house can slide to turn windward.
The mechanism and the grinding installation are the same
as with the mill from Frecatei, the only difference being
that the "val" or driving shaft is driven by only four smaller
vanes. The "protap" or shaft, that serves for the lever turning
the mill is made up of two poles fixed to the "sledge", their
outer ends meet and are mounted on a small waggon-wheel.

Cross section of the wind-mill
1. socle i. post 3. wooden frame 4. shaft or "profap" 5. sledge 6. winch 7.

slone-soc/e 8. brake-shoes 9. rnnning grind-stone IO. nether grind-stone 11. shaft
12. "fe/inar" or gear pin-wheel 13. cog-wheel U. crossbeam 15. axle-casing
16. driving-shaft or "val" 11. brake-shoes or "cl~cici" 18. toothed wheel
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TWO-STOREVED WIND-MILL Dunavatul de Sus, Tulcea County (64)

Initially this mill was built in the village of Caraorman,
Cri~an district, in the middle of the Danube Delta from
where it was moved to the village of Dunaviitul de Sus, Murighiol district, Tulcea County, at the beginning of our century.
It was purch;ised and reconstructed in the Museum in 1966.
It is a post-mill with two levels and two grinding installations. It presents no difference from the mill of Frecatei,
concerning the turning system or the grinding mechanism.
Only the housing structure sets it apart from the other mills.
The high and sleek, square building has upright walls and
a roof in two slopes. The wooden frame is made of peculiarly
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massive oak beams and .it is boarded up with two i;ows of fir
planks, the second row covering the joints of the first row.
There is an open balcony on the side-front, with acces to the
first floor. It has a horizontal hand-winch mounted on it for
lif~ing and lowering the sacks from the outside.
As with most wind mills in our country, the six vanes are
fastened to solid whips that go through the outer end of the
so-called "val" or main driving shaft.
The vanes are made of a trapezium shaped wooden framework with median ribs on the ax of symmetry. This frame-

Cross-sec lion
1. main driving-shaft or "val" Z. whip 3. vanes 4- 5. toothed wheel 6. "felinar"

sor pin-wheel 7. iron-shaft 8. iron stone-shaft 9. axle casing 10. socle of the
haft 11. winch 12. the socle of the grind-stones 13. wooden framework protecting the grind-stones 14. running grind-stone 15. nether grind-stone 16. loading-funnel 17. feeder 18. flour-bin 19. lower level zo. post 21. sledge ZZ.
shaft Z3. ladder Z4. wooden frame Z5. stone socle.
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work is covered with thin fir-boards, part of which can be
removed if necessary, so that by adding ,or removing boards
the sail can be adapted to the various degrees of wind-force.

The mil I under reconstruction
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TWO-STOREVED WIND-MILL Frecatei, Tulcea County (65)

This exhibit comes from tlw village of Frecii! ei, Tulcea County and it dates from the first part of the 19 Century. 1t was
donated to the Museum by the Village Agricultural Cooperative
and it was reconstructed in 1967.
Wind-mills have been used in Romania in many areas.
However, the largest extent of their use is in Dobrudja, where
they were first documented in 1585. This was a natural consequence of the special geographical conditions prevailing here.
At the beginning of the 20 Century, there were 437 such installations still working in Tulcea County alone. They \Vere also
kept in use the longest in this area.
The wind-mill from Frecatei is a post-mill, the type most
frequent in Romania. Characteristic of this type is the existence of a central pivot, deeply embedded in the earth around
which the entire house of the mill can turn a full circle, so
as to turn the mill windward.
The high rectangular building has a massive oak-beam
frame, boarded up with fir-planks. The roof is in two slopes,
covered with planks. The inside has two levels; the ground
floor is a store-room, the first floor houses the two grinding
installations.
Two closed side-balconies add space to the first floor and
facilitate the hoisting and lowering of the sacks, by the use
of an external horizontal hand-winch.
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The turning mechanism
of the post-mil/ a. sledge
b. shaft or "profap"
c. winch or "caprd"

a)

~
b)

-~_...,_,., t

-~
~

-

c)

Cross- section through the mill:
1. socle 2. post 3. winch 4. iron-shaft 5. loading-funnel 6. toothed-wheei 7. pin-wheel gear 8. brake-shoes 9. drii>ing-shaft

10. Wings
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The building rests on a small stone socle with a massive
wooden-frame. On this underpinning, consisting of two massive oak-beams, the so-ca Bed "sledge", the mill 'turns around
by a sliding notion. A round shaft, four metres long called
"protap" is fixed to the "sledge" and serves for lever, when the
mill is turned around.
This is done by a vertical winch on which a chain linked
to the shaft is wound. The mill can be turned windward by
· one man alone.
The sail of the mill is made up of six vanes, fastene~ to
solid whips that go through the outer end of the so called
"val", the driving shaft of the mill.
On the horizontal driving shaft are mounted two toothed
wheels, which, through a pin-wheel gear called "felinar",
drive a mill-stone shaft each. The two grinding installations
are placed on the median ax of the room, facing each other.
The entire mechanism of the mill can be turned off by a braking system, consisting of two wooden brake-shoes that are
pressed upon the toothed wheel by two unequal levers, operated by a system of simple pulleys.

The mill under reconstruction:
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WIND-MILL WITH SAILS Curcani, Constanta County (66)

This exhibit comes from the village of Curcani, Negre~ti
district, Constant,a County and it dates from the second part
of the 19 th century. It was purchased in 1968 and reconstructed
in the Museum in 1970.
It is a post-mill built on a stone-socle. What makes it
essentially different from the other three post-mills exhibited in the Museum is its system of capturing the wind-power
which, instead· of using vanes made of boards, uses twelve
sailarms made of triangular cloth.
This system of sails is known in the Mediterranean (Greece,
Portugal etc.) but in Romania it is only known in Southern
Dobrudja where it was used on wind-mills with a single grinding machinery. The triangular sails are fastened to solid
whips. Only four of the twelve whips are attached to the wooden framework that goes through the end of the driving shaft,
the other eight are attached by means of an iron collar. A
mast about 3 metres long lengthens the driving-shaft.
Attached to its tip are the cables that make fast each whip.
The whips are also linked together by a cable.
The transmission-gears and the grinding machinery show
no difference from the other post-mills in the Museum.
As with the mill from Enisala, the rectangular building of
the mill is placed on a stone socle.
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The squate socle is here, however, built in with stonemasonry which strengthens the central pivot. The building houses
a single grinding installation.
There is an open balcony on the back-side of the building,
on which an horizontal winch for hoisting the sacks is mounted.
The wind-mill from Curcani is an extremely valuable
exhibit, being the only one of its kind left in Romania.

1

1f
12

3
l-A~ ~- - - - 2 .

1
Cross-section through the mechanism
1. post Z. stone-socle 3. sl edge 4. driving-shaft 5. toothed wheel 6. brake-shoes
7. pinwheel gear 8. loading funnel 9. feeder 10 . protecting framework around
t he mill-stones 11. mill-stone-shaft 12 . axle-casing
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SMOCK-MILL BeJtepe, Tulcea County (67)

Besides post-mills, there was in Northern Dobrudja, a
second type of wind-mill, locally known as round mill or
"capped" mill (in the literature it is known as smock-mill or
"Dutch type" mill). With smock-mills, the building is fixed
and only the roof with the attached sail follows the wind.
This type is represented in the Museum by the smock-mill
from Be~tepr, Tulcea County.
The building of the mill, made entirely of wood, (oakbeam
frame boarded up with fir-planks) has the form of a truncated pyramid with eight edges and it is placed on a stone socle.
On the upper part, the building ends in a massive circular
framr-work on which the "cap" (the roof) rotates by gliding.
The frame-work has a sledge at the base.
The house of the mill has a low basement, housing the lower
mechanisms, a bridge at ground level - with the soele of the
grind-stones and the two grind ing-insta Ila tions - and two brid7-

Museum of Folk Technology
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ges in the upper part, which give access to the upper mechanisms. Two doors at ground level, facing each other, give
access to the mill in any position of the sail.
There are four large vanes and they are made similarly
with the vanes of the post-mills.
The actuating mechanism of the grind-stones consists of
a two-stepped transmission with inferior-gearing
The rotation of the driving-shaft is transmitted through
a toothed wheel and a gear with a slightly conical pin_.wheel
to a · massive wooden-shaft, which goes through the entire
building down to the basement. The second step of the trans-

1) Cross-section through the mill
1. driving shaft 2. toothed wheel 3. pin-wheel gear 4. vertical wooden shaft

5. grinding-installation 6. mill-stone socle 1. lower toothed-wheel 8. pinwheel 9. mill-stone shaft
·
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2) Cross section through the mill
1. groove of the arm-mill 2. main dri1Jing shaft 3. brake shoes 4. too thed
wh eel 5. pin-whee l gear 6. upper loft 7. vertical wooden shaft 8. middl e
loft 9. stones loft 10. milt ston e shaft 11. winch 12. pin- wheel 13. gear

mission is operated here by a large toothed wheel (sturceac),
fixed on the v ertical shaft that engages symmetrically two
pin-wheel gears (felinare), whose vertical axle drives the
mill-stones.
The grinding installation is made up of two pairs of stones,
of different sizes mounted on a single socle, to the left and
right of the vertical shaft.
The braking system of the entire mechanism is adapted
to. the almost central position of the toothed wheel, in which
case long levers cannot be used , as they are with post- mills.
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The mechanism is stopped with a single, semicircular wooden
brake-shoe that is applied to the upper half of the toothed
wheel.
,
The smock-mill represents a clear technical progress over
the post-mill. Using a two-stepped transmission, a higher
speed is obtained for the grind-stones than it was possible
with the one-stepped transmission. The efficiency of the installation is much higher. Also the operation of windward turning
the sail is much easier, by rotating only the roof and not the
entire building.

3) The mi I/ under rcconslrpclion
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DRAW-WELL WITH WINCH Chirnojeni, Constanta County (67 a)

The draw-well of Chirnogeni, Constanta County illustrates
a type of installation for drawing water from great depths
using animal-power. It is specific of villages in Southern Dobrudja - the only area of the country without running-waters - where, because of the low clay content of the soil,
underground water ca1i.only be found at great depths.
Dug in the rock and lined in its upper part (to a depth of
three metres) with lime-stone, the well has a peculiarly wide
round brim (over three metres across) built of massive slabs.
On one side, the brim has a wooden spout under which there
is a trough carved out of a massive block of stone.
The installation for drawing water consists of the so-called
"caprii", a wooden yoke fixed on the brim which has a wooden
pulley over which runs the rope of the bucket and the winch,
driven by an animal (horse, ass, ox). The winch is vertical,
about two metres high and it has the shape of a reel with
four arms on which the rope is wound. Each villager had his
own rope and bucket called "skin". The very name of ''skin"
points to the fact that originally animal hides were used for
drawing water. Later, these were replaced by buckets made
of cloth, but even wooden or tin buckets are still ca lied "skins".
The water is carried from the well on water-carts.
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THE SECTOR OF FOLK TRANSPORTATION
The sector of folk transportation tries to give a wideranging
synthesis of the most various technical systems and auxiliary
equipment that appeared throughout time on the territory
of Romania and which became traditional for certain ethnographic zones, reflecting the most diverse modalities for the
circulation of raw materials, tools and products, within the
household, within the village boundaries (and in past times
also of towns), between these and the fields or exploited zones
and finally, among the various specialized production centres,
markets or even historical provinces.
The means of transportation make up in Marx's words
"the vascular system" of the process of labour and thus they
have always played an extremely important role in the history of human civilization, starting in the Neolithic and up
to our days. They are one of the most objective and relevant
indices of technical and scientific progress.
In each historical epoch, transportations reflect the quantity, value and specificity of production, the level of demand
nnd the development of the market of exchange, the opening of each collectivity, national or regional, towards the
exchange of values, which presupposes receiving but also, as
we have seen in the chapter on water-mills, also offering.
\Vhilc we will not list all the individual systems of transportation (these will form the object of a pavilionary exhibition) we will pay special attention in our presentation of
traditional means of transportation, to the rolling (the most
important kind), sliding and floating means of transport:,tion.
1. The rolling means of transportation represented, during the
Neolithic, the revolution that took place in transportation,
the invention of the wheel being in V.G. Childe's words:
"the crowning achievement of prehistorical carpentry".
https://biblioteca-digitala.ro
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On the territory of Romania, the cart with wheels is documented archeologically from the Bronze Age, as proved by
the discovery from Cuciulata which is dated 1800 B.C. This
gave the human collectivity a greater stability, facilitating
the forming of larger land areas, of the size that could be
reached on a return trip by ca rt in one day.
Basically, there were two types of cart: with fixed carriagepole i.e. the ox-cart and with mobile carriage-pole, for horsesThere took place, however, a great diversification, brought
about by geographical and economical factors.
According to terrain, we haYc three distinct variants: the
plains cart, usually quite large, sinee the flat terrain did not
pose too many problems; one peculiarity of this Yariant
is the maximum difference between the diametres of the front
and the back wheels; this was done with a view to speeding
up the cart; the hill cart was an intermediary variant, with
a great many sorts of technical solutions, due to the great
diversity of hilly terrain; and the mountain cart, smaller but
sturdier since it was subjected to great strain; the dia metres
of the front and back wheels are approximately equal, due
to the great declivity of the terrain.
According to their economic destination within the mixed
agro-pastoral farmstead, handicraftsmen's household or a
zone specializing in transportation (in the border regions,
near mountain passes and intramoBtan depressions, in the
Middle Ages many villages were specialized in the transportation of raw-materials or goods, to the benefit of the
towns with a powerful economic output; this was further
stimulated by the permanent exchange of goods among the
three Romanian provinces, which had complementary economies) the rolling means of transportation with animal traction, are adapted both to the labour processes and to the material that was transported.
•
A first variant would be the adaptation of the caJ:1t with
full, low cart-ladder, for the transportation of produce,
(grains, fruit, vegetables) of manure, of construction materials, of handicraft products. The cart with high cart-ladder
(made up of rails and not boards) is used for large volume
and relatively small weight (hay, hemp, straw).
The transportation of logs and of firewood from the woods
usually entails the modification of the cart by removing the
rails and by installing a long central pole.
An interesting case of adaptation of the construction of the
cart to the size and shape of casks was revealed, when such
a cart, dating from the 18 Century, was discovered in Cimpu-
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lung Moldovenesc and placed in the "Museum of the wood",
in the same locality.
A very special form of rolling means of transportation,
which is wide-spread in Southern Transylvania is the so-called "caroaia", which has only back wheels; in place of its
front wheels, the wheels of the plough are installed, until
they reach the field, when they are removed and used for
ploughing.
A very special case, mentioned in Medieval documents,
is the cart with double pole, used in hilly regions with rugged
terrain, that made turning around very difficult, if not impossible, In such cases, the animals were simply unhitched
and put at the back of the car. This was especially useful
in moments of danger (retreat from an attacking enemy).
Historically, the great improvement in the rolling means
of transportation was their fitting with iron.
In certain ethnogr{lphical areas, people still remember
carts made exclusively of wooden parts, without any iron
fittings.
·
A chapter apart of the rolling means of transportation is
represented by the mine-cars with wooden wheels, on wooden
tracks, for the transportation of gold-ore, which were used in
certain mines up to the 1950s.
This system, which is much more efficient than transportation in sacks and baskets, appeared in the 17 th century, in
Transylvania; the original piece is in the "Museum of Transportation" from Berlin and it marks a Romanian priority in
Europe.
2. The sliding means of transportation do not have the economic importance and the frequency of the roling means of
transportation. They include the sleighs, that are still used
today, in wintertime, either with a wicker body, for persons
and materials or using only the runners, for timber. For very
long logs, two pairs of runners are used in a special type
of sleigh, called "cocirla".
3. The floating means of transportation have a long tradition in our country. The most frequent technique is the
hollowing out of a single tree-trunk (Arrianus, in his relation of the crossing of the Danube by the forces of Alexander
the Great, in 335 B.C., mentions the existence of such boats
with the natives).
The building of vessels with a skeleton and keel, onti
which the boards are nailed and then the whole boat is tarred, allowed the building of larger and more stable boats.
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The ferries are built in the same technique and they are used
for crossing the large rinrs of the country. Thry are of two
types: on the rivers, they use the cable ferry, with a hemprope; on the Danube, the ferry with paddle-wheel is used.
The presentation of this vast domain requires a thematic
pavilion in which the various exhibits could be presrnted
in a systematic way.
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FERRY Turnu RoJu, Sibiu County (74)
Originally placed at the entra nee to the village of Turuu
Ro:;;u, Sibiu County, it is one of the dozens of ferries, that
spanned the banks of the Olt riwr. It was reconstructed in
the Museum in 19G9.
The ferry proper is made up of two long boats with flat bottoms, linked by a frame of girders coYered by beams which forms
the loading platform. The connection between the ferry and
the shore is made by two so called "caroaie", sloping gangways
resting on two ,vooden wheels. The ferry is carried by the
water current but being secured by a chain and pulley to a
metallic cable over the river, it moves along the cable
to the other bank.
The cable is anchored by massive, carved oak clements,
deeply embedded in the ground. These are the so called
"scnra", n pile with notches used for regulating the height
of the cable and the so called "capra", a vertical winch,
housed in a massive oak framework with a small plank-roof;
the "capra" maintains the proper extension of the cable.
Near the ferry there is a ferry-house. It is a square build;ng, built on a stone foundation, with brick walls and a roof
in two slopes, covered with tiles. The single room is furnished
with two beds, a table and a cooking-stow.
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FERRY WITH PADDLE-WHEEL Topalu, Constanta County (74 a)

This exhibit comes from the village of Capidava, Topalu
district, Constanta County.
It was built in 1928 and its use was discontinued in 1970.
The two boats are covered by a loading-platform, (six metres
by six) with railings on the two extremities and two hinged
sideboards on the sides opposite the shore. Between the
two flatbottomed boats the paddle wheel with a diameter
of 1.85 metres is mounted. Its shaft ends in a crank shaft.
The ferry works like this: the crankshaft is turned by two
to six people and the ferry is paddled upstream about half
a kilometre. Then the ferry is steered dowstream, towards
the opposite bank.
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THE SECTOR OF WOOD
AND MINERAL-WORKING
The sector of wood and mineral-working (stone, ores,
clay and metals) is, almost by definition, the sector of
folk handicrafts.
The special importance of the crafts presented here, for
the characterization of the traditional folk civilization of
the Romanians is due to the great drvelopment that these
activities underwent throughout history. This is explained
by the abundant supply of raw materials, necessary for these
handicrafts, which led to the emergence of whole villages,
specialized in one or the other handicraft.
Certain historians affirmed in their works, the existence
of a powerful civilization of the wood with the Romanians and
their Dacian-Getic ancestors. Their arguments were: the existence of huge wooded areas, providing raw material (although
these areas started shrinking in the 13 th - 14th century, due to
a spectacular population increase, which brought about the
appearance of new localities and also due to the improvement
of farming implements, which brought about an increase of
farming) and also certain archeological discoveries.
Modern archeological studies have proved, based upon
thorough and painstaking research, the existence from the
earliest times, of a brilliant civilization of metals in these
lands. This included iron (as proved by the discovery of
many iron tools, smithies and iron smelteries, such as the
first smelting furnace with flue from Europe, which was
unearthed at Ghelar and dates from the 0 th century A.O.)
as well as non-ferrous metals (gold, silver and copper).
The Dacian stone-fortifications, the Roman monuments
and edifices as well as the monuments of Medieval art (Curtea
de Arge!;,, Trei Jerarhi, the monasteries .of Bucovina and 01tenia and the churches and fortresses of Transylvania) arc
proof of an undeniable, well-developed civilization of the
stone, and the great number of pottery centres and the richness
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and sophistication of their products reveal a very important
civilization of the clay~ all these are irrefutable proof of the
permanence of the Romanian population throughout times,
·withstanding the vicissitudes of History.
It would be extremely difficult to claim precedence or predominance for one or the other of the above civilizations, if
we take the large historical scale and include the whole territory of Romania.
Even at a cursory survey of the problem, it becomes evident,
that the plentiful natural supply of raw material resulted in
the powerful development of all the above handicrafts, determined, of course, by local conditions. Thus, certain regions,
because of their huge wooded areas, naturally became specialized in wood-working, while others, benefitting from iron,
gold, copper and silver ore, became specialized in working
these metals; big clay deposits were at the origin of the pottery
centres, while the proximity of mountains was the impulse
needed for the development of stone-masonry and stonecarving.
As a general rule, those handicrafts developed more intensely and at a swifter pace, which demanded the use of simple
-t,echnologies and cheap tools, because the hectic and troubled
history of the land did not allow the inhabitants much leisure
and freedom of creation.
That is why the historian Nicolae Iorga wrote: "although
we did not have, like Mesopotamia and ancient Egypt, clay
tablets and huge abodes, we learned, around that time, to
write an uninterrupted chronicle in the potters' clay, in stone
and especially in wood, in whose fibre we placed something
from our being, beyond the gates of all times".
1. Wood-working was, from the beginning of man's existence, the most accesible source for weapons of self-defense
and attack, (club, staff) and since the time when human
groups took up a sedentary form of existence, for the building
and outfitting of the first dwelling-places of man.
The huge wood-lands that covered the slopes of the Carpathians were not only an impregnable, natural bulwark in
the defense of the natives against invaders, but also an excellent source of fire ,vood, building-material and tool-making
material.
·
Unfavourable historical conditions, which took the form
of numerous attacks and migrations that went on uninterrupted for close to fifteen hundred years, were responsible for centuries bf instability and danger, of continual plunder and destruction. Such times were highly unfavourable for the erection
of monumental stone-buildings, which take several generations to build, as was the case in Central and \Vestern Europe.
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Romanians were the shield of Europe at her Eastern approaohes, defending her peace at the cost of important sacrifices
in the domain of their own civilization: thus they developed
an architecture in wood, lacking durability, often burnt and
destroyed by the enemy, rebuilt again on the same site, once
the danger was over, following a style and local manner that
were religiously handed down from generation to generation.
Even if the monumentality of the buildings of Romanian
folk architecture was far from outstanding, exception being
made for the wooden churches of l\faramure!J, in terms of the
harmony of proportions, given by the relation behveen groundplan and elevation, the interior design of the houses, gates
and even annex buildings, the decorating of the poles and
beams with woodcarving, the perfect functionality of the
spaces, the expert use made of the various kinds of wood, we
can speak of genuine masterpieces of the craftsmen of Maramure!j or Gorj, of Vilcca or Muscel, of Prahova or Buzau,
of Bucovina or the \Vestern Carpathians.
At the same time, the Romanians developed what amounts
to an instrumental civilization of wood, the cheapest and most
accessible material for the making of the most various kinds
of tools and implements for household use in the villages but
also in the towns, as well as for the making of most household
objects (furniture, vessels for storage and transportation,
grainbins, hope-chests, musical instruments and many others).
1.1. Directly linked to lumbering and timber-production,
the· cutting up of timber on water-driven or animal-powered
saw-mills is the subject of the first thematic group.
After the repeated attempts at adapting the cam-shaft to
the cutting of timber (related in Villard de Honecour's Diaries
from 1240) the 14u, century brings a new invention, the crankshaft, which is applied mostly to the timber-cutting installations. Originating in the towns, which were the first to benefit from the inwntions of the European Middle-Ages (which
explains the foreign names of the saw-mill used in Transylvania: in the South "joagar" from German "s1:ger" and in the
North "firez" from Hungarian "fiircsz") the new installation
quickly spreads to the villages, some of which become specialized in saw-milling, i.e. Boita which is mentioned in 1512 as
a village engaged in timber-trade with Wallachia or the village of Gura Hiului, which had scores of saw-mills in the 19 th
century.
From the point of view of their construction, the waterpowered saw-mills follow the construction of water-mills
i.e. they present two distinct types: 1. with small water-wheel
and direct translQi.ssion to the saw driven by the crank-shaft
and 2. with large water-wheel and multiple gearing through a
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system of toothed wheels. lloth types arc represented in the
Museum.
Technical progress was represented by the mechanization
of the carrying sled on which the timber is placed, either by
an ingenuous system of levers or by the more modern system
of worm-shaft. At ttie same time, there was a tendency to use
the same power-somle for operating other installations, either
coupled to the same water-wheel or using other water-wheels
at the same mill-race: circular saws, oil-presses or even brakers,
or less often, an horizontal saw for the cutting of timber-ends.
An ingcnous hybrid resulted f,rom the application of a modern, industrial cardan-shaft to a traditional saw-milling
installation, which was once waterpowered. Such were the
horse-drinn saw-mills from Gura Riului, which were introduced after W. W. II. These were installed within the village,
whereas the water-powered saw-mills were usually situated
outside the village, sometimes even in the neighbourhood of
lumbering sites.
Mention should 1tlso be made of the shingles or tiles of wood
which were manufactured by splitting the wood along the
grain and carving the groove with a special tool called "horj''.
Shingle-making or tile of wood-making usually took place
outdoors, in the woods and there were whole villages specialized in making vast quantities, of shingles for construction
(from 30 cm to 120 cm), village names like ~indrilari being
witness to the main occupation of their inhabit.'lnts. The
tools used were simple: lumber-axe, hand-saw and "grooving
bench". That is why we considered it unnecessary to organize
a special group for the presentation of this aspect, since they
are illustrated in several households from this sector.
1.2. Cooperage is a handicraft that was exceptionally developed in certain areas or villages, due to the importance of
wooden vessels in the traditional, preindustrial economy.
The making of staves from which the various vessels were
assembled, the binding with wooden or metal hands was done
by splitting the wood along the grain, shaping it with a drawknife and binding it, either with a primitive implement ("pole
and rope") or a more developed one, using a screw.
To meet the demand for wooden1 vessels necessary in the
household, in wine-making, in the dairy-industry, in watering etc., each large ethnographic zone with its own lumbering
industry, had its own centres of cooperage, of which especially
important, through the quantity and quality of their products were the following: Dobrot in Tara Zarandului, Nereju
in Vrancea, Bucium and Cotnari in the Jassy area, Fundul
Moldovei in Bucovina.
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The most intensive production and circulation of cooperage
is however, specific for the Tara Motilor area, in the \Vestern
Carpathians.
The famous coopers of this region, reluctant to leave their
native land in spite of the extremely barren soil, turned cooperage into a virtual economic hall-mark, roaming the whole
country and especially the Southern parts, which were agricultural and animal farming in character, and bartering their
ware for produce characteristic for these areas.
The vessels were usually decorated by pyrography, which
increased their value and gave esthetic satisfaction to the user.
1.3. White-coopery or the carving of single-block wooden
vessels is an extremely interesting chapter of Romanian ethnography.
The pracLitioners of this handicraft,, ,tho were considered in
the past "virtuo~i" of wood-working, were the so-called "rudarii" or "biiie~ii", a tribe of sedentary Gipsies, who were used,
centuries ago, on the lands of the aristocracy or of the monasteries as mine workers, or gold-diggers (the mines were called
"rude" or "biii").
·
The products of the white-coopers are extremely varied:
cupboards, sideboards, stools and tables, bins, troughs,
distaffs, spindles, spoons; when a certain group specializes
in a single product, they take on tlie name of the product and
are called: lingurari, fusari etc.
Settled in streets of hovels at village-end in Oltenia, Wallachia and Southern Transylvania, which today are made up of
brick and even stone-houses, peddling their ware at fairs, the
Gipsy white-coopers represent a puzzling chapter of Romanian and European ethnography.
1 .4. Wheel and earl-making was one of the most important
handicrafts, because of the necessity to provide the means of
transportation needed in the traditional economy as well as
the spare-parts (wheels. staves, etc.) necessary for the above.
Although lhe customary situation was that of the existence
of a wheelwright and cartwright who served a village or group
of villages, we also find specialized centres, serving entire
zones. Such were the villages of Leaot, from Tara Zarandului,
Rii~inari near Sibiu, Dragu~ from Tara Oltului, Ru~etu from
Briiila, Tansa in Moldova, Leice~ti in Wallachia, and Mir~ani
in Oltenia.
The technology and the tools specific for this handicraft are
presented through a mixed workshop of wheelwright cooper
from Tara Zarandului. To this are added the many means of
transportation that are exhibited in the other sectors of the
museum, as well as a thematic pavilion, presenting the domain
of means of transportation.
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1.5. The handicraft of reed-making is represented by few
centres, specialized in this very simple but also demanding
activity of making reeds for looms. Such a village is Hisculita
from Tara Zarandului, a whole village specialized in reedmaking. And yet, this handicraft has a very special place in
Romanian folk culture, because it shows a division by handicrafts on a national" level, which is so intense and well regulated that it refutes any abstract theory about the alleged
autarky of the traditional economy and it promotes the idea of
an economy organized at the national level, as a well regulated and minutely organized system. Thus the system came up
with specialized centres, down to the level of a centre specializing in making a part, the loom-reed, which is then sold all
over the country and even abroad.
This handicraft also reveals the capacity of a whole village
and not only of individuals, to specialize; this tells us something of the special affinity of Romanians for technical knowhow.
It should be pointed out, that in the majority of folk handicrafts, the specialized activity of the handicraftsman did not
entail giving up the main occupation, that of farming; the
handicraftsman remained a peasant, having his own farmstead
and practicing his craft only when the work on the farm was
over. The very absence, in most cases, of a separate workshop,
distinct from the living• quarters and the annex buildings
proves that the complete separation of handicrafts only took
place in very few cases (i.e. blacksmiths). This fact is explained by the absence of a market large enough to absorb the
whole potential output that could be produced by the handicraftsmen, in a whole year.
This also resulted in a noticeable conservatism in the use
of tools and techniques, as well as in the traditional morphology and style of the products. Change came slowly, since technical progress lacked motiva~ion.
1.6. Carpentry was undoubtedly the oldest and most widrspread folk handicraft in the field of wood-working in Romania.
In spite of its very general character, this handicraft also
gave rise to villages specialized in building cottages and outbuildings, lay and religious edifices, sculptured gates and
crosses and wooden headboards on tombs and others.
Ethnographic studies revealed the fact that up to the beginning of the 20 Century, there were villages that specialized in
making such architectonic parts, in series or on order, building
them in the village, from where the customers carted them
home and assembled them, fqllowing the special markings on
each beam and pole. Such villages were Bedeciu and Meziad
in Transylvania and Huta Veche and Varna in Moldova.
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Starting from the idea that, although our Museum is a
l\foseum of Folk Technology, in many cases the transferred monuments also have architectonic value, within the special
group dedicated to carpentry we transferred only two architectonic complexes: one from Maramure~ and one from Gorj.
These two areas are of exceptional value in the art of woodcarving and sculpt1.J.re in Romanian folk architecture. In both
cases, the two homesteads which make up the exhibit come
from the same area but date from different centuries (19 and
respectively 20).
In this way, we tried to bring out the dynamic quality of
the elements that make up the traditional patterns characteristic for each zone, thus refuting another theory, about the
immutable character of these values, about the absolute conservation of tradition.
Through the selection of the exhibits that make up each
homestead, starting with the cottage, out-buildings, drawwell, the gate and the fence, as well as the installations of
the interior, the furniture and the whole range of implements,
also through the placement of the buildings and the whole
system of organizing the interior, we tried to define the style
of each epoch, determinw. by the qualitative changes, brought
about by complex socio-economic, historical and cultural
factors that eventually result in the style specific for the respective ethnographic zone.
Once again, it is proved that there is no domain of traditional folk civilization able to shut itself off from the changes
brought by the social-historical progress of society, even if
this works differently from zone to zone.
1.7. Musical instrument making is obviously a thriving
handicraft in a people with such a highly developed sense of
music and with such a rich musical folklore as the Romanian
people.
It includes the making of various instruments, some going
back to Greek and Thraco-Dacian antiquity, like the pan-pipe
and the shepherd's pipe, others being more recent, brought in
by fashion.
Some of the centres specialized in making one musical instrument were: Hodac-1\lure~, Vaideeni - Vilcea, Cimpu lui
Ncag - Hateg, Jina - Miirginimea Sibiului for "shepherd's"
pipe. Avram Iancu for the so-called "tulnic" or alp-horn,
Cimpulung Moldovenesc for alp-horn and shephe..z·d's pipe,
Musca and Lup~a-Western Carpathians for fiddle, Biitrini Prahova for bag-pipe .etc. The products of these centres entered
a national circuit of free exchange, through fairs and traditional market-days, such as the traditional fair on the Giiina
Peak, in the \Vestern Carpathians.
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Two homesteads of such musical instrument makers were
transferred to the Museum of Folk Technology: one of a shepherd's pipe-maker from Hodac and one of an alp-horn and
shepherd's pipe-maker from Cimpulung Moldovenesc. The two
exhibits include buildings which are characteristic for the
main occupation of these people, farming and animal-farming,
and the handicraft aspect is reduced to the tools needed for the
craft, especially cutting and boring tools and the work-spaces
which in summer were the sheds and in winter the inside of
the cottage, in front of the windows where the light was good,
1.8. Bast-mat making was frequent in Oltenia and ths
Danube valley; the crudity and archaic character of the toole
show that it is one of the oldest handicrafts, based on an essentially household activity.
The specialization of certain villages in bast-mat making
(Calui, on the Oltet Valley, Valeni in Gor.i) is further proof of
the division of labour, on profiles of handicrafts, aimed at
using all the natural resources of an area and also at earning
extra income, besides the one brought in by farming.
The technology of this handicraft is based upon the most
archaic installations for twisting and weaving, that were
unearthed by archeologists and attributed, on the scale of
technical development, to the neolithic: the crude reel for
making the bast-twine and the vertical loom which is the
oldest form of this ancient implement.
From among the thematic groups that are yet to be organized
mention should be made of work- tool making, in specialized
centres (farming implements, yokes, pitch-forks, looms etc.)
furniture-making (tables, chairs, beds) hope-chest making and
finally, charcoal-making, which was essential for the working
of peasant furnaces and foundries as well as for other activities,
contributing to the age-old continuity of this practice, which
is present in our days, too.
Looking back upon this thematic group, we arc reminded
again of what the great historians (N. Iorga, V. Parvan)
wrote, concerning the ancient and valuable civilization in
wood. created by the Romanians throughout their history,
giving proof of their superior creative potential and its optimal valorification, under the historical conditions that are
known.
2. The next thematic group is that of stone.
Although it never acquired the importance and the diversity
of the products of wood-working, stone-working was, throughout the whole territory of Romania and in all historical
epochs, from the Paleolithic to our days, a constant practice.
In zones with stone and sandstone quarries there appeared
villages of handicraftsmen, specialized in making various
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products of household utility (gate- posts, crosses, borderstones, well-rims) but also products that were used in the
various folk handicrafts and practices of processing various
raw materials (mortars for various minerals, mill-stones,
whetstones for knives, axes, saw-blades or scythes and many
others).
In the near future, two monuments representative for this
handicraft shall be transferred to the Museum.
3. Gold-ore extraction and proressin,q is symbolically represented by two monuments. However, this craft has been one
of the constant occupations of the autochthonous population
and at the same time, one of the reasons for the repeated
foreign attacks against the peaceful native population in the
Carpatho-Danubean area, starting with the raids of the Celts
and the Scythians, continuing with the Roman occupation
and all the other invasions that wen.t on for over fifteen hundred years, until the independence of Romania was finally proclaimed.
In this case, too, the historical continuity of the native
population resulted in the continuity of ancient practices,
characterizing the same way of life. Thus, in the. stampmill for
gold ore, we find tools and implements that were mentioned
by Diodorus of Sicily, in the 2nd century B. C. and described
as specific for gold-mining in the whole Roman Empire (the
mortar and the hand-mill with two handles) as well as the
"~aitroc", a pan used for washing the gold-sand and the "hurca"
(a board with cross-ribs on which felt is placed, which filters
out the gold-dust when the water stream carries the crushed
ore).
The most spectacular progress in mining was the introduction of explosives and the use of mine cars on wooden tracks,
with a system of crude points: also during the Middle Ages,
the so-called ore-mills or stamp mills were introduced, which
were water-powered installations, based upon the principle
of the cam-shaft. The Romanian term "~teamp" comes from
the German "Stampfmiihle", harking back to the days of the
Austrian administration.
4. Folk metallurgy is illustrated by two categories of monuments: the smithies of blacksmiths, which represent the branch
of manual working, the oldest type of this craft, which later
was to revolutionize human civilization, and the water-powered
forge-hammer, which illustrates tg.e passage that took place in
the 14th - 15 th centuries, to the phase of folk industry, a forerunner of the large industry of the future.
Smithery was the first craft that was completely autonomous, splitting away for good from farming and animal-farming. This is understandable if we consider the complexity of
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the handicraft of iron-working and 1he demands that it made
upon its practitioners. In Romanian, smithery took on the
name of its raw-material, i.e. it is called "fieriiric" from "fier"
meaning iron and this is one more proof of its antiquity.
Indeed, this craft conserved and transmitted, for owr two
thousand years, a technology and tools, that have not chang(•d
much. These were, in fact, dictated by 1hc nature of the workprocess (tempering by hammering, forging by white-heating
the material with manual or tread-bellows, hidraulic bellows
being introduced only in the 14 th century, in iron or copper
foundries, and being rarely used in smithies) and the tools
had already reached their maximum efficiency forms in
antiquity.
The three monuments representing smithery ,vcre selected
from Transylvania (Maramure~), Wallachia (Dimbovi!a Valley)
and :Moldova (Neamt), to illustrate in this domain, too, the
unity of material life, of elements of civilization from the
whole territory of Romania, on the plane of procedures and
tools of tradi tiona I folk technology.
5. Ceramics, worked to obtain household implements and
decorative objects (pottery) has always been in Romania,
from the dawn of mankind's civilization - the Neolithic "the first and most important household industry", through
the intense practice of this handicraft (during the Middle Ages,
there were practically no villagcs without: potters and the
villages specializing in pottery numbered in the hundreds;
even today, our country enjoys the reputation of having best
preserved, in Europe, the traditional art and technique of
pottery) through the general use of' its products, through the
many specialized centres and also through the diffusion of its
products throughout the whole country, at fairs and through
itinerant vendors.
Folk ceramics has been called "the oldest purposeful and
calculated use that man found for a chemical process". \Ve can
even speak of a "neolithic revolution", consisting in the improvement of closed firing in one or bi-chambered kilns, some
of which were simple and without an organized hearth, others
more sophisticated, with a grid separating the firing chamber
from the fire-room, and in the invention of the potter's wheel,
first slow, handriven and later much faster, driven with the
feet (the first type was in use until the 1960s).
Glazing the pots was introduced late, during the Middle Ages
and not in every area (Mara"mure~ has retafned, to this clay,
the oldest procedure of diminishing the natural porosity of
earthenware by polishing the walls with a river-stone).
Ceramics is a symbol of a sedentary way of life and of
continuity and thus, it offers first-hand evidence for determin-
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ing archeologically the ethnic make-up and the chronology of
different communities and cultures. In fact, in folk pottery,
each ethnic community and even each ethnographic zone or
specialized centre has its own stylistic pattern, which is defined by elements of style, the morphology of the products, hut
also by technological particularities, the type of firing and
the type of the kiln being equally important.
In constituting this thematic group, we tried to represent
in our collection all the historical and geographical provinces
of Romania, as well as the distinct types of Romanian or
Hungarian and German folk pottery. The notion of distinct
type covers the whole range of different technical processes
that go into making a pot: preparing the potter's clay,
pugging, modelling the pots, drying, firing and glazing them,
as well as finally decorating them. Thus, we assembled an
exhibition that is representative at the national level, the
monuments coming from Bucovina and Maramure~, the hills
and flatland of Oltenia, from Banat and Transylvania and
the last exhibits to complete the collection are yet to be transferred from Wallachia and the Dobrudja.
This thematic group is completed by a number of other
important ethnographic aspects, such as the architectonic
style and building technology specific for each zone, the
design of the interior and the characteristics of the potter's
workshop, the nature of the main occupations completed by
the practice of the handicraft, reflected in the annex buildings and the agropastoral implements; the main conclusion
that can be drawn is the importance of pottery and the social,
economic and cultural status of the potter.
Thus, the "potters' village" becomes, as do the other thematic groups, an exhibition sui generis, within the great
Museum which, setting out to characterise the culture of the
Romanian people, from the perspective of the historical progress of the phenomena which give the fundamental structure
of its traditional civilization, the definition of its way of life
through the technical underpinnings of its traditional economy, in fact performs an analysis through exhibition, the
most comprehensive on an international level, of every phenomenon presented within a thematic group, showing the
technical, stylistic and morphological categories by integrating the particularities of each zone in. an ample national
vision.
Trying to do a synthetical summing up of our conclusions
at the end of our visit to the three thematic sectors, there is
one idea that seems to us to be central to the understanding
of the whole culture of the Romanian people: the unbreakable
unity of the social-economic life of Romanians, throughout
their entire history, based upon the absolute complementarity
8 - Museum of Folk Technology
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of the raw-materials and of the products, obtained by the
specia liud practice of certain folk occupations, handicrafts,
and industries.
Disproving certain past theories about the temporary isolation, due to the mountain ranges of the Carpathians, of the
three Homanian provinces, created at the beginning of the
Middle Ages, under the incidence of foreign political factors,
the unity of our economic life, upon which was based the
unity of culture, was created by the network of centres of
production and the ample circulation, over the whole territory of Romania, of the producers of goods and their ware,
favoured by the centrifugal character of the hydrographic
system (river \'alleys have always been the easiest routes of
communication).
"The unitv of the Homanian land - wrote P. P. Panaitescu - consists in the easy circulation of people and goods
in the interior and in the harmonious division of the economic zones: grass-lands in the mountains, vineyards in the
hills, grains in the plains, fish in the Danube, which brings
about a human circulation among the centres of production,
placed almost concentrically. By the passage of the shepherds
from the ponds to the mountains, of the merchants at fairs,
of the teamsters on the "roads of salt, fish, honey and wine"
the ancient circulation was completed within our land, which
strengthened the unity of language and of the nation, before
political unity was achieved".
The possibility and the nrcessity of the achievement of
this permanent exchange of products determined, starting in
the Neolithic, the beginning of specialization and the appearance of centres of "craftsmen" and this brought about, over
time, the consummation of technical skills in the most various
domains of material creation, and the activization of the technical bent of the Romanians, in mass proportion and on the
national level. Many objective foreign travellers admitted
this, following their voyage here: "As to the Romanians, in general, it is enough to get to know them to realize clearly that
they are endowed with much skill and are apt to succeed in
any job they might start ... As to other handicrafts, they
acquit themselves wonderfully well. They learn everything
they see and there is no handiwork, either Turkish or after
our own fashion, which they could not imitate very well"
wrote over 250 years ago, Antonio Maria del Chiaro, secretary to Prince Constantin Brincoveanu.
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ARCHITECTONICAL COMPLEX Fere,ti-CalineJti, MaramureJ County (79)

This exhibit consists of two typical Maramure~ cottages
representing the planimetrical evolution of the main structures (cottage and barn with stable). It was transferred in 1973,
from the villages of Fere~ti and Caline~ti and it illustrates the
main building and ornamenting techniques of the folk architecture in oak, in the Cosa Valley, in the 18th - 19 th centuries.
The first unit consists of the cottage, without porch and with
a traditional ground plan of three rooms: vestibule, living
room and pantry. It is built of massive carved oak beams,
ending in butt-joints. The walls were initially unplasteted.
The barn is built in the same way and of the same materials; it is divided into tlie barn proper and the stable.
The high roofs are in four slopes and are covered with firshingles.
There is also a pig-pen, with a single compartment and a
roof in four slopes. Another item is a pole-well.
The fence surrounding the cottage is of wickerwork, covered
with straw.
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·----The new cottage

The second unit is made up of the cottage, with a porch
with arcades, carved on two sides: on the front and laterally.
The ground-plan of the cottage is more up-to-date, consisting
of four rooms: vestibule, two living rooms and pantry.
The barn has three rooms: two stables, symmetrically
placed on both sides of the barn proper, which has two doors.
Other items are a pig-pen with two compartments and a socalled "colejnii", a building with four poles sustaining a
roof in four slopes, with only three walls made of carved
beams; it houses the waggons. There is also a maize-shed,
with wicker work body mounted on a frame of carved oak
beams, with a roof in four slopes, covered with shingles. The
well is a draw-well with windlass.
The surrounding fence made of wicker-work is protected
by a fir-shingle roof in two slopes. The massive oak gate is
decorated with carving and it has a roof in four slopes, with
fir-shingle covering.
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The above are completed by the evolutive presentation
of the furniture and the interior decoration of the two cottages.

the new collage
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ARCHITECTONICAL COMPLEX FROM GORJ Stolojani-Tirgu Carbune~ti, Gorj County (IO)
The presentation of an architectonic complex from the Gorj
ethnographical area, together with a complex from Maramure~, was done with the purpose of illustrating the exceptional
technical-constructive and artistical-decorative qua Iities of
the monuments of this area, where the craft of carpentry and
carving in oak has attained peaks unequaled in Romanian
folk-architecture.
The complex is made up of two units from neighbouring
zones; both consist of the cottage, annex buildings, enclosure
and carved gates, which underline the successive stages of
development in technical execution, planimetric evolution,
decoration and internal design of the cottage, over a period
of about 150 years.
1. Unit with single level cottage from the village of Stolojani
This exhibit was bought in Hl80 and transferred in 1981,
from the village of Stolojani, Bale~ti district, Gorj Coanty.
It illustrates the oldest traditions of Gorj architecture, specific of the hilly rura I areas in the 18 and 19 Century.
The exhibit represents a masterpiece of building genius and
artistic achievement. It consists of the single level cottage
with two rooms; i,he anne'x buildings (the cellar and the barn,
with chicken-coop) are independent buildings, within the
unit.
The cottage is built on a low foundation of rivcrstone, on
which a massive oak frame-work is placed, continuing with
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the walls, made of intersecting oak beams, carved on four
sides and ending in butt-joints. The roof is in four slopes
and it is covered with oak-shinglrs.
The cottage has the two traditional rooms: vestibule and
living-room, each with its own door from the porch and with
a communicating door in the middle wall.
The vestibule has an open hearth, wilh a chimney-flue
and the room has a so-called ''blind" .slow of tiles (a stove
without a hearth).
The front of the cottage has an open porch, lined by three
poles with carved rope-moulding, fixed at the base in a massive oak-frame; the cubic capitals, with geometric design
sustain the so-called "fruntar" of the cottage (the beautifully
decorated ridge-pole on which th(• rafters of the roof rest).
Another decorative element that is always present in older
cottages is the so-called "undrea", a vertical beam, to which
the ends of the cross-beams (of the middle wall) are joined,
near the door-case.
The door-leaves arc inlavc<l with parquet work, which
lends them a very decorativ~ aspect.

A pillar carved in

wood

("undrca")

The comb of the roof ends in two stakes, between which
there are decorative bird-heads, carved i1t stylized shapes.
The cellar is built the same way as the cottage and it is
used for storing victuals. It has a lean-to, covered by the
same roof and set up as a summer-kitchen, with an open
hearth.
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The maize-shed, always present in the Gorj area, is built
on a frame-work of beams and has a wicker-work body. The
roof in four slopes is covered with shingles. There is a chickencoop under the maize-shed.
2. Tw<>-storeyed cottage from Tirgu Ci1rbune$ti
This unit was bought in 1979, in Tirgu Carbune~ti and it
consists of a two-storeyed cottage; the ground-floor, with
the cellar and the first-floor, with the living-quarters. It is
an exceptionally valuable architectonical monument, of a
type that can only he found in the Subcarpatio area of Gorj.
The building is monumental; it has a river-stone foundation and a frame-work for the walls, that is built of massive
oak timber.
The walls of the cellar are built of intersecting round beams
ending in butt- joints.
The walls of the Jiving-quarters are, however, built of
beams carved on all four sides, to improve the thermal isolation of this space.
The high roof in four slopes is covered with oak-shingles.
The ground-plan of the living-quarters is the same as the
one from Stolojani; there is an open hearth with a chimneyflue in the vestibule and a ''blind" stove in the room, that is
heated from the vestibule. On the ground-floor, four poles,
fixed in a massive oak girder, have a double function: constructive, by sustaining the first floor porch and decorative,
by creating a similar porch, completely open, in front of
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the cellar-door. The porch of the cottage has a railing made
of vertical stakes, joined in groove and tongue.
The access to the first-floor porch is by an external staircase, built at the front of the cottage, starting from the groundfloor porch.
The poles of the upper porch are symmetrically placed and
they are decorated identically with those from the groundfloor, sculptured xshaped-forms making a vigurous design.
They sustain the so-called "fruntar" of the cottage i.e. (the
ridge-pole, decorated with beautifully carved accolades on
its whole length.) The ridge-pole sustains the rafters that
bear the battening of the roof.
It is worth mentioning that all the elements of the front
are beautifully decorated, although their main function is
to sustain the building.
The last element in the vertical plan of the building is a
row of elegantly shaped, sleek "ciocarlans", i.e. carved wooden
bird-shapes, lining the ·comb of the roof.
The cellar is quite roomy and it has a massive door with
two leaves, closing over a central beam, allo\\ ;;1g the passage of large vats and barrels. The door has a wooden "latch
with catches".
The large maize-shed is built after the same method of the
beam-frame-work and wicker-work-body, with a roof in four
slopes, covered with shingles.
Under the maize-shed, there is a chicken-coop, built of
horizontal beams.
The furniture of the cottage is traditional: low, round table, three-legged stools, a dresser and a flour-bin, all placed
in the vestibule and a bed, a high table, high-backed chairs
and wardrobe, (which has replaced the hope chest) in the room.
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HORSE-DRIVEN SAW MILL Gura Riului, Sibiu County (81)
This exhibit was transferred from Gura Riului, Sibiu County, one of the most important centres of "peasant artisanship" not only in the l\Jarginimea Sibiului area, but also in
the entire country.
Beside many fulling-mills, in the 18 th and Hl th centuries a
great number of water-driven saw mills, the so-called "joagare" (the word eames from the German "Sager") were also
working here.
Until 1950, thei~ were fifty-seven saw mills working on
the Cibin river, of which nineteen within the village boundaries and thirty-eight up-stream, up to the foot of the mountain, over a distance of twenty-five kilometres.
The many villagers specializing in lumbering and woodworking made Gura Riului one of the best-developed centres
of this type.
With the modernization of the traditional economy, after
W .W .II these hydraulic installations were rapidly dismantled
and replaced with modern plants. At the same time, domestic horse-driven installations were introduced.
This ingenious technical hybrid represents a combination
of modern technologies (metal cogwheels and cardan shaft)
and of traditional folk craft (the mechanical installations of
the saw and the "skate" for transporting the logs, identical
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with the similar installations of the water-driven sawmill
from the same village, exhibited in the Museum (exhibit 83).
The horse-driven installation and the shaft are in the middle
of an open area, while the saw proper and the "skate" for
carrying the logs are housed in a shed, made of a wooden
frame covered on three sides with boards. The roof is covered
with tiles.

The acting mechanism of the sawmill
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COMPLEX OF PEASANT ARTISANSHIP Tome~ti, Hunedoara County (82)

This complex was transferred from the village of Tome~ti
Hunedoara CounLy and it is made up :or five different installations, all driven by the same overshot water-wheel. It
illustrates a superior stage in the development of the Romanian folk technology, that of the formation of complexes of
peasant artisanship, by associating several hydraulic installations, driven by the same power-source.
The installations of the Tome~ti complex are placed on two
levels: the lower level houses the seed-mortar and the grinding machine, the upper level houses the saw, the circular saw,
and the hemp-breaker. The entire complex is protected by
a simple building made of beams, the wall towards the waterwheel being boarded up. There is a plank-roof in two slopes.
Unlike traditional saws with a very small water-wheel,
there is an innovation here, represented by the introduction
of a large overshot water-wheel, that makes the best of the
small delivery and low fall of the water-source.
The slow revolution of the water-wheel is corrected by the
introduction of supplementary gearings, of cog wheels and
wheels, driven by driving belts, which amplify the initial
revolution while transmitting it to the various installations.
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The acting mechanism of the sawmill

Of these, the most important economically aq well as the
most ingenious from the technical-constructive point of view
is the saw.
It is built on the principle of the crank-shaft, with one peculiarity: the forward-traction of the "skate" on which the
lumber is placed is done by a rack and pinion gear (a toothed
bar moved by a horizontal cogwheel).
This installation also has a circular saw for cutting planks
or logs. The circular saw is fixed by wedges in special slots,
to connect it to the system of transmission through a vertical driving belt.
During the season a hempbreaker, driven by the same belt
is installed in the place of the circular-saw.
This is an original mechanism, consisting of two wheels
disposed in line on the same shaft; the paddles of the wheels
strike the hemp-bundles placed on a platform in front of the
wheels, breaking the stems by gradually pushing the hemp
bundles towards the wheels.
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The seed-mortar is of the "mortar with arrows" type; the
two arrows are driven by a cam-shaft, with a flywheel at its
end and a driving-belt that connects it to the water-wheel.
The grinding-machine is also driven by a driving belt,
the speeding up being possible because of the difference between the diametres of the flywheels.

Tl,e saw mil I 11nclcr rrronslrnrlion
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SAW-MILL WITH SMALL WATER-WHEEL Gura Riului, Sibiu County (83)
Saw-milling is an ancient trade in 1he region of Marginimea Sibiului, documented from the Middle-Ages (see also
exhibit 81).
The water-driven saw-mill from Gura Riului dates from
the early 20 century and it was brought to tlle Museum in
1964.
This type of saw-mill, driven by a small undershot waterwheel is typical of the rapid mountain rivers, with great delivery and high fall. It is frequent on both sides of the Carpathians.
The building housing the saw and its mechanisms is a rectangular wooden structure made of a thick wooden frame,
boarded up on two sides with planks. The plank-roof is in two
slopes. There are two levels; the first floor con ta ins the
sawing installation and the traction mechanism, respectively the mobile saw-frame for the band-saws and the mobile skate carrying the logs. The ground floor, smaller in size,
is dug in the ground and it houses the operating and the
transmission gears, consisting of two main parts: the wheel
and its driving shaft, resting on two bearings and the flywheel, connected to the end of the shaft opposite the waterwheel.
The water-driven wheel transmits its rotation to the shaft,
which transmits it to the flywheel and this turns the rotating motion into the to-and-fro motion necessary for cutting
the timber vertically.
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The water with an almost vertical fall of 150 mis conducted
to the wheel through a wooden trough.
The richly wooded area, the power-source offered by the
rapid water-streams, as well as the promising timber-market
of Sibiu contributl~d to the development in Gura Riului of
one of the largest centres of wood-industry. Besides this, the
village is also a very busy centre of the textile trade.

Tire backwards traction mechanism of saw frame for tire band saws
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REED-MAKER'S COTTAGE AND WORKSHOP Ri~culiJa, Hunedoara County (87)

This exhibit comes from the village of Hhculi(a, in the
Tara Zarandului area. It was built in the second half of the
19 th century and it was transferred to the l\luseum in 1971.
The exhibit consists of the cottage, the barn ,,.,-ith two stables, the pig-pen, the sheep-pen and the well. It is surrounded
with a wicker-fence, covered with dwarf pine-tree twigs.
The cott,:ge with two le'>'els is built on a stone-foundation.
There are two rooms on the upper level, each with access
from the porch that runs along the entire front. The porch
has a balustrade, boarded up with planks fastened with wooden nails. The lower lenl has a single room, dug in the sloping
ground. Its walls are the very stone-foundation. The door is
in the side-wall of the foundation. The high roof is covered
with straw.
·

Reed
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hemp-comb

The rooms are built of carved oak and beech-beams. The
walls are plastered with earth and white-washed, inside and out.
The roofing is sustained by massive girders on which are
joisted planks, with a layer of beaten earth. The ceiling is of
beech-boards, resting on cross-girders, whose ends, protruding outside sustain the edge-pole, to which the rafters are
nailed with wooden nails. Inside, under all the cross-girders,
there is the main girder beam. The large room serves for living-quarters and work-shop and the small room serves for
pantry and store-room for household implements and clothes.
The large room has a glazed-tile stove, ornamented in relief, two beds in the corners opposite the entrance, with two
benches facing them and a table placed between the benches.
A dresser is on the wall near the stove.
The reed is a component of the loom, of various sizes, from
ten to one-hundred centimetres, depending on the size and
quality of the cloth that is woven.
The master reed-maker has no workshop of his own, the
reeds are made in any corner of the cottage. The wood is
deposited in the barn, where it is split with the axe and cut
to dimensions. The teeth of the recd are made of hazel-rods
that are split into thin pieces with a special knife. This operation is done anywhere. Like the spinning-women in other
villages, the women from Risculila also go out to the gate,
only they carry hazel-rods, instead of spindles. The long,
thin connecling rods are made of oak-wood. The teeth are
fastened to these rods with thin hempstring.
In Ri~culita, reed-making is generally practiced by all
villagers, both men and women.
The supplying with wood from the forrest and the cutting
and preparing of the wood are done only by men. The manufacturing of the components and the making of the reed are
done by both men and women.
The ware is sold all over the country.

l(nives for making reeds

flax-bundle comb
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COOPER'S COTTAGE AND COOPERYNereju, Vrancea County (89)
The district of Nercju, in the Zabala Valley, has five villages strewn over the hilly country-side, villages of the dispersed type, where the only acccs-way is by foot-paths.
The villagers' main occupations are lumbering and cattleraising. Because of the abundence of wooden material, a number of lumbermen have specialized in cooperage.
The coopery is in a separate building, placed along-side the
fence.
The cottage, typical of the buildings in the area was built
in the late Hl th century. It has a single room, a vestibule ancl
a larder with entrance from the room. There is a porch in

draw-knife

molds for pyrogravurt
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front, with two carved poles.' The cottage is built of round
timber, plastered with earth. The door has a latch and there
is a stove inside, with a l1earth and a chimney-flue, made of
wickerwork plastered with earth.
The plot is surrounded with a fence, with a gate typical
of the Vrancea buildings of the 19 Century, that can only be
opene.d if one of the cross-planks is raised.
The raw-material used by the Nereju coopers was firwood,
split and sawn to various sizes in the forrest and then carried
home and stored in piles, to dry in the court-yard.
The tools used are common: cooper's stool, draw-knife,
compasses, moulding-iron, bill-hook, axe, frame-saw, stavedrawer.
Of the various products we mention: kegs, pails, buckets,
churns, milking-pails, wash-tubs etc. In the past the products were sold at fairs or through itinerant vendors or even
by the coopers themselves, who roamed the villages, selling
or bartering their ware.
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Milking-pail

WHEELWRIGHT - COOPER'S COTTAGE AND
WORKSHOP-

Obir1a, Hunedoara County (90)
Because of the abundance of raw-material and the scarcity
of fertile land for farming, the villages in the Tara Ziirandului area have long specialised in various trades, especially
wood-working.
This exhibit comes from the village of Obir1;,a and it dates
from 1822. It was brought to the Museum and reconstructed
in 1971.
The exhibit consists of: the cottage, the barn with stable,
a pig-pen and a well, all surrounded ·by a wicker-fence, covered with dwarf pine-tree twigs.

plane
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The cottage is built on a small stone foundation. The walls
are made of oak beams. ending in butt-joints. and are plastered and white-washed, inside and out. There is an open
porch running along the front, with five arcades, sustained
by poles with ingenious joints, fastened with wooden mails.
The high roof in four slopes is sustained by round rafters, on
which the lathing sustaining lhe straw-covering is fixed with
wooden nails.
Inside, there :ire two rooms, with a communicating door.
The smaller room is used for store-room. There is a stove of
glazed-tiles, decorated with designs in relief. Near the stove,
there is a dresser and a bed with a bench in front. Near
the opposite wall, there is another bed, with a bench in front.
Between the two benches. there is a table. Various textiles,
pots and household implements decorate the room.

,J

hoop-shave

Broad axe

In the store-room there is a flour-bin called "hambar" and
various other wooden vessels.
The polygonal barn with stable is built of carved beams
ending in butt-joints. The high roof is covered with straw.
The rectangular pig-pen, with a small porch in front, is built
in the same way.
Traditionally, the wheelwright-cooper's workshop has no
building of its own; it was housed in the barn. This was
mostly nsed for storing the tools and the fini._~hed product,
because most of the work was done outside, in thecourt-yard.
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The tools are many and varied. We mention the stavedrawer, a two meter long installation, much like an enormous
plane, in which the staves are fixed and planetl by a knife
fixed onto its mobile part.
The coopers made oaken vessels of various capacities, from
ten up to five hundred kilograms.
The wheelwrights made and repaired waggons, that were
bound in iron by the blacksmith.
The ware was soltl locally, or at the neighbouring fairs.

(Scaun): Slave-drawer
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DRY COOPER'S COTTAGE AND WORKSHOP Poiana, Vilcea County (94)

This exhibit comes from the village of Poiana, in the Tara
Lovi~tei area, a hilly region to the left of the Olt river. The
exhibit was brought to the Museum and rebuilt in 1968.
The unit consists of the shack, an open shed and three pens,
all surrounded with a fence made of beech-,vood.
The shack is built of thick boards of beech-wood, joined in
"!?O!?i" (groove carved in vertical girders), plastered with clay.
The plank-roof in two slopes is plastered with earth. The building has a single room which is entered directly from outside.
The floor is of beaten earth and the walls are whitewashed.
The room is furnished with a brick-stove with open hearth,
two wooden cots, a bench, a low three-legged table and
stools.
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The shed consists of a roof, covered with beech-shingles
joined in groove and tongue, resting on four poles. It serves for
workshop and store-room for the products.
The tools are simple: axe, hatchet, saw, various knives,
compasses, moulding adze.
The products are of two kinds: furniture (chairs, tables,
wardrobes, boxes and bins), usually made of beech-wood and
snail household utensils, spoons, spindles and tools, made
of 'Poplar or hazel-wood. They also made wicker-baskets. All
products were artistically decorated.

Wicker-1,asket for 11lack1,errie5

Flap-table
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COTTAGE AND WORKSHOP FOR 'MAKING MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS Cimpulung Moldovenesc, Suceava County (96)
This exhibit was bought in Cimpulung Moldovenesc and it
illustrates the specific. features of the pastoral art of Bucovina. The workshop and the musical instruments made here
c. g. alphorns and shepherd's pipes, give us an idea of the
ancient tradition of making musical instruments in the area.
The exhibit consists of buildings typical of the mountainous,
fir-growing character of this area: the cottage with porch
and the annex buildings, made of massive fir-beams, placed
in horizontal rows ending in· dovetail-joints.
The cottage dates from the middle of the 19 th century and it
has a more developed ground-plan: living quarters proper,
with three rooms (vestibule, living-room and kitchen) and a
cellar, built under the kitchen, with entrance from the courtyard.
Running along the front of the building and continuing on
its right side, there is a porch with ornamented poles HS-
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Alphorn ( = bucium) - a Romanian shepherd's musical instrument consisting of a very l011g conical lube

shepherd's pipe.
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taining the broad eaves; on the left side of the front, placed
asymmetrically, there is a veranda.
Barn and stables: In the middle of the unit, there is an open
barn, used for keeping farm implements; to the left, there is
the stable and opposite, the pantry, with a small porch in
front of it. The builtin space extending over all three parts
and jutting out over the court-yard is used for storing hay.
The roof is in two slopes, covered with firshingles and there
is an opening in the middle, used for loading in the hay.
The well is a draw-well, with an octogonal-brim of fir-beams
and a conical roof of shingles.
The workshop is improvised, namely, the roughing is done
in the com:t-yard, some of the operations in the barn and others
in the veranda. This points to the subsidiary character of the
trade. The technology of musical instrument making is simple:
cutting, barking, grooving, joining and covering with birchbark. The tools are simple, without specialization.

well
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SHEPHERD'S PIPE-MAKER'S COTTAGE AND
WORKSHOPHodac, Murei County (97)
This exhibit comes from the village of Hodac, Mure~ County
and it dates from the first part of the 19 Century. It was transferred and rebuilt in 1971. The unit consists of the cottage,
the barn with two stables and two pig-pens, in the same .
building and the workshop, housed in a shed, all surrounded
with a wicker-fence, covered with straw.

knife for carving and
barking

scraper
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The cottage is built on an oaken-frame, resting on a small
stone-foundalion. The walls are builL of carved beechbeams,
ending in butL-joints.
The roof in four slopes is covered with shingles. The walls are
plastered with clay and white-washed, inside and out. The
ceiling is made of planks, resting on cross-girders lhat protrude
outside.
The cottage has three rooms: Lhe vestibule, with a tilestove
with open hearlh, behind the veslihule, the pantry with access
from the vestibule and to the right, the living-room. The furniture consists of a table, two beds, a hope chest, benches, a dresser, and chairs_.
The shed has four vertical poles, sustaining the roof in three
slopes, covered with shingles. There arc cross-beams between
the poles, with planks joisted to them. The upper part of the
walls is open. On the left side, there is a chicken-coop, divided
in two.
The barn is built of carved beech-beams, ending in buttjoints. The walls are plastered with clay and white-washed,
inside and out. The high roof is in two slopes, covered with
shingles. There are two stables, disposed on bolh sides of tho
open floor used for storing waggons. Continuing tho barn to

Shcpl1crd's pipe

Do11b/r shrphcrd's pipe
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the right there are two pig-pens with a large open space in
front, prolected by the roof.
The hazel-wood was prepared in the shed, respectively it
was cut to size, hollowed out and barked, after which the finishing and the decorating were done in the house.
The shepherd's pipes produced here wore of various sizes.
Demand for them has grown considerably in our days, because
of the amateur artistic movement and the growth of interest
in folk craft.
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BAST MAT-MAKER'S COTTAGE AND WORKSHOP Valeni, Gorj County (99)

This exhibit comes from the village of Va.Jeni, Cirhe!;,ti district, Gorj County and it was rebuilt in 1972. This cottage
illustrates the various stages of hast mat-making, a trade that
was practiced on a relatively small scale and always in villages
near ponds and swamps, using a rudimentary equipment. The

Loom for
making bast

mats
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products are mats, baskets and door-mats, sometimes artistically decorated.
The cottage is built of massive, round-oak timber, with a
steep roof covered with shingles. The cottage has two levels:
the first storey contains the porch and the two rooms serving
for living quarters and workshop; the cellar is on the groundfloor.
The stable for the live-stock is a building made of stakes
driven into the ground, with walls of wattle~and-daub and a
roof in four slopes, covered with maize stalks.
The maize-shed and the chicken-coop are made of wickerwork body, fixed on a frame of beams.

Box for 111atch

Coller
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WATER-DRIVEN-FORGE Remetea, Alba County (107)
The forge from Rimetea, Alba County is a typical exhibit
of the peasant metallurgy going back as far as the Middle-Ages
in ore extracting areas. These forges, also called "hamore" or
•vereie", were frequent in Banat, Hunedoara, Muntii Apuseni
and Ciuc.
Am,il for hoes

Garden hoe

Pincers for hoe
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The inslallalion consists of a waler-wheel with a driYingshaft with me;,t] cams. Turning, these cams depressed lhe
ham mer-shafl, wh irh when released, let the hammer fa II on
the am·il.
The blowing system consisted of bellows, driYen manually
or by treading. "'hen the watcr-deli\·ery was satisfaelory, the
following daily output was possible: :'35-40 spades, 50-G0
ploughshares, 110- 50 hoes, 40-45 shoYels.
Although today this installation is obsolete and inefficient,
it marked an important phase in 1.he history of technical progress. In the Middle-Ages, il represented the peak of high lcchnology.
Because such installations were quickly disappearing, in
Hl6U our Museum purchased this last forge, that had ,rnrked
in Remetea l\ntil 1967.

The hammer
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GOLD-MINE GALLERY Ro~ia Montana, Alba County (108)
Gold was mined in the \Vcslcrn Carpathians wilh rudimentary equipment long before the Homans came to Dacia. The
traditional peasant mining was done throughout the centuries
by extracting the gold-ore from narrow galleries propped with
timber.

0

],liner's
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Miner's needle

Pointed
hammer

Mine-light
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The mine-gallery was reconstructed in the Museum in 1967,
modelled on the survey of a gallery from Ro~>ia-Montana;
the original materials could not be transferred.
Twelve meters long and built underground in a broken line
the gallery has a trapezoidal profile with the upper side 0.80
metre, the lower side 1.40 metres and a height of 1.70 metres.
The passage in front of the entrance is built of original goldore from Ro~ia Montana. The interior walls are propped every
0.4 metres with fir timber; between these there are the so-called
"bandaje", pieces of split-timber sustaining the interior of the
gallery. A dry store room for explosives and tools is to the
Jeft of the entrance.
Halfway through the gallery, on the right hand side, there
is a shelter used during blasLing.
Close to the end of the gallery, there is a vertical shaft called
"suitor", also propped with timber; it connects two or more
horizontal shafts.
The back wall is the working-face of the mine, I ined with
original gold-ore. The rock-face was perforated with the miner's
chisel, to make holes for the explosive that blasted the rock.
There is a mine-car, running in the middle of the gallery on
wooden rails propped up with broken ore.

,'\fine-car for remouing the ore
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STAMP-MILL FOR GOLD-ORE Abrud, Alba County (109)

The Tara l\lo\ilor area has been a traditional mining region
~nee Roman and Dacian times. This is also borne out by the
large number of stamp mills, the so-called "~teampuri" that
worked here until the first part of the 20 th century.

hand-mill

Inside view
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The stamp-mill from Gura Comei, near the town . of Abrud
dates from the thirties and it was brought to the Museum and
rebuilt in 1966.
The building housing the stamp is an open structure with
a roof in two slopes, resting on six poles and covered with
shingles.
The stamp proper is made up of twelve beams or "arrows",
with flint-rocks attached to the lower ends with iron-bands.
The "arrows" are mounted on a vertical frame with a massive
base with six holes, in which the ore is crushed by the falling
of the arrows, alternately raised and released by the cams
of the horizontal driving-shaft, driven by an overshot waterwheel.
Behind the "stamp", there is a square wooden basin, called
"pi~oi~te" which collects the gangue washed away by the continuous water stream running through the stamp-holes. These
are equipped with a sieve, on the side facing the wooden basin.
The heavy gold is collected on the bottom of the holes, from
where it is removed with the "~aitroc" a pan with a special
shape and washed in the wash-trough, called "jomp". This
operation is done in the "cram", a wooden building near the
stamp, with a single room, that is u&ed for storing various
tools.
The gangue removed from the wooden basin, that still
contains pay-gravel is further washed on the so called "hurca",
an inclined board, lined with a piece of frieze that retains the
gold among the woolen fibres; the waste-rock is washed away
by a continuous stream of water.
The frieze is then washed in the tub, where the golddust is
selected with the "~aitroc", a pan with a special shape. 'Fhe
resulting gold-dust was smelted to obtain gold-lumps or ingots.

(Jllojar:) Mortar

(\'aliiu:) wasli-trough

Jomp or

($aitroc:)

11,ash-trough

"$ailroc" or pan

(Dosed:) wash-trough
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BLACKSMITH'S COTTAGE AND FORGE CalineJti, MaramureJ County (111)

The exhibit comes from Caline~ti, Maramure~ County and
it illustrates the craft of horseshoeing and providing waggons
with iron-fittings.
·
The forge and the shed are in the same building, placed in
front.
The cottage is built of oak-beams and it has the following
ground-plan: vestibule, living-room and pantry. The barn is

Yoke for shoeing oxen
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near the fence m::ide of wicker-work ::ind it is fl::inked by a
stable. The gale is decorated with carving.
Inside Lhe forge, there is a waggon, illustrating the various
stages of the trade. Horseshoeing is represented by the various
tools used: for making and pulling on horse shoes.
A special yoke, installed near the forge, was used for shoeing
oxen.
The exhibit was purchased in Hl72 and it dates from the mid
19 th century.
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WHEELWRIGHT:.BLACKSMITH'S COTTAGE WITH
FORGE Mane~ti, DimboviJa County (112)

The Lracle of working in iron was practised in our country
as for back as 1000 BC. and it was practiced in the country-side
up to our days, to manufaclure the various tools and implements required for the ec<?nomic activily of the area.
.
Although the trades of blacksmith and wheelwright were
distinct. sometimes they were practised by the same craftsman.
There is a documented case from 1853 in Miercurea, but
doubtlessly, there were earlier cases.
Our exhibit represenls the cottage of a wheelwright-blacksmith from Mfme~ti, Dimbovita County. It consists of the forge,

auger

pincers
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nail-moulds

shoeing yoke, cottage and barn. The forge and the yoke were
transferred in 1!)66 and the cottage and the maize-shed in
1972. The forge contains a rich inventory of tools and accessories. The cottage has the traditional ground-plan of porch,
vestibule, living-room and main room. The barn is made up
of a stable and a hay loft.

Inside view
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FORGE AND BELL-MAKER'S WORKSHOP Savine~ti, Neamt County (113)
This exhibit comes from the village of Siivine~ti, Poiana
Teiului district, in the Bistrita Valley, and it represents a
forge specialized in making tin-bells for sheep.
The building was rebuilt in Hl70 and it reflects the specific
of the local architecture in the early 20 Century. The windows
were modified after W. \V. I.
Besides bells, the forge also made iron fittings for waggons,
it shoed horses, and produced tools for the lumbering industry
(cant-hooks, bark-blazers, creepers).
Bell-making had twenty-one stages, of which we mention
two: the first is the joining of the edges with borax applied on

C/risel-anr,/ l

Ilammer used for bells

"Creepers"
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the white -hot metal (we have here an original folk method of
welding) and the second is giving the right timbre, by enlarging or narrowing the oval mouth of the bell.
These bells were meant to warn the shepherds of approaching predators and also to make the shepherding of the fold
less difficult.
The output of the forge is exhibited in its entirety: bells,
lumbering tools and implements, anvil dating from 1786,
pincers, hammers etc.

Making a bell
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POTTER'S COTTAGE AND POTTERY
Marginea, Suceava County (116)

This exhibit comes from lhe Yi!Iage of l\farginea, Suceava
Countv and il was transferred and rebuilt in t'he Museum between" 1969-1971. It dates from the mid 19u, century and it
illustrates essential aspects concerning one of the oldest types
of traditional folk pottery in Romania, namely black ware
decorated by burnishing with stone, before firing.
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The exhibit consisls of the cottage/workshop, the potterykiln, the barn with the stable, the pole-well and the fence
with the gate.
From the point of view of construction, the buildings exhibit
variants of the same building technique of intersecting horizontal beams: round, unplastered timber at the kiln, beams
carved on four sides ending in joints and partially plastered
wiLh clay at the barn and the stable, and round timber ending
in end-to-end joints and plastered with clay, secured with
short wedges, at the cottage.
The brim of the well is made out of a single log, hollowed
out with the adze, the fence is made of stakes placed between
forks and reinforced with wicker-work.
The ground-plan of the cottage is the most up-to-dale that
was to be found in the local architecture, in the mid 19 century. There is a centrally situated open vestibule, a small
room to the left of the vestibule, with an open hearth and a
"prichici" (earthen-ware bed); this room serves for the potter's
workshop. Inside, we find the potter's wheels, secured to the
benches and the poles for drying the pots. There is a main
room, opposite the smal room; it has no stove and it communicates with the pantry. The pantry is in a lean-to built at
the back of the cottage, protecting it against the wind and
SQOW of winter. Also in the back, there is a pen for small
animals.
The exhibit illustrates some of the interesting local techniques of pottery, such as pugging the poler's clay with mallets,
cleaning it with a scraper, treading it with the feet, decorating
the pots by imprinting with a small wheel or by burnishing
them with river stones, after drying.

pol with handle
10 -

pilcher for sail-waler

milk pitcher

Museum ot Folk Technology
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The firing of the pots was done in a simple circular kiln, the
shape of a truncated cone, wilhoul flues and with a single
stoke-hole.
The traditional way of building the kiln was by pounding
with a mallet the earth contained in a casing made of a framework of beams, in the middle of which there was a waggonwheel, around whose rim they placed a row of inclined planks.
After the earth was dried, the wheel and the planks were removed, leaving the body of the kiln shaped like a truncated
cone.
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POTTER'S COTTAGE AND POTTERY Sacel, MaramureJ County (117)

Of all the pottery centres of Homania, the village of Sa.eel,
Maramure~ County has retained the most archaic procedures
of preparing the potter's clay and firing the pots. Our exhibit was transferred and rebuilt in 1968.
From the architectural point of wiew, the buildings exhibit
the loca I traits: the cottage, the barn and the shed housing
the pottery kiln arc made of fir timber, either round or carved
on two sides (only the thick timber at the foundation) placed
in intersecting hodzontal rows, ending in butt-joints. All
the buildings have roofs in four slopes, covered with firshingles.
The well has an octogonal brim, made of beams carved on
four sides, and a recently added conical roof.
The cottage has an archaic ground-plan, without a porch,
with an open vestibule for letting out the smoke of the oven
and an extremely narrow pantry, to the right of the vestibule.
The living room with two windows, plastered walls, an oven
with a wicker-work chimney-flue and a hearth also contains
the potter's work-shop, which consists of the potter's wheels,
secured to a bench and the drying shelves, placed above the
bed. Only the shaping and the drying of the pots are done
here.
The potter's clay was pugged outside or in the shed of the
pottery-kiln, where the other tools were also kept.
Among the archaic procedures used by the Sa.eel potters
we mention: pounding the lumps of clay with a mallet on a
planktable, pugging the clay pulp with the feet on a cloth,
waterproofing the pots by burnishing the entire surface with
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Boiler (or hemp-linen

Three- legged pot

Strainer

riverstone, before firing, and the monochrome decoration
of the fired pots of orange-red colour with' black clay paint,
applied with a brush.
The Sa.eel pottery has some very interesting models reminding one of historical pottery, such as: the bitronconic cup,
and the tronconic cup (resembling Dacian crockery) the jar
with handle and button, the boiler for boiling hemp linen
etc.
The pottery kiln, of a type not to be found in other centres, is of a semiovoidal shape, with the hearth dug in the
ground, without flues and with a simple stoke-hole, placed
opposite the larger loading-hole for the pots.

Table and mallet (or po1111di11g pollcr's clay
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POTTER'S COTTAGE AND POTTERY Sasca Romona, Cara, Severin County (118)
This exhibit comes from the village of Sasca Romana,
Cara~Severin County, a centre with a steady output until
W.W.I.
It dates from the late 19 century and it was transferred
and rebuilt in 1968.
The cottage is built of lime-stone with clay mortar and
the ground-plan is the traditional one, with two rooms. The
vestibule has an open hearth in the corner opposite the door,
with a chimney-flue built in the loft and a chimney rising
over the roof. The living room floor is bare. The roof is in
two slopes, covered with oak-shingles. The cottage continues
the tradition of wooden architecture, that preceded the stone
structures.
Practicing the trade of pottery with a permanent character
gradually brought about the installation of the pottery kiln
in the vestibule, near the hearth, the installation of a bench
with the potter's wheel and of the hand-mill for the glaze
and the shelves for drying the pots in the living-room, which
became the potter's workshop. After 1918 a new room was
added, to the left of the vestibule (the walls were left unplastered, to mark the difference), used for pugging the potter's
clay and for storing the pots in different stages of finish.
The draw-well or "hunar" is built in the same technique
as the cottage. It is placed on the corner of the courtyard,
221
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with windlass and trough facing outside as it was used for a
neighbourhood well.
Of tl1c procedures typical of the Sasca Homanii centre, we
mention the crushing of the lump of clay with a stone-roll
or "valt" on a plank-table, the passing of the clay through
a sieve, the manual pugging in a tub and the decoration with
antropomorphic motifs in relief.
The output is mixed: traditional pottery, unglazed and decorated only with white clay paint applied with the brush
and glazed. twice fired pottery, Yariously decorated with the
corn and with alYeolar belts.
The pottery-kiln is oYal in shape and it is built of brick.
Three internal walls separate the lower fire-chamber from
the upper-chamber, in which the pots are placed for firing.

Iland-rri // for the gla:e

Stone-roll and plank-table for
crnshing the lumps of clay
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POTTER'S COTTAGE AND POTTERY Oboga, Olt County (120)
This exhibit comes from the village of Oboga, Olt County
and it represents a potter's cottage from the middle of the
Hl th century, with the archaic traits typical of the zone of
transition from plain to hill-country, at the Southern edge
of Subcarpatic Oltenia.
The pots exhibited here illustrate the superior value of the
pottery of this centre, well-known for its rich motif decor~il.ion and its antropomorphic figurines.
The cottage is built of round oak timbers, ending in buttjoints; it is covered with a roof in four slopes with fir shingles. The ground-plan is the traditional Oltenian one: two
rooms and a porch with carved poles. The vestibule has an
open fire-place with a chimney-flue and the living-room has
a so-called "blind stove", heated from the vestibule. The
living-room also contains the potter's workshop. Besides the
furniture and the tools that are to be found in every potter's
v,:ork shop, we find here, in the corner opposite the door, the
so-called "hambar" i.e. a space closed off with thick boards
or bricks, in which the potter's clay is stored during winter.
The stable is covered with bundles of maize-stalks and so
is the maizeshed made of wicker-work.
On the left-hand side of the court-yard,. there arc two pottery-kilns dug in the ground.
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The pollery-ki/ns

The fence is made of oak-stakes embedded in the ground
and linked on the upper part with wicker-work.
Outside the cottage, on the corner there is a well and a
road-side cross, painted by the painters from Pietri~.
From a technical point of view, this centre shows novelties concerning the pugging of the clay (by using a wooden
handmixer) and the decoration of the pots with polychromic
painting with corn or brush or with modelling in relief, with
zoomorphie, avimorphic, phitomorphic and rarely, anthropomorphic motifs.
The superior quality of the pottery-produced here is proved
by the elegance of the lines, the shine of the glaze, the manycoloured and varied ornamental motifs.
The most frequent shapes are the pots, pitchers, jars, figurines and among the decorative motifs the snake, the frog,
the cock and the fish.
The complex process of firing is done alternately in the
two kilns present in every household; in winter, the small
kiln is used and in summer, the large one.
The circular kilns, which have the shape of a truncated
cone, are dug in the ground; they have a parapet against the
wind. The hearthcs have circular and median flues, the median
flues starting from the two stoke-holes and joining in the middle of the kiln. Facing the stoke-holes are two deep pits with
ladders; the fire is fed with wood from the pits.
The building-technology of the kilns is archaic, they are
dug in the clay of the ground. The wind-parapet is built by
pounding the earth in a casing made of wicker-work and in-

Cross-section of lhe pollcry kilns
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clined planks, resting on the rim of a waggon-wheel, stuck
on a pole in the centre of the kiln.
To protect them from rain and snow, the kilns are housed
under a plank-roof, sustained by four poles in the ground.

Spade
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POTTER'S COTTAGE AND POTTERY Horezu, Vilcea County (120 a)

This exhibit comes from the village of Horezu, Vilcea
County, which is one of the oldest centres of glazed pottery
in Romania. The monument was transferred to the Museum
in 1978. It illustrates the specific architecture and internal
design of a potter's cottage and workshop.
The cottage is built of oak-beams, ending in butt-joints
and it has a roof in four slopes, covered with shingles. The
. cottage has a porch in front, decorated with carved poles. The
traditional ground-plan consists of two rooms: the vestibule,
called "by the fire" and the liviug room, called "by the stove".

potter's wheel

"gaifoi", a very fine brush, made
of rabbit-Whiskers or pig-bristles
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The vestibule is basically a cooking-area, with an open
hearth and the so-called "corlata" or chimney-flue.
The·potter's workshop is in the living-room, which is warmed by a "blind stove" (a stove without a fire-place, heated
from the vestibule) .. Besides the usual furniture, we find here
the potter's lathe, with the potter's wheel and all the tools
of the trade.
Also part of the exhibit is the Kiln, housed in a building
that also serves for summer kitchen; the building is made of
a beam frame-work, covered with beach-boards.
The roof is in four slopes, covered with shingles and it has
a special smoke-hole, opened when the pots are fired.
The stove is of the cone-frustum type, with two stokeholes, opposed diametrically. The hearth and the flues are
built of brick, illustrating the high technology of the potters of this centre.
The so-called "casoaia'• or larder, placed in the garden of
the cottage is built of unplastered, carved oak-beams and
it rests on rocks placed under the frame-work, to protect it
from humidity. The larder has a double-door that allows the
passage of large fruit-vats.

Potter's workshop and the pottery-kiln -

cross-section
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The entire plot is surrounded by a plank-fence; the gate
and the side-gate have carved poles.
From the point of view of pottery-technology, Horrzn
shows nothing new, but from the point of view of ornamenting, it has features that are more varied, some of them being
unique. Thus, besides painting the pottery with the brush
or the horn, the Horezu pots are also decorated with the socalled "gaita". This is a very fine brush, made of rabbit-whiskers or pig-bristles, with which the layers of paint that had
been concentrically applied with the horn are spread radially.
The artistic effect is that of an extrrmely refined, polychromic gossamer.
The products of this centre show few types: plates, soupplates, bowls, jugs and pitchers but their decoration is exceptional through its chromatic refinement and the alternation of the ornamental motifs, predominantly geometrical
(point, star, broken line, meandre· etc) but also naturalistic
(the predominant motif is the cock).
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POTTER'S COTTAGE AND POTTERY Corund, Harghita County (121)

This exhibit comes from the village of Corund, 1-Iarghita
County, the most representative centre of Sekler glazed pottery, with a steady cutput that continues in our days. It was
transferred in 1!)73 and it is typical of the local architecture
of the early I 9 th century, only the gate and the side-gate dating
from the late 19 century.
The cottage was built in 1832. It is made of round fir timber, ending in butt-joints. The foundation is made of stone
and the roof in four slopes is covered with fir-shingles.
The ground-plan of the cottage consis1s of four rooms.
The vestibule is centrally placed and it is closed towards the
court-yard with a wall, made of planks decorated with fretwork. There is a work-shop, a spare room, facing the street
and a pantry, placed opposite the entrance.
To the left of the vestibule, facing the court-yard, there
is a porch that is boarded up, to the height of one metre,
with fretted boards. The barn is built in the same way as
the cottage. It has the stables, placed symetrically, on both
sides of the threshing-floor. The roof of the barn jutts out
over the entrance to the stables, forming an additional storage area for fodder. The hay is kept in the hay-lofts.
The building housing the pottery-kiln is behind the barn.
It is a rectangular building, made in the same way as the
cottage and the barn. The plank-roof is in two slopes. The
kiln has the shape of a truncated cone and it is made of brick.
It has flues facing the three stoke-holes.
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The entire plot is surrounded with a plank-fence. The gate
and the side-gate are c·o vered with shingles.
The local art of pottery has an old tradition as proved by
the old type, unglazed pottery, as well as the newer, glazed
pottery, decorated with brush and corn.

Th e pottery-kiln: A. kiln-hearth B . Wall C. kiln-top D. flues E. stoke•
holes F. ash-pits
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POTTER'S COTTAGE AND POTTERY Obir~a, Hunedoara County (123)

This exhibit comes from the village of Obir~a, Hunedoara
County and it is typical of the Tara Zarandului ethnographical zone, presenting the technical, morphological, ornamental and utilitarian characteristics of the pottery produced
in this ancient centre.
The exhibit was transferred and reconstructed in 1970,
and it consists of the:- cottage with porch, the barn with a
sheep-pen and a pig-sty. All thC' buildings are made:- of intersecting horizontal rows of round oak timber, ending in round
butt-joints.
The cottagC' is plastert'd with c:-arth and it is white-washed.
There are two rooms. The vestibule contains the potter's
workshop with two potter's wheels mounted on a bench, the
stools and the shelves for drying the pots. In the living room,
we find a glazed-tile stove with open hearth, with a baked
clay ch imnry flue. To prewntfires in the loft above the stove,

b cnch with iron rod
for pounding the clay
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there is a wicker framework plastered with clay, called "babura" which serves for spark-arrester.
The stable for live-stock is built of beams carved on two
sides, ending in butt-joints, the walls are plastered inside
with earth. The brim of the well is made of beams carved on
four sides, ending in butt-joints. All the buildings have steep
roofs in four slopes, covered with straw. The fence surrounding the plot is made of stakes, interwoven with wicker-work
covered with dwarf pine-tree twigs.
Some of the archaic procedures used by the Obir~ia potters
are: pounding the potter's clay with an iron rod on a "scaunac" (bench made of beech-wood).
The pottery made in this centre is of both the glazed and
the unglazed type, this )Jeing the only difference between
the two types. The shapes are traditional and the ornaments
simple, mostly geometrical, done in paint clay applied with
the brush or the horn.
A special feature of this pottery is the frequency of the alveolar belt on all large types of pots, produced up to the
Second World War.
The firing of the pots was done in kilns built above the
ground, of stone with clay mortar, without flues on the hearth,
with two stoke-holes, facing each other.

Glazed-tile stove
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THE SECTOR OF PROCESSING
ORGANIC MATERIALS
OF ANIMAL ORIGIN AND TEXTILE
FIBRES
The sector of processing organic materials of animal origin
(hides, furs) and textile fibres, (wool, goat's-hair, rawsilk)
or plant origin (hemp and flax) corresponds in a great measure to the wear and costume department of traditional folk
culture.
We have to go back to the Paleolithic, to find the origin
of work-processes that allowed the processing of animal furs
and the curing and tanning of hides, which then were used
for making the crudest type of vestments. It was in the Neolithic, that the great turning point of processing textile fibres
by spinning and weaving occured.
The variegated functions of the products of the two distinct
g,roups, the initially predominantly utilitarian use, which
only in the late Middle Ages acquired an esthetic touch, the
relatively simple technology and the crude, traditional tools
lent these two activities a general quality unequaled by any
other branch of handicrafts. The domestic character of the hidefur processing, as well as of the textile fibre working crafts,
became one of the constant features of our folk culture. There
occured a division of labour between the sexes, in which the
men took charge of the first domain, directly linked to hunting and raising animals, while the women specialized in processing vegctal and animal fibres, for various household and
vestimentary uses.
Historically, it is assumed that the prriod of prehistory
was characterized by the crude processing of furs, the antiquity by processing wgetal fibres, the l\Iiddle Ages by an
extraordinary development of clothmaking, based on the processing of wool and finally the l\fodern epoch brought about
a relative ballance between the two sectors of traditional
https://biblioteca-digitala.ro
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textile-working, by the massive introduction of imported
cotton, beside the home-grown hemp and flax.
1. The trade of processing animal hides and furs has its origin
in an ancient household activity and in many areas, it retained this character for a long time. Each peasant used to be
able to cure furs for tanning, following traditional methods
to tan hides, to make sandals, fur-caps or fur-coats and furvests.
·
When the interest for fashionable models and decorations
became an important element of the public taste in the countryside, certain craftsmen become specialized within their villages, and even certain collectivities took the road of specialization, in the areas with a predominantly sheep-farming
economy.
In order to illustrate this handicraft, we selected one of the
best known centres with this profile: Sali~tea Sihiului.
Combining within the same monument both activities.
processing hides and processing furs, the workshop that is
exhibited contains the whole range of tools perLaining to
these activities, as well as samples illustrating the workprocess and also finished products of both activities.
\Vhat is remarkable here is the stvlistic accuracv of the
design and of the cut, the sophisticatid colour-arrangements,
the delicacy of the embroidery, qualitiPs for which the products of this centre took several prizes at international fairs.
The trade is presented within the larger context of the habitation, each building underlining the specific of the local
architecture, and the whole complex bringing out the distinctive cultural traits of the inhabitants of this important centre of folk culture, characteristic for the l\Iedieval civilization
of the Romanians in Southern Transylvania (Sali~tea Sibiului
was first mentioned in documents in 1383 under the term
"magna villa valahicalem''; the historian Nicolae Iorga called
it "the pearl of Romania").
In comparison with the pastoral complex from the neighbouring village of Poiana Sibiului, - in which the woolprocessing trade is presented - the monument from Sali~tc
shows clear signs of the cultural progress marked by the socio-professional group of handicraftsmen, in comparison with
the shepherds from the same micro-zone. The qualitative
changes that were brought about by the more rapid progress
of the Sali~te social group are evident in the evolution of the
structure of the homestead, the building technology of the
edifices, the plan of the living-quarters and the functional
values of the spatial arrangements, in the organization of
the interior of the building, in the style and quality of the
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furnitun• as well as in the distinct place of the workshop
within the building.
2. The trade of processing textile fibres. Although it is one
of' the last trades to be presented within the exhibition, it
illustrates one of the earliest handicrafts in the history or
human civilization, based on two basic operations: spinning
and weaving fibres, obtained from the flexible outer covering
of vegetable stalks, or from the hair of certain animals.
Spinning,and weaving were brought about by the necessity
to provide covering for the human body, lighter in summer
(vegetal fibres) and thicker in winter (animal fibres). This
activity soon resulted in the invention of some of the earliest specialized tools and installations, based either on the
circular motion (the spindle and certain types of crude spindles
,veighted with heavy clay or stone disks, that were discovered
in many Neolithic habitations) or on the dense interpenetration of a network of vertical fibres with another network
of horizontal ones (the woof and the warp) by means of an
extremely ingenous contraption (the loom). Its invention
was called "an instance of genius in applied science".
The simple and easy nature of the operations necessary
for the processing of fibres (the breaking of stalks and cleaning the wooden mass or hackling, spinning, winding, unwinding and warping) or for weaving on the vertical loom led to
a quick and steady expansion of this activity. For economic
reasons, since each hosehold had to provide itself with the
necessary cloth for clothes, household textiles and the like,
this activity became almost ubiquitous in every household.
This also brought about the generalization of the respective installations, which were numerous but rather crude and
simple, most often being home-made. The exception was the
loom, which evolved towards the superior horizontal type.
The diversification of the tools came about early, along
the phases of the work-process, to each operation initially
corresponding a single tool (spindle, rope-twister, distaff,
reel, weft-bobbin).
Technical progress aimed at improving the tools and installations was extremely slow, usually following the ad. vance o[ certain areas of processing vegetal, and especially
animal fibres. from tl1& stage of a clearly household type activity, to that or the stage of handicraft: hemp-rope-making,
goat's hair working, raw-silk working.
From among the qualitatively improved installations mention should be made of the rope spinning wheel, the goat's hair
spinning wheel (the loom in this case being the oldest type
found in Romania) and the raw-silk spinning wheel that
appeared in the late 19 century.
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A special case is the spinning wheel with pedal and crankshaft. which appeared in Europe in the 15 century in the
great manufactures and it spread slowly to the peasant households.
The use of water-power brings us to the spinning-mills and
brakers driven by water, which also appeared during the
Middle Ages. Mention should also be made of the water-driven
wool-carders, which appeared in towns in a some,vhat later
period.
The stepping-up of spinning and weaving during the 19 th
century and the selling of the surplus of products on the market
resulted in the creation of what we may rightly call a cottage
textile industry.
This industry, in its turn, contributed to the powerful
development of the Romanian folk textile art (weaving, embroidering, making folk costumes) and through its traditional social forms of manifestation (collective spinnery) to
the handing down, from generation to generation, of the
art. Well-known are such ethnographic zgnes as Maramurei,;,
Oai,;, Bucovina, Tara Oltului, Marginimea Sibiului and
others. Up to W.W. I and in many-areas up to W. W. II,
the entire local demand of clothes and household textiles
was met by the household's own production.
The presentation of this type of activity was done on the
principle of distinct thematic groups, through the selection
of architecturally representatiYe homesteads, through the
organization of the interiors and the exhibition of the whole
range of tools and products. The famous ethnographic zones
specializing in fibre processing are presented according to
the raw material that is processed: wool, in Poiana Sibiului,
one of the most important pastoral centres of Romania, rawsilk, in the specialized village of Croici-1\Iatasari, Gor_j County, goat's hair in another old centre, Musculel?ti-Petre~ti, Gorj
County, and hemp, in a village on the Hirtibaci River, Sasiiui,;i, Sibiu County, with an ancient rope-making tradition.
The effect of the presentation is enhanced by the wealth
of the traditional devices and the diversity of the products.
It was generally the women's job to take charge of the vestimental side of the production, especially as regards the making of the dowry, which traditionall~ was the measure of
the worth and skill of a household, and which was solemnly
exhibited at the wedding in front of the wedding party,
the costumes and textiles being spread out ceremonially on
the bed.
The cottage textile industry is the source of the cloth that
is processed in the so-called "water-powered textile indus-

try".
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3. The processing of textiles on water-driven installations is
the concluding chapter in the presentation of this sector of
the Museum of Folk Technology. There is a great number
of extremely varied installations, that are arranged in what
could be called an ideal presentation, owing to the natural
course of the river Trinkbach which crosses the entire area
' of the Museum.
The exploitation of the cinetic energy of the watercourses
on both sides of the mountain-chaines of Romania was for
the first time fndertaken under the Dacians, in the process
of finishing (thickening and combing and washing) the woolen cloth. The simplest type of hidraulic installation employs
the mechanical effect of the water-jet itself, which is projected at the base of the installation, in order to create a circular
current which carries the cloth that is introduced into the
whirl-pool.
The technically simple and natural character of the process (imitating the whirl-pools that are characteristic of swift
mountain water-courses), the fact that it is the most widespread installation throughout the whole country, present
under the same form (taking the shape of an upturned truncated cone, placed in the very river-bed or on the water-race
built in the proximity) the retention of the ancient TracoIllyrian name "~teaza" (which has been preserved up to the
present day in the areas that two thousand years ago were
not incorporated in the Roman province of Dacia and thus
preserving the linguistic vestiges of the Geto-Dacian substratum) or of the Latin "vultor" from which came the Romanian name "viltoare", all lead us to the conclusion that
we are in the presence of the oldest hydraulic technology for
processing products in Romania.
Many of these whirl-pools are still functional today, in
many ethnographic zones of the country. Technologically,
these installations can be placed within the complexes of
textile industry made up of mills, fulling-mills and whirlpools, which illustrate a higher state of development of the
textile working industry in our traditional folk civilization.
Water-driven fulling-mills are a controversial subject in
the historical, archaeological and ethnographical literature.
They probably appeared for the first time around A. D.
1000 (the first installation in Normandy, is dated 1086). The
new invention is generalized by the 13-14 Centuries and
. is known in all European chancelleries as "molendinae pillatoriae". The document from Olosig, dated 1342, recording
the use of the camshaft driven by a water-wheel for the first
time on the territory of Romania, calls it a "nuovo ingenio".
The fulling-mills introduced an industrial technology,
gradually replacing in most of the country the ancient tech237
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nique of manual processing of the cloth by pounding with a
stick on flag-stones or on grids or the technique of using the
so-called fulling-chair, which can still be seen in the museums of Cluj, Vienna and Cracow. Taking advantage of the
new technology, centres specializing in fulling appeared (Ra~inari, Rod, Sadu and Gura Riului in the Marginimea Sibiului area, Rucar in the Cimpulung area, Polovragi and
Gales in Oltenia, Satu N ou in Bucovina, Prigor, Sichevi1a
and Girli~te in Banat, Finale and Budureasa in Bihor).
We can distinguish two basic types of water-driven fulling
mills: the Eastern type, which is encountered in the Balkans,
Banat and Bihor and it is based on the swinging motion of
the beetles, and the Western type, that is to be found in Tranzylvania, Bucovina, Maramure~ and Oltenia, through Transylvanian influence, based upon vertical-action hammers.
The third category of hydraulical installation for processing large woolen cloths by hackling and thickening in hot
water is that of the fulling-mills. These are installations
driven by a powerful water-wheel, in which the two phases
of the technological process are performed in a single roll
or they are performed succesively in two different installations; the thermal treatment usually taking place in a massive
stone or brick building, with a large stove.
The whirl-pools are obligatory parts of the technological
process of fulling, being used both before ~nd after the cloth
is processed in the roll.
The water driven textile installations were, besides the
water dri,•en mills, mining installations and metallurgical
installations, the most important sector of medieval economy, contributing to a substantial increase of wool-production. This brought about the evolution of sheep-farming,
from the primitive a utarkic loca 1 system, with wintering
in the village to the phase of pastoral transhumancy, an
extensive system of sheepraising resulting in huge productions of wool, which were sold on the Transyh·anian market.
The income thus obtained was ploughed back by the sheepfarmers for the development of their villagrs, including the
development of powerful centers of textile industry patterned
on the models that had been introduced in the towns.
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FURRIER-SADDLER'S COTTAGE AND WORKSHOP /
Sali1te, Sibiu County (124)
One of the most famous centres of furricry and harness
and saddle-making in Romania was the district of Sali~tc,
in the Marginimea Sibiului area, well-known in the entire
country for the artistic qualities of its products.
This exhibit was brought to the Museum and reconstructed
in 1967. It consists of the cottage, barn with two stables and
pigsty, a plank-fence enclosing the entire unit and a gate
with shingle-covering, dated 1863.
The cottage is built on a stone foundation that is higher
at the front. The walls are made of fir-beams, carved on
four-sides, ending in butt-joints. The high roof in four slopes
is covered with shingles.
The cottage has three rooms: the main-room, the vestibule
in the middle and the small-room.

press-mould
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In the vestibule, there is a bread-oven built of bricks. To
the right of the oven there is a small pantry. The main-room
or "the front room" opens from the vestibule. The walls are
plastered and painted blue.
The painted furniture, made by cabinet makers, consists
of the bed placed in a back corner, with the "bench in front
of the bed" placed in front of it.
Two benches, four metres long each, bracket the table.
To the right of the door, there is a "liidoi" or large chest
that can be turned into a bed and near the back-wall is the
"castan" or large chest of drawers for keeping clothes and
objects in. The painted hope chest is dated 1862 and the coatrack is dated 1882. The interior decoration is completed by
pots, textiles, ikons on stained glass and other items.
The small room is to the right of the vestibule. In it there
is a brick stove with fire-plate, a bed with pannels and various household utensils. This is the centre of the day-to-day
activities of the household; the furrier-saddler's workshop is
also here, consisting of the following: to the right of the door
is the "verchei;i'' or the furrier's table with the tools of the
trade (scissors, needles) as well as materials for embroidery
patterns, for ornaments, pieces in various stages of finish and
also finished pieces, of which the most beautiful are the wedding jerkins and fur coats. Near the side-wall is the saddler's
workshop, consisting of a two meters long table for cutting
out the materials, above which the so called "filaizar" (a
leather tool-kit) is fixed to the wall.

leather tool-kit

Saddler's work-/Jcnch
11 -

Museum of Folk Technology
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There is also a saddler's bench in the room, for cutting out
thongs and a massive press for stamping out various ornaments in relief.
. The cleaning and tanning of the pieces was done in the
barn.

FlU'liu's table
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COTTAGE ILLUSTRATING THE WOOL-PROCESSING

TRADEPoiana Sibiului, Sibiu County (128)
This exhibit, comprising a cottage with enclosure from
Poiana Sibiului, Sibiu County, is an architectonical monument
characteristic of the pastoral architecture of the area known

•
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sheep-shears

curry-comb

The plan of the homestead:
A - living quarters: 1. porch
2. ceilingless vestibule 3. big
room 4. sitting room B. barn
stables 1. stable 2. barn 3.
stable C. shed D. shack
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as Miirginimea Sibiului. The exhibit dates from 1854 (there
is an inscription with this date on a beam) and it was transferred and rebuild in the Museum between 1977-1980.
The peculiarity of this type of homestead is that the building serving for living-quarters, i.e., the cottage and the shack
and the annex-buildings, the barn stables and shed are displayed in a perimeter around the gate. The gaps between
these arc closed at the front by massive posts, built of stone,
with the gate and the side-gate built between them and at
the garden side by a little gate, cowred ,vith shingles.
The cottage has two levels: the cellar is built following
the slope of the ground, at the back of the house and the living-quarters, built on a stone foundation with access through
the stairs near the porch.
The ground-plan of the cottage is the traditional ground,
plan of the cottagrs in the Poiana area; thrre are two roomsa ceilingless vestibule, placed in the middle and a porch or
"privariu" placed in front of the V('stibule and protected by
a roof of its own, in one slope, sustained by forks. The porch
has a back-wall of boards and a balustrade or "palimar" on
its sides. It is used for living-quarters during the summer
and it is furnished with a cot, above which a bracket is fixed
for keeping the "clothes of a week" (clothes and 'textiles used
and washed during one week).
There is a bread-own in the vestibule, taking up almost
one third of the surface of the room. Its side is used for an
open hearth. The vestibule gives access to the two rooms:
the sitting-room and the big room. The big room is not heated
and it is usually placed above the cellar.
The sitting-room is placed on the street-side of the house
and it is the centre of its day-to-day activities, such as the
weaving. The loom that is exhibited here dates from the
early 20 century and it is of the pedal type with two mobile
rolls, shortened to take up less room.
The "big room" is the festive room of the house, where
the entire dowry is also kept in perfect order on a bracket
above the beds. The room is richly furnished with the typical peasant furniture of the area, made of mature fir-wood.
The ornamental pitchers, ikons, prints and photographs
lining the walls arc typical of the interior decoration of the
houses in Poiana Sibiulu~, in the late 19 century and early
20 century.
The life of this village was characterized by transhumancy
and an active social life. Mention should be made of the introduction, earlier than in other villages of such novelties
as: stoves made of glazed tiles, with blue or white designs,
painted chest-of-drawers for clothes, prints and faience plates.
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The barn and the stables form a single building, raised on
a stone foundation, with an oak-beam frame-,vork and walls
built of round fir-timber. The roof is in two slopes and it
is covered with fir-shingles.
The building has three compartments. The barn proper,
with the hay-loft: that has Lwo openings: an external entrance for loading in the hay and an internal opening for the
easy feeding of the hay to the mangers. In warm weather the
warping is also done here. Of the installations used for warping, worth mentioning arc the so called "capra" or warpingmill and the ·;warping drum". At the two extremiti(•s of the
building arc the stables, of which one is subdivided to form
a pig-pen.
The so called ·'sop" is a multi-functional shelter, with an
external wall of fir-beams and an internal ro,v of girders
that sustain the edge-girder on which the rafters of the- roof
rest. The lof.t of the "sop" is used for storing hay. The ''sop"
used to shelter the sheep left in the village, the fire-wood
for the winter was also stored here, animal-hides were dried
here and in warm weather, certain operations connected with
winder

reeler

warping drum
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the textile - trade were also performed here such as: unwinding, twining etc.
The shack is a small building built in the same way as
the barn, with a single room that initially served for livingquarters for an old woman that took care of the house, while
the owners were away with the sheC'p.
The tools used for preparing the yarn are exhibited in this
room: sheep-shears, comb, the two types of distaff that were
used in the village, the spindle, and the hook and twiner used
for twining yarn.
The entire complex has a functional and constructive unity
and it constitutes a stage of development in the Romanian
pastoral architecture, the preliminary phase to the realization of the single-block comp1ex, represented by the cottage
,vith reinforced enclosure.
Tlfo monument illustrates the superior level of civilization
attained at the end of the 19 th century by the inhabitants of
Poiana Sibiului, the most famous centre of pastoral transhumancy in our country.

Loom
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COTTAGE AND WORKSHOP ILLUSTRATING
THE GOAT'S WOOL-PROCESSING TRADE MusculeJti, Gorj County (129)

The trade of goat's wool-processing, for obtaining various
much-needed products (bags, satchels, tents, ropes, feedingbags, mats etc.) was practised widely in the Southern Gorj
area, one of the most representative centres being the village
of Petre~ti.
This exhibit, bought in the village of Muscule~ti, near
Petre~ti, bears the hall-marks of the architecture of the area

Loom for goal's wool
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in the late 19 century (year of building 1881). It was rebuilt
in the Museum in 1973.
The cottage has a single level and it is built of round oak
timber, with studding covering the interstices and plaster
covering the walls, except the thick wooden frame, resting
on a river-stone foundation. The roof in four slopes is covered
with one metre long, carved oak-shingles with groove and
tongue joining.
The ground-plan of the cottage is archaic: two rooms, the
vestibule with an open hearth and the living room ,~ ith a
"blind" stove (heated from the other room, without a fireplace of i.ts own).
·
The side facing the court-yard has an open porch with
carved poles, which is reached by stairs protected by a prolongation of the roof.
The bag-maker's workshop with a spinning wheel, a table
for thickening the goat's wool, and a vertical loom is to be
placed behind the cottage, protected by a lean-to prolonging
the roof.

C::-,.,0
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SJ1i11ning wheel (or goal's wool
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COTTAGE AND WORKSHOP
ILLUSTRATING THE RAW-SILK PROCESSING TRADE Croici-Matasari, Gorj County (130)
This exhibit comes from Croici-:Miitasari, Gorj County,
a centre specialized in silk-worm breeding and raw-silk processing. It was built in 1888 and. it was transferred to the Museum in 1978.
The monument illustrates, by comparison with the cottage
and workshop for goat's-wool processing from Muscule~ti,
Gorj County, the evolution of the style and building technology of the Gorj cottage, from the cottage with one level to
the cottage with two levels, incorporating, on the ground
floor, the larder, used for storing produce. This was an independent building at the exhibit from Muscule~ti.
As a peculiarity of the Gorj arhitecture, the whole building
with two levels is made entirely of oak; it rests on a stone
foundation and it has a roof in four slopes, covered with oakshingles between 0.8 metre and 1. 2 metres long.
The ground-floor of the building has a single room, the
larder with an open porch in front. The porch is lined by
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the poles of the first floor and it has an entrance from the
court-yard.
The stairs leading to the first floor arc made of massive
oak-timber and they hug the larder-wall.
The living-quarters on the first floor have the traditional
ground-plan with two rooms; the first is a kitchen (caminete)
with an open hearth and a chimney-flue (corlata) and Lhe
second is a living-room (hodaie) heated by a "blind" stove
(a stove without a hearth, heated from the other room).
A porch with carved poles decorated the front (facing the
court-yard), interrupted exactly in the middle by a balcony
jutting out and having its own roof sustained by the four
simply decorated poles. The porch continues at the back-side
of the cottage as an open corridor leading to the out-house.
The porch is furnished with a bed, used during the summorseason, when the rooms (especially the "hodaia") are used
for silkworm breeding.
Silkworm breeding has a seasonal character and it is coupled with the textile trade of raw-silk processing, both taking
place inside the cottage.
In April or June, bunk-beds with furs are placed in the
"hodaie". The "winding" of the cocoon-fibre from the cocoons
is done in the kitchen, near the hearth, using water (heated
on the fire-place) and the silk-refll, with its two variants.
The spinning, warping, reeling and weaving (on a common

•
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silk distuff
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loom equipped wiLh a fine Loolh reed) are all done in Lim
"hoda ie", afLer the "furni lure" used for silkworm breeding
is taken ou l.
The resulting silk yarn (as well as the silk-cloth produced
in lhe house) was used for finery, silk-hangings for decorating
the walls, or il was sold to other villages or regions.
This gave the villages engaged in silkworm breeding the
character of specialized cenlres as it is proved by the name
MaUisari (~ilk) given to the neighbouring village.

raw-sillc-reei
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VERTICAL ACTION FULLING-MILL AND WHIRLPOOL Rod, Sibiu County (132)

The exhibit was brought from Lhe Yillage of Rod, Tili~ca
district, Sibiu County and it was reconstructed in the Museum
in 19G4- HJG5.

i11sidr r,fcu,

hook {or taking /he
rloth out o{thc whirlpool

wooden hook
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The building of the fulling~mill, called "casoaia" is made
of a frame-work of girders, boarded up with fir-planks. Initially this building also housed the fuller's living quarters.
In 1950 a "fuller's house" was added. The building rests on
a stone-foundation, the walls are built of fir-beams and the
roof in two slopes is covered with fir-shingles.
The installation for cleaming and thickening the woolencloth is made up of the fulling-mill proper and the whirlpool.
The fulling-mill is of the vertical-action type; it consists
of two couples of beetles driven by a water wheel with scoops,
through a driving-shaft with cams. In it, the woolen-cloth
is thickened through pounding under the action of water, to
obtain frieze.
The whirlpool, placed outside the building is a recipient
made of planks, in the shape of a truncated cone, in which
the cloth is washed and thickened under the water-j.)t.
The water-conducting system consists of the so-called "podesla", a stretch of canal lined with boards, from which bifurcate the two sluices, one for the wheel and one for the
whirlpool.

hammer

Ground-plan A.. tire fulling-mill room a. the fulling-mil/ b. waterwheel c. whirpool d. sluices B. the old fuller's collage C.
the new fuller's collage
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WATER-MILL WITH FULLING-MILL CALLED ·ouBE" FinaJe, Bihor County (133)

This exhibit, which is a combination between a water-mill
and a fulling-mill, locally known as "dube" comes from !he
village of Finate, Bihor County. It dates from 1877, and ft
was transferred to the Museum in 1966.
The two installations, each driven by an overshot waterwheel wilh scoops, arc housed in the same building, occupying half of the space each.
The fulling-mill is of a previously unknown type i.e. fulling-mill wilh pendulating action. By shortening the beetleshaft and hy fixing the beetles in a frame unattached to the
building, their size and implicitly, their weight became considerably smaller compared to the type most frequently seen
in the South, which had the beetles fixed in a frame resting
directly upon the upper beam of the building.
The mechanism of the water-mill has a transmission gear
made of a toothed wheel and a pin-wheel that demultiplies
the revolution of the driving shaft of the water-wheel.
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The grinding-mechanism is basically made up of the two
circular grind-stones, mounted in the "mill-bridge" that can
be reached by a ladder. The mill-bridge is suspended in front
on two thick poles embedded in the ground ('"un~i") linked
on the upper part by a thick cross-beam ("fruntar") which
has in the middle an orifice for evacuating the flour.
There is an inscription on the "fruntar" reading: "Protect,
0 Lord, this house of all evil" and an incised decoration with
solar molif and the year of building 1877.
The building has three walls made of river stone and limemortar and one wall made of carved oak timber, joined in
bull-joints.
On the lower stone-wall of the front, there is a trapezoidal
tympanum made of wicker-work, ,vilh four square openings.

Ground-plan: A. Grinding-mechanism, B. Fulling-mil/, C. Waterboilcr,
D. Jlydra11/ic installation a. waler-gale b. s/11ice c. waler-wheel with scoop
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The roof is in four slopes and is covered with firshingles,
the last front row being poinlcd decoratively.

The "[runtar" of the mill

.Ucasurc [or the miller's fee
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HORIZONTAL ACTION FULLING-MILL
AND WHIRLPOOL Prigor, CaraJ-Severin County (134)

This exhibit comes from the village of Prigor, on the Prigor
river, Cara!j-Severin County and it was transferred to the Museum in 1966. It is an installation for thickening tho woolen
cloth for domestic use ("straie") and the frieze ("panura"),
it consists of tho fulling-mill with swinging beetles ("vaialii")
and the whirlpool ("bu~nita'').
The mechanical installation consists of two large, trapezoidal wooden beotles with their hafts secured to a framework resting on the upper beam of the building and the massive inclined tub for the cloth.
The hydraulic installation is mado up of the undershot
waterwheel with "v,·ings" which drives the camshaft; the
waler is conducted to the wheel and the whirlpool through
two wooden troughs (,,vataie") with truncated-cone profile
and a steep incline.
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The building that houses the fulling-mpl shows archaic
traits: intersecting horizontal round beams, ending in round
bnttjoints are suspended partially on a socle of dry slab
masonry and at one end upon a "fork" (tree-trunk embedded
in the ground) to absorb the shock produced by the pounding
of the beetles.
The steeply inclined roof is in four slopes and it is covered
with oak-shingles. It has "smoke-holes" on the two ends.
The boiling of the water necessary for the fulling was done
in a large boiler, hanging on a "cujba" or pot-hanger above
the fire-place made of stone-slabs, situated in the right hand
corner of the room. The mobile pot-hanger served for piloting
the boiler from the outside trough, supplying the water to the
tub.
Near the fulling-mill, there was the so-called "lavitii de
piisiilit", a platform for stretching and measuring the layers
of frieze and the footbridge called "punte ingriiditii", frequent
in the area and used for passing the sheep over the rapid
stream of the rivers Nera or Prigor.

Cross-~cclion through the mechanism

"Cujbii" or pol-hanger with boiler
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HORIZONTAL ACTION FULLING-MILL
WITH "BUTTON" -ADMISSION AND WHIRLPOOL
Sichevita, Cara~-Severin County (136)
This exhibil comes from lhe Yillage of Sichevita, on the
Comenita riYer, in South-Eastern Banal, a region with a
poor hydrographical system. IL was Lransforred and rebuilt
in the Museum in 1968.
This type of fulling-mill can only be found in this area
and its system of admission through "buttons" completes
the series of fulling-mills in the Museum. This system consists
of tree-trunks (beech, lime-tree) hollowed out by slow burning) that conduct the waler from the artificial canal, through
which it was conducted from the riYer, to the waler-wheel.
The "button" has an inclination of up lo GO degrees, lo speed
up the fa II of Lim wa Ier.
At iLs lower end, the bullon has a cork-plug, hollowed out
conicallv on the inside and with an orifice of variable diameter, which helps Lo increase the pressure of the waler inside
the butlon and implicitly the speed with which it is ejected
towards the wa \er wheel.
The efficiency of the whole installation is increased by the
vertical water-wheel with scoops.
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The water-admission of
the fulling-mill with
"buttons"
a. "button", b. plug,
c. the rim of the waterwheel, d. scops

Fulling-mill
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The mechanical installation is similar lo the mill from Prigor, based upon swinging beetles and an inclined tub. The
low speed of the beetles is compensated for by their great
weight.
The exhibit consists of the mill-house and a so-called "sobii", a neighbouring building that was added in 1926 to serve
as the fuller's house during his work.
The building-technique is typical of the architectural
sty le of the area at the end of the 18 Century: intersecting
horizontal round oak timber, ending in butt-joints resting
on a riverstone foundation. The inside of the fuller's house
is plastered with clay and it is white-washed. The roof is in
two slopes, covered with oak-shingles and it has two gables,
also covered with shingles joisted to the battcnning.
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FULLING-MILL WITH SINGLE ROLL AND WHIRLPOOL Moeciu, Bra~ov County (138)
This exhibit was purchased in the village of Moeciu de Sus,
Bra!JOV CounLy and it was reconstructed in the Museum in
1966.
It is a folk ins ta Ila lion for thickening the large woolen
cloth and also for rnmbing the knots in the cloth.
The installation consists of the roll or ,,val", a cvlinder
made of two external wooden circles connected bv rods. Inside, the ro II has wooden nails that grab and lift the cloth
while turning. The roll is driven by the external water-wheel,
through a driving shaft. It serves both for thickening the
cloth inside it and for combing the knots, an operation that
is done by a thorn comb installed under the roll.
An important accessory of the fulling-mill is the whirlpool,
used for washing and thickening but also for picking out the
knots combed by the thorn-comb.
The fulling-mill was built on the waters of the river Moeciu
de Sus, where initially in 1925 there were two such installations.

Stool

Table
12 -

Museum of Folk Technology
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Sall-crusher
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Stretching-frame

The building has three rooms. The vestibule was used for
storing the unworked cloth and also for supplying the stove
with fire-wood. On the wall of the vestibule, there is a frame
for stretching out the cloth that acquired an irregular shape
after thickening.
To the left is the so called ,,hot-room", tho room in which
the roll is mounted and which is called so because of the heat
radiating from the stove during the fullipg operation.
To the right of the vestibule is the fuller's room that served
for living-quarters and also for storing the finished cloth.

The "hot-room"
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FULLING-MILL WITH TWO ROLLS
AND TWO WHIRLPOOLS RomaneJti, Vrancea County {139)

This exhibit was purchased in the village of Romane~ti,
Nistore~ti district, Vrancea County and it was reconstructed
in 1970.
Unlike the fulling-mil] of Moeciu, with this installation
the two phases, i.e. thickening the cloth and combing the
knots are done by two differenL installations, placed on two
different levels.
In the main room of the building is the thickening roll,
a cylinder made up of wooden circles connected by horizontal rods interwoven wilh wicker-work. This roll is driven
by a water-wheel with scoops, through an horizontal shaft.
The ,,combing" roll, placed in the loft of the building is
built like the thickening roll, only its diameter is smaller
and it has no wicker-work. It is driven manually by two
cranks. Under the roll is a bar with nails that does the combing.
The installation is housed in a small rectangular building
with one room. The loft has a door to the road and a .small
railing to the water and is used as a second room.
The internal and external masonry, as well as the loft is
plastered with clay.
The roof in two slopes is covered with fir-shingles and it
has an overhanging part that gives it a picturesque air. Near
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the fulling mill are two whirlpools that complete the installations.
Because of its roll, covered with wicker-work and its manually driven combing-roll, this installation is on ,a more archaic and rudimentary level of technical development than
the fulling-mill of Moeciu. Mention should also be made of
the waterwheel, which is of the breast-wheel type.

1. Tl:ickcninq-roll
2. Ccmbing roll
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COMPLEX OF PEASANT ARTISANSHIP Polovragi, Gorj County (140 a)

The complex from Polovragi was situated on the river
Oltet,, outside the village boundaries. It was brought to the
Museum and reconstructed in 1970.
This exhibit appears as a functionally unitary complex,
all the hydraulic installations are linked up to the same
hydrotechnical system. The complex is made up of the following installations: water-driven saw-mill for cutting up
logs in boards, circular saw for cutting planks, a grinding
machine for sharpening the band-saws. a mill with two grinding-installations and two fulling-mills.
The saw-mill, the circular-saw and the grinding machine
are housed in the same building, a shed made of carved beams,
with a roof in two slopes covered with shingles. There are

The saw-mill and /he water-mil/ with two hori:ontal wheels
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"holes" in the plank-wall, lhrough which the levers arc operated, ,Yhich raise the stops of the sluices, starting and stopping
the water-wheels of the two installations.
To the left of the shed, there is a hrickbuilding that serves
for sheller for the workmen, during the operation of tho installations and also for storage area for tools· and implements
for the entire complex. The roof is in lhreo slopes, co,·ered
with shingles.
The sawing installation (the band-saws fixed in the mobilo
saw-frame) and the transportation mechanism for the logs
(mobile skate) are placed in the m idclle of the shed and the
driving mechanism i.e. the undershot waler-wheel and the
driving shaft, that drives the skate through a crank-shaft
are placed on the lower level, under the shed.
The sawing table of lhe circular saw is fixed to the plankwall of the shed, and the operating and transmission gear
i.e. the water-wheel and the two cogwheels that multiply
the rotative motion through a driving-belt, are also housed
tinder the shed.
The grinding machine is also driven by the water-wheel
of the circular-saw, through a driving belt.
The two fulling-mills wilh six hammers, each driven by its
own water-wheel arc housed in separalr buildings; they can
work simultaneously or allernalively, as necessary.
The mill ,vith two horizontal waler-wheels is suspended
on "forks", in the way lraclitional with this type of mill,

1/ori:ontu/ walcr-wliccl
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perpendicularly on the water-course, whose sluice bifurcates
and is narrowed towards the two wheels, also getting a steeper
incline, to speed up the mill-race.
\Vhat gh'es these five installations an organic unity, from
a functional point of view, is the water-conducting and admission system made up of two superimposed troughs, into
which the water is conducted through an ingenious system
of sluices.

P,P,M-

._ / ' ) J·

f. _{'

C-

The water-conducting and admission system: P 1 • Fulling-mill,
P 2 . Fulling-mill, M. Mill; J. Saw-mill, C: Circular saw for cutting
planks
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COTTAGE ILUSTRATING THE HEMP-PROCESSING
TRADE SasauJi, Sibiu County (143)
This exhibit comes from the village of Siisiirn,;i, Chirpar
district, Sibiu County and it illustrates the ancient trade of
hemp-processing and rope-making. The cottage was transferred to the Museum in 1973 and it is characteristic of the ethnographical zone of Tara Oltului and Valea Hirtibaciului.
The unit consists of the cottage, with the cellar, the barn
with the stable and the ropery, the shed serving for the joiner's workshop, a pig-sty and a well.
The cottage dates from the second half of the 19 th century,
and it has two levels: the first floor, which contains the livingquarters and the temporary weaving room, and the groundfloor, which is divided into two rooms, serving for cellar.
.The living quarters are traditional, with two rooms: the
living-room with a tile-stove and the vestibule, with a brcadoven.
Access to the cottage is by stone-stairs leading up to an
open porch, placed above the cellar-entrance.
From the point of view of building technology, the cottage
exhibits two ancient technologies: the cellar is built of stone
masonry with clay mortar and the cottage has a massive
oak-frame, sustaining the wattle-and-daub walls. The roof
of the cottage is in four slopes and it is covered wilh strawbundles, the side towards the front being prolonged with
wicker-work, which protects the eaves made of straw-bundles.
The two sheds, housing the joiner's and the ropemaker's
workshops, arc open buildings, made of oak-forks with struts
joisted with wooden-nails and covered with straw-bundles.
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The three rooms of the barn i.e. the stable, the threshingfloor and the store-room for straw, have stone-walls with
clay-mortar.

spinning-wheel for "threads"
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LIST OF EXHIBITS RECONSTRUCTED
OR TO BE RECONSTRUCTED
IN THE MUSEUM IN THE ORDER
OF THE THEMATIC SECTORS*

1. Techniques and means for processing the
animals and vegetables produces, for nourishement
A. Hunting:
Shooter's post and directing fence, Transylvania (1)
Traps (2)
Game warden's hut, Hunedoara County (3)
Hu.nters' shelter, Neamt County (4)
Swamp shooter's post, Tulcea County (5)
Cross, Maramure~ County (6)

B. Fishing:
- Nets and fishtraps, Tulcea County (7)
Fishery, 1Ylahmudia, Tulcea County (8)
- Fisherman's shelter, Tulcea County (9)
- Fisherman's cottage, Mahmudia, Tulcea County (10)
C:. Bee-keeping:

Bee-keeper's cottage, Mehedinti County (11)
Bee-keeper's cottage and bee-hives, Vaslui County (12)
Cake of wax-press, Sebe§Ul de Jos, Sibiu County (13)
Wax-presser and candle-maker's coitage, Sebe$ul de Jos, Sibiu County
(14)

D. Animal-farming:
Sheep-fold, Rci$inari, Sibiu County (15)
Sheep-fold With "colna"-type sheep-pen, Cimpu lui Neag, I/unedoarci
County ( 16)
Sheep-fold with two rooms, Puru peak, Alba County (17)
Sheep-fold with three rooms, Col/ii Giuvalei peak, Arge§ County (18)
"Surla"-type hul from the mountain-grasslands, Su.tic, Dimbovifa
County ( 19)
Cattle-farmer's cottage, Transylvania (20)
House with reinforced enclosure, Miigura, Bra$OV County (21)

* Italics indicate reconstructed exhibits or exhibits under reconstruction
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E. Fruit-nrowlng:
Fruit-crmhcr and fruit-press, Ra$inari, S/birz County (22)
Drying-room for prunes, Bdrbrzlef, Dimbovi/a County (23)
Drying-room for prunes, Moldova (24)
Plum-brandy distillery with water-wheel, Sirbe~ti, Gorj County (25)
Plum-brandy distillery dug in the ground, l\luntenia (26)
Two-storeyed plum-brandy pre.ss-house, Polovragi, Gorj County (27)
Fruit-grower's cottage, Oltenia (28)
F. \'inegrowlng:
Vine-yard press-housr, Bd/ane§li, Gorj County (29)
Twin press-houses, Gorj County (30)
Vine-yard press-house with cellar, Corni-lfu$i, Vaslui County (31)
Press-house, dug in the ground (cellar), Moldova (32)
Vinegrower's cottage Transylvania, (33)
Vinegrowcr's cottage, Moldova (34)

G. OU-seed processing:
Oil-press with mortar wilh pulley, Arbore, Suceava County (35)
Oil-press with rams, Racovifa, Vtlcca County (36)
Oil-presser's cottage, Livada, J\,fllre$ County ( 37)
Oil-press with tread-mortar, Ndda$lia, llunedoara County (38)
Oil-press with mortar driven by animal-power, Grid, llunedoara County
(39)

Oil-press with frontal tread-wheel, Bdie$1i, llunedoara County (40)
Oil-press and fulling-mill, Tdlmdcel, Sibiu County (41)
Oil-press with hydraulic "mortar with arrows" Ohaba, llunedoara .County
(42)

II. Farming:
Farmer's cottage from the lowlands, Baragan (43)

Peasant homestead and shepherd-hut, Fene$, Alba County (U)
Farmer's cottage from the lowlands, Banal (45)
Farmer's cottage, Transylvanian Plateau (46)
J,arder, Cerbia, /lunedoara County (47)
Gardening wheel driven by animal power, Oltenia (48)
Hydraulic gardening wheel, Moldova (49)

I. Hour-milling
Mill driven by main force, Bumbe$1i, Vl/cca County (50)
Mill driven by animal-power, Banal, Timi~ County (51)
Waler-mill with horizontal wheel, Topic/, CarQ$-Severin County (52)
Waler-mill with horizontal wheel and "buttons", Svinifa, .Mehedin/i
County (53)
Waler-mill with three horizontal wheels, Arcani, Gorj County (54)
Waler-mill with six horizontal wheels, Gale$oaia, Gorj County (54 a)
Waler-mill with undershot wheel, Ddbica, Hunedoara County (55)
Waler mill with undershot wheel, Poenii de Jos, Bihor County (55 a)
Waler-mill with overshot wheel, Or$ova, Mure$ County (56)
Water-mill with overshot wheel, Transylvania, (57)
Water-mill with overshot wheel, AlffiU$-Sdli$1e, Hunedoara County (58)
Modernized mill with sieves, Remctea, Bihor County (59)
Floating mill, Lucdce$11, Maramure$ County (61)
Floating mill, .Munleni, Vilcca County (62)
Small wind-mill with stone-socle, Enisala, Tuleea County (63)
Two-sloreyed wind-mil/, Dunavd/ul de Sus, Tu/cea County (64)
Two-sloreyed wind-mill, Frccdfei, Tulcea County (65)
Wind-mill with sails, Curcani, Constanta County, (66)
Smock-mill, Beslepe, Tulcea County (67)
Draw-well with' pulley waler-lift, Chirnogeni, Constanta County (67 a)
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2. Techniques and means of traditional folk
transportation and communication
A. Trans11ortalion:
Shed wilh waggons (68)
Shed with floating means of transportation (69)
Hafts (70)
Carter ·s cottage, l\Iuntenia (71)
Inn (72)
•

D. Communieallon
Covcrl"d bridge, Transylvania (73)
Ferry, Tunru Ro$11, Sibiu Co1111/y (74)
Ferry with paddle-whee/, Topalu, Cons/an/a County (71 a)

3. Techniques and means for processing the raw
material to obtain building materials and
customary things
A. \\'ood-worklng:
Lumberman's seasonal shelter, Moldova (75)
Lumberman's hut, l\laramure~ County (76)
Drift canal for Jogs, l\Ioldova (77) .
Log-loading platform, Moldova (78)
Archileclonical complex Fere$1i-Ca.Linqli, 1lfaramure$ Count// (79)
Archileclonical complex, Slolojani- 1'irgu-Carbu11e$li, Gorj County (80)
Horse-driven saw-mill, Gura Riu/ui, Sibiu County (81)
Complex of peasant arlisanship, Tome$li, Hunedoara County (82)
Saw-mill with small waler-wheel, Gura Riului, Sibiu County (83)
Toolmaker's cottage and workshop, Tansa, Ia~i County (84)
Wheelwright's cottage and workshop, Ru~etu, lalomi\a County (85)
Cottage and. workshop for making farm-implements', ~ugag, Alba
County (86)
Recd-maker's cottage and workshop, Ri$culifa, Hunedoara County (87)
Cooper's cottage and coopery, Ia~i County, (88)
Cooper's cottage and coopery, Sii.hU$tru, Vrancea County (89)
Wheelwright-cooper's cottage and workshop, Obfr$a, llunedoara County
(90)

Cooper's cottage and coopery, Albac, Alba County (91)
Tubbcr's cottage and workshop, Vidra, Alba County (92)
Joi-ner's cottage and workshop, Siilaj County (93)
Dry cooper's cottage and workshop, Poiana, Vilcea County (94)
Joiner's cottage and workshop, Arge~ County (95)
Collage and workshop for making musical instruments, Cimpulung Moldouencsc, Suceaua County (96)
Shepherd's pipe-maker's cottage and workshop, Hodac, Mure$ County (97)
Bagpipe-maker's cottage and workshop, Batrina, Prahova County (98)
Bast mat-maker's collage and workshop, 'Valeni, Gorj County, (99)
Weaver's cottage and workshop, Deta, Timi~ County (100)
Charcoal kiln and hut, Cara~-Severin County (101)

B. Extraction of stone:
Lime-kiln on the ground, Cara~-Severin County (102)
Lime-kiln dug in the ground, Bihor County (103)
Stone-breaker's cottage and workshop, Arge~-County (104)
Stone-breaker's cottage and workshop, Buzau County (105)
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C. Metal,norking:
Hcducing-furnucc dug in the' ground, Chelnr, Iluncdoara County (lOG)
Waler-driven forge, nemelea, A Iba Co11nly ( 107)
Gold-mine gallcJ'/1, llo$ia-Jfonlana, A.Iba County (10S)
Stamp-mill for gold-ore, J\bmd, ,llba County (109)
Boilermaker's collage and workshop, Bratei, Sibiu County (110)
11/acksmilh's collage and forge, Ci1line$U, Jfaramure$ County ( 111)
Wheelwrighl-b/acksmilh's collage with forge, ;1/dnc§li, Dimbovifa County
(112)

Forge and bell-maker"s workshop, S,luinc~li, Scam( County (113)
D, l\'orking in cluv:

Brick-kiln and hrick-pik, Arad County (114)
Shed and tile-kiln, Sibiu County (115)
Potter's collage and pol/cry, Jfarginea, S11ceava Counl/J ( 116)
Poller's collage and poller!J, Suer/, ]Jaram11re$ Counl!J (117)
Pollcr's collage and pottery, Sasca Romcind, Cara...~-Severin County (118)
Potter's cottage and poltery, Saschiz, J\lurc~ County (119)
Potter's collage and pollcry, Oboga, 011 County (120)
Pollcr's collage and pol/cry, Jlore:u, Vileea County (120 a)
Potter's collage and pollcry, Comnd, Jlarghila County (121)
Potter's cottage and pottl-ry, Prahova County (122)
Po/ler's collage and pottery, Obir$a, llr111edoara County ( l:!3)

4. Techniques and means for processing leather,
animal and vegetal fibres, used for clothes and
house current use.
A, Leather and fur processing:
Furrier-saddler's collage and workshop, Si:i.li$1e, Sibiu Count// ( 124)
Furrier's cottage and workshop, \Vcstern Carpathians (125)
Saddler's cottage and workshop, Ora~tie, Huncdoara County (12G)
Bootmakcr's cottage and workshop, Arad County (127)

D, Processing animal fibres:

Cottage illustrating lhe wool-processing trade, Poiana Silliului, Silliu
County (128)
Cottage and workshop illustrating lire goal's wool-processing:trade, Muscule$li, Gorj County (129)
Cottage and workshop illustrating lire raw-silk processing trade, CroiciJlfatasari, Gorj Cow;ity (130)
\Vatcr-driven carder, Mnramurc~ (131)
Fulling-mill with vertical action and whirlpool, Rod, Sibiu County (132)
Water-mill with fulling-mill called "dulle", Flna/e, Bihor County (133)
Fulling-mill with hori:ontal action and whirlpool, Prigor, Cara$-Seuerin
County ( 134)
Fulling-mill with four pairs of beetles with horizontal action, Rusca,
Cara~-Scverin County (135)
Fulling-mil/ with hori:onlal action, whirlpool and "llutton"-admission,
Sichevi/a, Cara$-Seucrin County (136)
Fulling.-mill with horizontal action, Mure~ Valley, Mure~ County (137)
Fulling-mil/ with single roll and whirlpool, Moeciu, Bra$OV County (138)
Fulling-mill with two rolls and two whirlpools, Nistore$1i, Vrancea
County (139)
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C. Processing vcgetal fibres
Complex of tcxtilc-trndc, Rucar, Dlmbovi\a County (140)
Complex of peasant artisanship, Polovragi, GorJ County (140 a)
Fell cloak-maker's cottage and workshop, Slrbe~ti, Bihor County (141)
Felt cloak-maker's cottage and workshop, Moldova (142)
Cottage illustrating the hemp-processing trade, SiisiiU$i, Sibiu County
(143)

Cottage illustrating the flax-processing trade, Bihor County (144)
Roper's cottage and workshop, Transylvania (145)
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THE PLAN OF THE OPEN AIR EXHIBITIO
OF THE MUSEUM OF FOL
TECHNOLOGY8
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Fishery, l\fahmudia, Tulcea County
Fisherman's cottage, Mahmudia, Tulcea County
Cake of wax-press, Sebe~ul de Jos, Sibiu County
Wax-presser and candle-maker's cottage, Scbe~ul de Jos, Sibiu County
Sheep-fold, Ril~inari, Sibiu County
Sheep-fold with "colna"-type sheep pen, Clmpu Jui Neag, Hunedoara
County
Sheep-fold with two rooms, Puru Peak, Alba County
Sheep-fold with three rooms, Coltii Giuvalei Peak, Argc~ County
"Surla"-type hut from the mountain-grasslands, Siitic, Dimbovita
County
Cottage with reinforced enclosure, Miigura, Bra~ov County
Fruit-crusher and fruit-press, Rii.~inari, Sibiu, County
a Fruit-crusher and fruit-press, Ro~ia, Sibiu County
Drying-room for prunes, Bii.rbulet, Dimbovita County
Plum-brandy distillery with water-whee!, Sirbe~ti, Gorj County
Two-storeyed plum-brandy press-house, Po!ovragi, Gorj County
Vine-yard press-house, Bii.lilne~ti, Gorj County
Vine-yard press-house with cellar, Corni Hu~i, Vashti County
a Exhibition of presses
Oil-press with mortar with pulley, Arbore, Suceava County
Oil-press with rams, Racovi\a, Vilcca County
Oil-presser's cottage, Livada, I-Iunedoara County
Oil-press with tread- mortar, Niidiijdia, Hunedoara County
Oil-press with mortar driven by animal-power, Grid, Ilunedoara County
Oil-press with frontal tread-wheel, Bii.ie~ti, Hunedoara County
Oil-press and fulling-mill, Tii.!miicc!, Sibiu County
Oil-press with hydraulic mortar with "arrows", Ohaba, Hunedoara
County
Peasant homestead and shepherd-hut, Fcne~, Alba County
Larder, Cerbia, Huncdoara County
Mill driven by main force, Bumbuic~ti, Viken County
Water-mill with horizontal wheel, Toplet, Cara~-Scvrrin County
\Yater-mill with horizontal wheel and "buttons", Svini\a, Mehedinti
County
a ·water-mill with two horizontal wheels and gearing, Riu de Mori,
1-Iunedoara County
Water-mill with three horizontal wheels, Arcani, Gorj County
a Water-mill with six horizontal wheels, Giile~oaia, Gorj County
Water-mill with undershot wheel, Diibica, Huncdoara County
a Water mill with undershot wheel, Poicnii de Jos, Bihor County
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6 \Valer-mill with 0Vl'rsl10t wheel, Or~ova, Mure~ County
7 ·water-mill with overshot wheel and dou!Jle gcllring, Hogojelu, Cluj
County
8 Wal<'r-mill with overshot wheel. Almn~ Siili~k, lluncc.loara County
Flo::iling mill_. Luciicc~U. l\Iaramure~ County
FJoaling-miH. l\Iunkni, \'ilcca County
:1 Small wind-mill with stonc-soclc_. Enisala, Tulcea County
Two-storc.yccl wine.I-mill, Dunaviitul de Sus, Tulcca County
;5 Two-storcycd wind-mill, Frcciitci, Tulcca County
,6 \Vind-mill wilh sllils, Curcani, Constanta County
7 SmoC'k-mill, Bc5tcpc, •l'ulcca County
67 a Draw-well with pulley water-lift, Chirnogcni, Constanta County
74 Ferry, Turnu Ho~u, Sibiu County
71 a Ferry with pac.ldle-whecl. Topalu, Constanta County
79 Architectonical complex, Fere~ti and Calinc~ti, l\faramurc~ County
80 Architcctonical complex, Stolojani and Ciir!June~ti, Gorj County
81 Horse-driven saw-mill, Gura Riului, Sibin County
82 Complex of peasant artisanship, Tome~ti, Hunedoara County
83 Saw-mill with small water-wheel, Gura Riului, Sibiu County
87 Recd-maker's cottage and workshop, Ri~culita, I-Iuncdoara County
89 Cooper's cottage and coopcry, r-;ereju, Vrancea County
90 Whcehnight-cooper's cottage anc.I workshop, O!Jir~ia, Huncdoara
County
9-1 Dry cooper's cottage and workshop, Poiana, Vilcea County
96 Cottag1, and workshop for making musical instruments, Cimpulung
l\foldovcncsc. Suceava County
97 Shepherd's pipe-maker's cottage and workshop, Hodac, Mure~ County
99 Bast mat-maker's cottage anc.I workshop, Valeni, Gorj County
107 \Valer-c.lrivcn forge, Remetea, Alba County
108 Gold-mine gallery, Ro~ia Montana, Alba County
109 Stamp-mill for gold-ore, Abrud, Alba County
111 Blacksmith's cottage and smithy, Ciiline~ti, Maramure~ County
112 Wheelwright-blacksmith's cottage with smithy, Mfine~ti, Dim!Jovita
County
113 Smithy and !Jell-maker's shop, Poiana Tciului, Neamt County
116 Potter's cottage and pottery, Marginea, Suceava County
117 Potter's cottage anc.I pottery, Sil.eel, l\faramurc~ County
118 Potter's cottage anc.I pottery, Sasca Homa.nil., Cara~-Severin County
120 Poltl'r's cotagc and pottery, O!Joga, Olt County
128 a Potter's cottage and pottery, Horezu, Vilcca County
121 Pollcr's cotage and pottery, Corund, Harghita County
123 Potter's collage and pottery, Obir~ia, I-Iunedoara County
124 Furrier-saddler's cottage and workshop, Sii.Ii~te, Sibiu County
128 Shepherd's cottage illustrating the wool-processing trade, Poiana
Sibiului, Sibiu County
129 Cottage illustrating the goat's-wool processing trade, Musculc~ti,
Petre~li, Gorj County
130 Cottage and workshop illustrating the rawsi!k processing trade,
Croici-Matiisari, Gorj County
132 Vertical action fulling-mill with whirlpool, Rod, Si!Jiu County
133 Water-mill with fulling-mill called "dube", Flnatc, Bihor County
134 Horizontal action fulling-mill with whirlpool, Prigor, Cara~-Severin
County
136 Horizontal action fulling-mill with whirlpool and "button", Sichevi~a.
Cara~-Severin County
138 Fulling-mill with single roll and whirlpool, Mocciu, Bra~ov County
139 Fulling-mill with two rolls and two whirlpools, Nistore~ti, Vrancea
County
140 a Complex: of peasant artisanship, Polovragi, Gori County
143 Cottage illustrating the hemp-processing trade, Siisau~, Sibiu County
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Open Air Museum
Open daily between
1 May - 31 Oktober
from 10-18 hour
Monday: closed
Direction of the Brukenthal
Museum -

Telephone 1 15 45
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